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ABSTRACT

With the development of more and more powerful jet engines for air-
craft, the noise produced by such engines is becoming art inc-easingly
serious hazard to the personnel on the flight line and on the flight de.ks
of aircraft carriers.

The BENOX group of scientists was organized to make a survey of
existing information, to conduct preliminary experiments, and to make
recommendations as to the course of action to be followed in order that
men can continue to perform effectively in situations where intensity
levels of noise are very high.

Noise levels to which men are now routinely exposed are great enough
to produce temporary hearing losses and, if exposures are repeated fre-
quently over a period of weeks or months, to produce permanent damage
to the inner ear. Insert type eardefenders such as the V-51-R which has
been adopted by the Navy, Air Force, and Army provide reasonable pro-
tection from noise levels now encountered. The ear defenders are not,
however, being distributed and used as widely as they should be. A
program to educate personnel as to the importance of ear protection and
the proper use of ear defenders is recommended.

Evidence of physiological -.ffects other than loss of auditory acuity
has not been clearly demonstrated although excessive fatigue, occasional
nausea, and loss of libido are common complaints of men working in noise.

* The use of ear defenders to prevent excessive stimulation of the central
nervous system by way of the auditory and, perhaps, vestibular end-organs
should provide partial protection, at least, from these more general stress

. reactions which appear to be taking place.
In many situations voice communication is now impossible. The

development of better visual communication systems and of a training
program to teach visual communication in noise is an urgent need.

Our knowledge of the effects of very intense noise on -nan must be
extended by research in the field and in the laboratory. There is no exist-
ing laboratory which is equipped to conduct the kind of research that must
be done. Such a laboratory should be established without delay.

By drawing upon the results of past research, equipment and methods
can be devised to enable men to carry out their required duties in the
noise fields to which they are currently exposed. As the power of jet and
rocket engines is incre-ased, we shall soon encounter noise levels with
which we shal3 be unable to cope unless our knowledge acquired through
research has advanced at a comparable rate.

A more extensive and detailed list of reZommendations for immediate
action and for research is given in Chapter I.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

For im-nmediate action
L For intensities of noise to which men are now routinely exposed (140

db overall and below) the ear is the channel through which detrimental bio-

logical effects are mediated.Therefore, it is recommended that without waiting for results from

further research studies, an educational and advertising campaign be
started on a broad scale at once to sell the idea of using insert type ear
defenders to personnel exposed to intense noise. The V-51-R ear defender
which has already been adopted by the Air Force, Navy and Army is aw
good as any ear defender which has been tested and is better than most.
Some steps which may be taken in a campaign to promote the use of ear
defenders are these:

a. Expedite the production and distribution of films describing ear
defenders and the importance of using them.

b. In addition to the educational films on ear defenders now beingplanned, direct instruction should be given to all personnel exposed

to noise. For example, during the early part of their training,maintenance men who are to work around jet el,&illes should be

given ear defenders by a medical officer or other appropriate per-
son and should be instructed as to the importance of using thesej ~ear defenders to protect themselves from suffering hearing loss.
U they wear ear delenderu duriug cadrly txaining. they will .ec.meEl accustomed to listening for the sounis which have significance for
-nsine function. The_ - bI - a.."- how t- incrt tuhe de-

fenders and how to keep them clean.
The crews who handle the planes on a flight deck may be given

similar instructions before they start to work with jet planes. The

instruction might well include demonstrations in noise to show that
the use of ear defenders does not interfere with voice communica-
tion in high level noise environmcnts.

c. Other media. e.g. different Air Force and Navy bulletins, should
be used to publicize the importance of using ear defenders when
exposed to high intensity noise. Publicity should emphasize the
danger of permanent deafness which will result if ears are not pro-

tected. Other advantages of ear defenders can also be pointed out:
(1) they make noise less irritating. (Z) they enable a man to stay in
the noise field and accomplish his job without hurrying; (3) they
prevent ringing in the ears after exposure; (1) they improve com-
munication under certain conditions.

d. A special directive should be sent to all flight surgeons and other
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officers (e.g. the Air Officers on carriers) who deal directly with

men exposed to noise. This directive should call attention to the

importance of educating men now in the use of ear defenders. It

should point out that in the near future, as more powerful engines

are produced, it will be imperative that all rneu exposed to the
noise of jet engines wear ear defenders. It should also be noted
that there is no easy solution to the problem of providing ear pro-
tection that can be worn comfortably and put on and taken off with
with ease. Any device that give.; protection will be slightly, dis-
agreeable to wear, but so are oxygen masks and other kinds of
equipment which are essential under certain extreme environmen-
tal conditions.

Z. Improve the distribution of ear defenders. Be-sure that they are readi-
ly available to all personnel.

3. It seems likely that the sound levels produced by new and more power-
ful power plants will soon exceed the limits for which reasonable protec-
tion to hearing can be provided by ear defenders or by any other personal
protective device which may be invented. Imnnmediate consideration should
be given, therefore, to changes in operating procedures so that plane hand-
lers, maintenance men, and others who ordinarily work around operating
planes will be able to carry out their duties from a distance or will be

7 Iprotected by a shelter at the times when the plane is running a full power.
The present operating procedures which have bee.. developed without

any special planning for protection should be examined to see if men are
being exposed to high noise levels unneces3ar.--

Although jet planes with afterburners can undoubtedly be handled in
such a confined area as the deck of a carrier, it is obvious that some
changes in procedures for handling afterburner planes will be necessary.
4. Training courses ....a .c mmunicang in noise should be established for

both officer and enlisted personnel. In basic courses, standard phraseol-

ogy and standard procedures would be taught. In intermediate and ad-
vanced courses, emphasis would be placed on teamwork undtr simulated
and actual operating conditions. Ear protection should be used during
training.

In these courses on communicating in noise, both voice and visual
comnmunication should be taught; for both, it is essential that men learn
standard signals or phraseology and appropriate procedures. Because
little emphasis has been placed on visual communication systems of this
sort in the past, a research program to develop new procedures and meth-
ods is necessary. (See p. 8, below.) As part of the communication train-
ing indoctrination in the desirabili.ty of weari,.g ear defenders should be

tincluded.
5. Besides instruction on protection of their ears when exposed to noise
and on met'hods of communicating, men who are to work around jet planes
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should be given careful instruction as to how to deal with all hazards

peculiar to their job.

6. Because men (e.g. men un the flight deck of a carrier) working in in-

tense nc•ia environments are dependent upon vision for most of the infor-
mation th-ey are to reccive from men and objects around them, special

.- •attention should be given to the vision of such men and to the protection

•': to, of their vision.

7. Special attention should be given to screening out individuals who have
any past medical history suggesting epilepsy; intense noise mpiay be an ef-
fective releaser of epileptic seizures.

S. In any situation where it is possible to do so, routine audiometric[I checks should be made for all men who are exposed to the noise of jet
-'=• •engines. Such examinations will not only be of value in protecting men

from suffering unnecessary damage to hearing but also in adding to pres-
"ent knowledge df the effects of repeated exposures.

9. There is an urgent need for a laboratory especially designated to con-
duct research on the biological effects of high intensity noise. Essential
features of such a laboratory would be:

a. Sound sources capable of generating tones or noise at extremely
high levels.

b. Adequate space for research with both animal and. human subjects.
c. Equipment and instruments for physiological, psychological, and

F"medical studies.
The laboratory should be designed to accommodate both in-service and

contract research. Because of the scarcity of scientific talent, it would
Sappear impractical if not impossible to provide a permanent staff com-

petet t- dca. ."th -1l .- pects of the bi.onlngical effects of noise. Therefore.

a most important aspect of a laboratory for research on effects of high
intensity noise is that it be able to provide convenient working arrange-
ments for visiting researchers. The BENOX group feel very strongly

that this feature of the laboratory is of top importance. The facilities of
the laboratory must be planned with flexibility of use in mind and the

_ •permanent staff must, from the start, acccpt willingly the responsibility
IN of assisting and cooperating with visiting investigators.

For research

1. The direct effects of airborne sound on the body tissues, i.e. transmis-
__sion by routes other than special receptors, needs to be studied carefully.

At the present time some information is available for intensities of sound
.below• G db but almost nothing is known about the effects of intensities
N- above 150 db. The factor of exposure time should be considered.

Z. To extend the research that has already been done on teinporary deaf-

.3
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ness, particular aztention should be 3iven to the effects of frequencies be-
low 500 cps. k.-

3. Determine to what extent there is a cuxeulative effect of repeated ex-
posure to noise which produces only a temporary hearing loss after a
single exposure. Factors such as Length of exposure time and degree of
recovery between exposures should be examine'. In order that this study
may be carried to the desired end, i.e. the production of a permanent hear-
ing loss, it will have to be done, in part at least, with animal subjects. Re-
search conducted under carefully controlled laboratory conditions should
be supplemented by audiametric studies of military personnel who are re-
peatedly exposed to noise.

4. Using high speed photography or stroboscopic illmination, photograph
the motion of the ossicles and ear drum of an animal or fresh cadaver
during stimulation by sound at pressure levels up to the point at which
rupture of the eardrum occurs.

5. The Committee on Hearing and Bio-Acoustics should take the responsi-
bility for initiating research to explore further the possibilities of different
kinds of voice-co munications systems for use in noise.

6. A program of research should be undertaken to develop better methods
and procedures for visual, communication. Many factors need to be con-
sidered, for example:

a. For many purposes it is necessary that the visual communication
system retain as much as possible the flexibility of ordinary voice
communication.

b. To improve the effectiveness of hand and arm gestures such as are
now in use, a careful analysis should be made of the intelligibility
and confusability of su;.h gestures so as to eliminate some gestures
which are readily confused with others and to attach meaning to the r
signals such that those which are most alike have meanings which.
if confused, will not lead to serious mishap. The use of gestures
having natural meaning, such as beckoning with the hands to signal

come forward, sh2 uld be retained insofar as possible.
c. The development of more effective use of signal lights in simple

sequences and in patterns appears to have promise.
In general the whole program on visual communication could be pat-

terned quite closely after the researches which have been done on voice
communications by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Harvard Psycho-
Acoustic Laboratory, and other groups.

k2. 7. As part of No. 6 above. or as a closely re~lated project, studies should
be made to improve training methods used to teach communication (both
voice and visual) in noise.

8. Forms of person-to-person communication with other than auditory or
visual signals should be explored. The senses other than vision and hear-

.4 1
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ing are not readily stimulated from a distance. Neverhelt-3, a a Long

term project, it would appear desirable to examine the possibi-Itf of using

these other senses, in particular the tactual sense, for per3on-to-person

conmnuni cation.

9. Conduct studies to determine for man the threshold characteristics of

vestibular stimulation by airborne sound. Threshold curves in terms of
frequency and intensity should be found for both the protected and unpro-
tected ear and with unilateral and bilateral exposure. As measures of

response both reports of sensory experience and objective signs of ves-
tibular disturbance should be included. Sounds of high enough intensity
for this work can be produced by a siren such as the one in use at the Bio-

Acoustics Laboratory, WADC. Tests with wide-band noise might also be
made as part of this research project.

10. Observe and measure postural. adjustm-ents, eye novements, and co-
ordination of animals subjected to unilateral and bilateral auditory ex-

posure to very intense sounds (140 db and above), Because sound of in-

tensities in this range will often produce permanent hearing losses, re-
search must be done with animals. Prelimninary experiments might be
do-"e with lower mammals but it would seem most profitable to work as

much as possible with monkeys because of their upright posture and. their
ability to manipulate objects.

"11. Electrophysiological studies should be conducted to find out where the

spill over into the vestibular system occurs when the ear is stinudated Lb
intense sound.

a. At the end-organ level, the electrical activity of different parts of
the labyrinth sould be measured.

b. In the central nervous systems, the electrical activity of the ves-
tibular and auditory centers needs to be carefully examined. As

Sye .yt, the possibility remains that the stimuzation of the vestibula

system by airborne sound rnay occur through spilling over in the
central nervous system rather than at the end-organ. Tracing of

activity aroused by intense sound through the central nervous
system centers and paihways is a difficTt and complex problem;
the aspects mentioned here must be considered in relation to those

discussed under Nos. IZ and 13 below.

17. As part of No. II above, or as a separate project, the muscular con-
sequences of overstimulation by intense sound might be better understood
throu gh the use of ele•-t-oryographic recording from appropriate musclehgroups to determine pathways by which disorienting effects of intense

sound gain expression in muscular movements.

13. Exam•ine the role of the reticular activating system in the overaU
g neural effects produced by intense noise. This is closely related to 11 (b)

abovoE bitt ernph • of the researcu would be in a somewh--t difere-t di-

4rection.



14. Thorough study 3houJi be made of the chauge- in the 2M G produced
by exposure to intense 3o0lnd3, It should be confirmed that the ear and the
a-uditory nervous system are the channel through which E.ZG changes are-
mediated. The threshold.s. for EEG change in terms of frequency and in-
tensity of the stimul'zs should be more adequately measured-.

Special attention should be given to the possibility of acoustic driving
analogous to photic driving. Observations should include exvloration of

interaction of the two modalities.

15. Careful, neurological examination should be made of human subjects

exposed to intensities above 140 db. Common clinical tests such az those

I for tendon reflexes, past-pointing, heel-knee tibia, rebound, dysmetria, I
rapidly alternating movements and the like should be used. r
15. Because the potential danger of exposing epileptic individuals to high
intensity noise fields is great in terms of hazard to others as well as to
themselves, it would seem to be justified to determine whether seizures
can be precipitated in some or all epileptics by exposure to sounds of very

hihinten..ty. The recording of LEFG during exposure wouldi be an essen-
tal part of sucL experiments.

i ] 1T. From the preliminary experiments which have been done it appears a
likely possibility that inten state e schavge of th. anterior

reticular formation and this may activaite the pituitary to release ACTI-L

UH this is true, a refractory state o the adrenl may develop resulting inl
chronic faticue. is problem should be investigated in the folhowing cir- .ý7
custances: (a) men long ex--osed under working conditions to intense

sound, and (b) young men exposed on an experimental, basis. Urine samples

I should be collected for both groups and analyzed for urinary steroids in-
dicative of adrenal precursors.

The value of the above investigation would be enhanced if it were V"
Scombined with a study of the psychological characteristics of the experi- -

k-. J mental subjects. A battery of standardized psychological tests such as
those used in the preliminary experiments described by Halstead in
Chapter EXI might make it possible to relate performance on psychological L
ts indicated by measures.

18. Further study should be made of psychomotor performance in noise at
-- sound pressure levels above L40 db. Tests should be constructed which
! measure not only complex performance, but more important, the ability of7

the subject to follow instructions carefully for a period of time and do ex-

act work despite pre~ssure to get the job done. As part of this or as re-'j lated experiments, time perception and incidental -learning during intense
- .noise stimulation might be examined.

S i 19. The critical incident technique should be used to get further and more
accurate data from the field as to the effects of jet noise on personnel ex-

I posed. This technique has been used to good advantage in studies of pilot
errors in plane accidents or near accidents and it.may have application at

* I the presentstage of Investigation of biological effects of noise.
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INTRODUCTION

Hallowell Davis
Central Institute for the Deaf

St. Louis, Missourir

Biological Effects of Noise

Noise is an unavoidable by-product of the power of modern machinery.
Some small fraction of the power is lost as sound, just as some must al-
ways be lost as friction. Military aviation places a great premium on
speed, which implies great power, and one result of the development of
high-performance aircraft is the incidental generation of noise at absolute-
l. unprecedented levels. This noise may affect man in four general ways. t

It may disturb and annoy him and suggest unpleasant thoughts by its asso-
ciations. It interferes with his communication by voice. It may injure his
hearing. It may interfere with other mental and bodily functions so seri-
ously as to reduce his military efficiency and thereby cause delays and

accidents.
All. of these effects are serious. The first has created a major and

urgent problem for the Air Force in the form of unfavorable community
reactions. The Air Force also shares with the Navy the problems of com-
munication, ai injury to personnel and of direct interference with military
eiciency. These three latter problems are combined in dramatic form on F
the deck of a carrier when jet planes a~re being launched. but the Air Force

:• ~shares them in only slightly less urgent form an the maintenance line of •

airports and in contemplated unconventional operations.
The present study and report is directed specifically to the twin prob- •

lems of interference by intense noise with functions other than hearing and
the possibility of the direct injuries, including injury to the ears, that noise
may produce. It assesses the known limits of human tolerance and the
possibilities of personal protection. It discusses the biological effects of •i

oAf
noise as medical and as operational problems and it suggests many lines
of research that should be undertaken to supplement our present knowledge.

Historical

Early in 1952, in anticipation of the use of more powerful jet engines rZ-7
and jet engines with after~urners, the Navy sponsored some shipboard
studies of the sound fields to which flight deck personnel were exposed.
This survey (Project NM 004 005.03.06) was conducted by Lt. Cdr. D. E.
Goldman and Mr. E. S. Mendelson and resulted in a report entitled "Pre- .
liminary Report on a Noise-Level Survey of Flight Operations Aboard the

o,7



U.S.S. Carat Sea (CI3-43)." Tie res'uits of the survey indicated that the

Navy soox, would be faced with aa acute noise problem, on carrier3. For
this reason the Navy consulted the NRC Cormmnittee on Hear'ng. In May

195Z the NRC Cornmittee on Hearing recornmer.ded a survey to asses

available research facilities and personnel active in this area or who
might turn their attention to the noise problem. This survey was con-
ducted in the sununwr of 195Z by Drs. W. A. Rosenblith. 0. E. Wheeler
andt Cdr. H. Smedal. One of the recommendations made in their report

"("ProbLems of High-lntensity Noise: A Strvey and Recommendations."

PNR-133) was for a "quickie" summer study by men of various scientific
backgrounds to evaluate possible extra-auditory effects of noise. The
NRC Con±tee on Hearing approved this recommendation anrd the Navy

then. took the problem to the Research and Development Board Committee
on MedicalSciaences. Colonel Gagge (Air Force) at that time pointed out

that there was a need for an organization. of consultants on hearing and
bioacoustics sililar to the Armed Forces-National Research Council
Committee on. Vision- The request for the formation of such a committee

was made, and representatives of the three services met in Dece=iber
195Z with. re•resentatives of the National Research Council and organized
the Armed Forces-National Research Council Committee an Hearing and
Bio-Acoui.--- (CHABA).

The inter ;.to of CHABA include the effects and control of noise, audi-
tory- dis on, speech communication, the fundamental mechanism.

of hearing, and auditory standards.
At the first meeting of the CHAMA Council a working group was ap-

pointed to evaluate the recommendation contained in the Psycho-Acoustic
Report "that a short-term 'quickie programt' be set up, composed of per-
haps a domen. scientists, at a location at which high noise levels can be
produced by synthetic -- ans and by actual jets with afterburners, and that

this group be charged with the responsibility of mlaking detailed recom-
mendations for future research." The working group. as organized by the
Executive ertycnstd of Dr£. AM Davis 'haL~na. sn-a ju - - o.-
Parrack, Prof. W. A. Rosenblith and Prof- W. .D. Neff. This working
group recommnended the formation of a short-term study project based on
a contract bemween the University of Chicago and the Office ul Naval Re-
seara witoy.Prof Neff aso crkai investiGatur, anw it oubyCineH a proramn anu
"the ventanive goiposition og an appropriate team of scientists" This c.n-
tract was envited, with the Air Force provyding halfof the necessaryw
finds. The project aesaime d own as BENOX (Biological )afecthe of e Naised
sxeso ratory). The Working Group was instructed by Macu te condanue to
"review ant w ui e the propress ro Prof. Net-'s projectd ard Cdrr. C. P.
Phoebus- was invited to join this advi.sory w orking group.

TI e program• as laid out for BENqOX consisted of 1) a thIree-diay inIdoc-
trination session at Wright .Air Development Center; 2) an expari•=cntal

session atgMC a Lsting approximately a week; 3) a cruise aho~rd a ca•r-
i'er to witness carrier operation with jet-propelled aircr-aitz 4' a writing

session held at the Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory. Cambridge; and 5) ure-
sentation of the report for criticism to the full meeting of CIABA. 9 Octo-
ber 1953. This program has been carried out as planned.



The primary personneL of the BEOGX Project was as follows-

Name FieLd Academic Position

W. D. Neff Psychology: Audition Assoc. Prof. of Psychology
University of Chicago

H. W. Ades Neurophysiology: Prof. of Anatomy

Equilibrium Emory Univ. Med. School

H. Davis Physiology: Audition, Director of Research
Bioacoustics Central Inst. for the Deaf

W. C. HaLstead Medical Psychology Prof. of Experimental
Psychology Dept. of Medi-
cine and Psychoiogy Uaiv.
of Chicago

J. D. Hardy Physiology: Pain Professor of Physiology

Univ. of Pennsylvania

W. RL Miles Psychology: Vision, Professor of Psychology
Psychomotor functions Yale Univ. Med. School

t. RudHick Physics and Engineering: Assoc. Prof. of Physics
Acoustics Univ. of California, L.A.

A.A. Wardr. Surgery: Neurophysiology Asst. Prof. Surgery, Head,

Div. of Neurosurgery Univ.
of Washington Med. School

". "iol-s-zn• "iophy5L a..nd Dr. Donald

H. Eldredge (otology. and bioac•oustics), Technical Aide to CHiABA, at-
tended the indoctrinatiou session and pax-ticipated in the writing session.
Dr. 1. von Clerke (pIqFi•'..) oi the Bio-Acoustics Unit of the Aero Medical
Laboratory participated actively in the experimental session a-n cantrib-
uted important results of his recent work on ear protection. Dr. H.
Hoagland (biology, endocrinology), Director of the Worcester Foundation
of Experimental Biology. ser-ted as a consultant to the group during the

final writing phase. Dr. Garth 3. Thomas, Department of Psychology,
University of Chicago assisted in the editing of the final report.

The indoctrination session was attended by the prizzary BENOX mem-
bers listed above and also by many Naval and Air Force officers and tech-
nical personnel and by three invited civilian consultants, Drs. Henry
Beecher(pharmacology). K. N. Stevens (acoustics). and W. A.c Rosenblith
(communications and psychoacoustics). The entire roster of the indoctri-
nation session was as follOWS:
Cliford P. Phoebus, Capt.. USN Office oi Naval Research
Dr. Henry A. mnus Office of Naval Research

9



fhioNvl prtrn
Merrill H. Goodwin, Capt., USN1 Office of Chief, Naval Operations
T. S. Sullivan, LCDR, USN Bureau rof Ships, US:1
Dr. Wilbert- Annis Office of Naval Research

Samuel . Brady, Cdr., USN Bureau of Aeronautic3

T. Ferwerda, Capt., USN Bureau of Medicine

R. T. Morgan, Cdr., USN Corn Air Lant

John T. Smith, Capt. Cc.m Air Lant

- Thornton F. Spindler, Lt., USN Naval School of Aviation Medicine

Vernon C. Bragg. Lt., USN Naval School of Aviation Medicine
SDavid E. Goldman, LCDR, USN Naval Medical Research Institute

Ern~nn'el S. Mendelson Naval Air Material Center

Charles E. White Naval Medical Research Laboratory

Robert S. Gales Naval Electronics Laboratory

Jack Carmichael. Lt. COl., USAF Office of Surgeon General, USAF

2 Lewis E. Jones, Major.USAF (MC) Office of Surgeon General, USAF
4 P. J. Maher. Major, USAF Headquarters, USAF

Robert HL Blount, Col., USAF Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC

Horace 0. Parrack, Major, USAF Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC

Elizabeth Guild, Major, USAF Aero Medical Laboratory, WA.DC

Dr. Henning E. von Gierke Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC

Dr. W. W. von Wittern Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC

Jack E. Steele. Capt., USAF Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC

Max H. O'Connell, l/Cdr, RAF Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC
Harr-,- "erison Aero Medical Laborltory, WADC
D. A. Dickey Propeller Laboratory, WADC

0. L.. Rogers Aircraft Laboratory, WADC

- Dr. W. J. Brown Power Plant Laboratory, WADC

J. EL. B. Senkins, Wing/Cdr. RAF RA iaison Officer
SDr. Harlow W. Ades Emory Univ. Medical School

Dr. Henry R. Beecher Harvard Univ. Medical School
Dr. Hallowell Davis Central Institute for the Deaf

Dr. Ward C. Halstead University of Chicago

Dr. Jamnes D. Hardy University of Pennsylvania

Dr. Walter R. Miles Yale University -cdical School

SDr. William D. Neff Univqersi-v of Chica.o

Dr. W. A. Rosenblith Massachusetts Institute of Te ichnology

Dr. Isadore Rudnick University of California, L. A.

Dr. K. N. Stevens Bolt, Beranek and Newman (MIT)

Dr. Arthur A. Ward, Sr. Univ. of Washington Medical School

A digest of a large part of the indoctrination session is given in the

next section of this report.

The experimental session followed immediately the indoctrination

session. The BENOX scientists made use of the facilities of WADC and

enjoyed the cooperative assistance of members of the staff of the AeroRU: !Medical Laboratory. Some of the visitors had also brought special equip-
lkeat of their own. The studies were exploratory, to determine whether

10
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certain line.,s of 9tudy seemed important and practical and to enable the

BEDTOX group to base recomn-dae-mtions for future research on first-hand
observation and experience. The effort was also made to determrine ap-
proximate thresholds at which various undesired effect- appear in order to
provide temporary guides to thinking about operational problems-. In sev-
eral cases such critical sound levels were identified.

The reporta of the results of the experimental session and the recom-
-mendations for future research based on thpn constitute the main body of
the present documrrent. These and the discussions during the indoctrina-
tion sessions also iorm the basis for another series of recommendations

• 4 for implementation of future research and some recommendations con-
cerning immediate medical and operational problems. It was the con..
"sensus of the primary BENOX members, however, that recommendations
of the operational type should be formulated and submitted by a group that
is better acquainted with operational problems and the militacy point of
view. This responsibility therefore fell automatically on the CHABA
project." The commentary and report of the working group is to be pre-

I-.• •pared followinj the discussion of the BENOX report by the full CHABA[ meeting on 9 October 1953.
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SURVEY CF TIE PROBLEM

Hallowell Davis
Central Institute for the Deaf

St. Louis, Missouri

The military problem of the biological effects of noise on man is not
new. It has simply become more ac-;te and urgent because of recent in-
creases in power and. the consequent increases in noise produced by the
powerplants of modern hig.t-'erformance aircraft. Therefore the first
step taken by the BENOX group when it convened at the Wright Air Develop-
ment Center was to hear reports from engineers, from aviators, from
medical officers, from scientists, from line officers and others as to the
present state of knowledge and the exact nature of the practical problems
involved. (The names of these individuals are given in Chapter II, and to
them BENOX is greatly indebted.) The entire group also inspected the
types of aircraft involved and listened at short range to the sounds of jet
engines.

The work done subsequently by the BENOX project =an best be ap-
"preciated by starting with a review based on these preliminary discussions
which served as a background for the later experimental work.

Effects of Sound on Man

The following paragraphs summarize the discussion by several speak-
ern of a variety of effects produced by noise. They are arranged roughly
in order of the intensity of the noise as it reaches the man. Some of the
problems lie within the cor.nptence of the BENOX group, while others rem-
resent related problems.

%Fear reaction"
Faint sounds affect man only through his ears. and only by conveying

information about events a- a distance. The information may be very .im-

portant. The amount of information conveyed depends greatly on the
listener's previous experience: for example, on whether he understands the
meaning of certain words or whether he has learned to recognize a distant
airplane amid sounds oi automobiles and electric fans. The effect of such
a faint noise on a man will then depend on his associations with the noise
that he recognizes. Basically, does it mean friend or foe? A vezy im-
portant effect of a very moderate noise may thus be the so-called "fear re-J action." Biologically this is the reaction to a specific .warning of real or
imaginary danger.

ki



Disturbance and annoyance
At a higher level noise may disturb -sleep or re:t. Biologically thii is

a general non-specific arousal or -Jarning, The amount of noisa needed to
"disturb" varies gre~tIt with different circumstances but loud, unusual and
changing sounds are always more or less disturbing.

Interference with communication oy speech
The next effect is interference with communication by speeclh. This

is annoying, frustrating or an actual handicap, depending on how effectively
the noise masks out the sounds we wish to hear and how much more effort

we must make to listen more carefully, to speak louder, or to seek assist-
ance in communication from mechanical or electrical devices. 1 'he inter-
ference with or "masking" of desired communication is a very important
undesired effect of noise. Tho communication that is masked may be from
man to man, but it may also be from machine (or animal) to man, as when
a look-out or sonarman listens for an enemy vehicle, aircraft or ship, or
when a mechanic or pilot listens for faulty performance of his own machine.

Avoidanc~e
As noise becomes still louder it causes a new kind of discomfort that

is more than mere annoyance. It is simply "too loudI" and we have a strong
instinctive desire to get away from it. This "avoidance reaction" can be
overcome by will power, but some effort and self control is needed. The
reaction is probably linked closely with a primitive function of hearing as
a warning of danger. A very loud sound implies great power of some sort
at close range. In the simple code of the instincts this is not good; it means
danger, and it must be avoided actively. There is another strong impulse,

SI namely, to cover and protect the ears if we must remain in the noise.

SFatigue
The evidence that loud noise may produce fatigue is fragmentary and

contradictory. Fatigue isi k. CQMMo word hia± actually ha-s rkiaMVY Meanings
and it is difficult to define precisely. In the BENOX discussion it was
agreed that, quite apart from any disturbance of sleep or rest, very loud
noise probably does add significantly to the subjective sense of fatigue at

f. | the end of a day's work. Some reports from the field strongly suggest that
this effect is important among maintenance men on the flight lines and for

I the deck crews on carriers. Here we have referred to the way a man feels
and performs after a hard day's work. Ha can st"ll do well on brief specific
tasks, particularly if his motivation is high, but he must try harder in order
to maintain his nCrmal performance and he is !lkely to be less vigilant,
less alert, to react more slowly, less vigorously and less accurately. He

I wants to rest, and he does so if the opportunity offers.

Stress and chronic fatigue
' ' In the military situation the very loud noise, which not only stimulates

the ear very powerfully but also calls other sense organs such as touch
int action, certainly adds to the total stress of what is already a difficult
and perhaps dangerous overzl situati"n. The very- massiveness of the tctal

- 13
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I'sensory •timulation .tramendou-. shh it ,ornething th:tt must be heard

and felt personally to be antueciated. Undrr condition of 'itrms3, 3uch as
heat, cold, pat.ial star-,ation or physical injury, the body reacts in a specWil
way through the nervos systenm and ultimatel7 through certain hormones to
mobilize its defenses and meet th~e 3treso It is proper to think of sound at
-very high levels as a• true "stress" in the physiological sense and not only
as a subjective or "psychological!' phenomenon. The effects• of continued or

repeated exposure to such.stress are not apparent immediately and can be
measured only with difficulty, but i.t is generally agreed that the body pays
a price ultinmately for the repeated mobilizations of its biological defenses.
Such cumulative effects of -repeated stress are included in our concept of

4 "chronic fatigue." Special a.ttention should be given to the possibility that

a the contribution to a state cf "chronic fatigue" may be -an important unde-
sired biological effect of noise an man.

Temporary hearing loss
"It is well. known that loud noise can cause temporary hearing losses.

The effect is something like temporary blinding by a very bright light, but
the ears may require Z4 hours or more to regain full sensitivity. The
frequencies for which there is loss of senzitivity depend on the frequency
spectrum of the noise. The amount of loss depends on both the intensity

I and the duration of the noise, and some ears are more resistant to noise
than others. There is much more to be learned about the production of

.]and recovery from these temporary hearing losses, but it was agreed that

no special attention would be given to this problem by BENOX because the
: direrrion for future research in this area seems clear and other problems,

notahbly the problem of permanent injury to hearing, are more important.

Permanent hearing loss
_. Permanent injury may occur after a single very severe exposure to

-noise, such as an explosion, or it may appear very gradually as a cumulative
effect if a temporary hearing loss is produced over and over again day
after day over months or years. In civil life this effect is known as in-
dustrial hearing loss." It is quite dizfferent fr--.- the annoyances, discom-
forts, fatigues, and temporary adaptations produced by weaker sounds.

This is injury, permanent injury. rnjury from acoustic stimuli occurs to
the ear before-any other organ of the body, because the ear is designed to

be specially sensitive to sound.

Aural pain
Pain in the ears due to changes of barometric pressure ("barotrauma')

is familiar and, is undoubtedly due to stretching of the drum membrane and
perhaps other structures of the middle ear. Aural pain can also be produced
by very intense sound, either explosions or intense steady noise. The ana-

- tomic origin of this pain is not entirely clear. Pain in general seems to be

I • a warning signal of injury to tissue, but the sound level at which sound pro-
Sduces aural pain seems to be considerably higher than the level that can

cause permanent hearing losses if repeated often enough. A dangerous

Ssound in this sense, although usually "uncomfortably loud." ls not necessarily
painful.
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Dizziness and nausea

:R�o�3s from the field su;7est that intense sound ma7 cause nausea,
dizziness and even vomiting in some individuals. These 4ymptorns are
rather sporadic but sGme cases are well authenticated. They somewhat
resemble seasickness, and probably depend on stimulation by sound of the
sense of spatiaI orientation which is served particularly by the nor.audit32r:/
part of the inner Par, the "labyrinth." Stimulation ef abdominail sense organs

may also contribute, but the symptoms are usually prevented by plugging[ the ears. The threshold for such acoustic stimulation of the non-auditot.
L -labyrinth has not been determined. The effects can evidentiy be very in-

capacitatizg in susceptible individuals.

Interference with touch and muscle sense
All of the effects described so far are produced in or through the organ

of hearing. Below the level of pain in the ear, however, other sense organs,
notably those for touch, are stimulated- Loud sound may be felt in the ear
"and also in other parts of the head, the abdomen, the hands and elsewhere.
in general these eff-cts are simply distracting and annoying. They may,

f howeve'r, interfere with the normal use of these sense organs for tasks that

require delicate touch or muscle sense. The interference is analog,-s to
the masking of sounds that we vr sh to hear by a louder noise. It is an in-
terference with biological ccrmmunication within the body, but it has never
been studied systematically.

Interference versus injury
In the above list of possible effects of noise on man there are two

general groups that differ greatly in their promptness of onset. The effects
also differ according to their duration. In general the effects that depend
on interference with voice communication, interference with sense of touch

7Y-"and so on, begin when the sound begins and cease promptly when it ceases.
Interference with the sense of orientation is prompt. The development of

nausea and of temporary hearing loss may require some minutes, but they
____ are still relatively prompt. But those effects that depend on long-term

fatigue or cumulative injury may require hours, days or- months to develop.
Of course, the stronger the sound the more rapidly the latter effects de-

C velop, but there is nevertheless a fundamental difference beateen immnediatc
interference wifh some normal function and the slow development of fatigue
and injury.

In general, when it is a question of injury, the limit of tolerance depends
not only on how severe is the strain but also on how long it lasts. The ear,•
for example, can withstand for many seconds, with only a temporary hear-
ing loss, sounds that would undoubtedly cause permanent injury if continued
for minutes or hours. The immediate effects that depend only on interfer-
ence do not depend on the duration of exposure or on repeated exposures.
"The importance of these distinctions between temporary interference at
one extreme and permanent injury at the other will appear in the analysis
of interference by intense sound with the performance oi military duties
as opposed to the production of injury to personnel.
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Ac C oirnodation
Cne more effect of time is imp',rtant. Repeated ex=osure to intense

SOund usualy -leads to some 'accornmcdation" that makes the reactions to it
less severe. This is particularly true of the original psychological "avoid-
ance reaction." Men soon bzcome accustomed to working in very intense
sounds and tend to become careless or indifferent about the use of ear pro-
tectors. Even the threshold of pain is reported to rise 3 or 4 db if tests
are made repeatedly on successive days. There is no evidence, however,
that the ear becomes any more resistant to injury. The "accommodation"
to i".-ese sound zrust therefore he regarded as a weakening of one of na-
ture's protections against injurious effects.

SOperational Problems of Noise

The above effects of noise on man can be grouped broadly into threeU major operational problems. One of these is the effects of noise on ci-
vilians and military personnel living in the neighborhood of airbases; an-
4..laier in interference with commu=ications as encountered in aircraft, on
carriers and in control towers; the third is the limits of hluman tolerance
for intense sound. All three of these were reviewed and the relation of the
BENOX project to each was considered.

The community noise problem
Members of the Air Force discussed the very important problem of

the unfavorable reaction of the residents of communities near airports and
aircraft test installations to noise produced by aircraft or powerplants.
This "•eighborhood reactico" is closely -nked ta opr~t--nal problems. The
effect of the noise on man is partly the "fear reaction," partly annoyance
and partly the interruption of communication. The problem originates in
"the same intense nose" that create the problems for wh:ch BENOQX was

1 primarily organized, nely the direct biological effects on men who are
Vactualy in very intense sound fields. The community noise problem is

important because of the large area over which neighbors and personnel
are exposed to moderate intensities of noise while the BENO.X problem

t exists because of the very high •f'-tnsities that are encountered in certain
- small but important areas. The members of BZNOX appreciated the im-

portance of the comnmnunity noise proble= but soon concluded that its scien-
tific problems of sound generation. and. sound transmission were not within
their special competences and that they were not at all •qualified to deal
with the psychological, sociological, political and economic questions that
are equally a part oi the overall problem.

Interference with communication
The practical problems arising from interference by the noise of jet

engines with voice communication was discussed at some length, particu-
larly the problems at the flight deck and the island of a carrier. Dr. K. N.
Stevens outlined a recent survey of acoustic problems of aircraft carriers

*• made from the point of view of acoustic engineering and sound control.
Among the recommendations mentioned by Dr. Stevens were (1) de~valoa
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mecharnzed operations where sssible; (2) take account of the dirxction-
ality pattern of the aircraft noise; (3) improve the island stracture acous-
tically; (4) design comnrnunication devices for use an the deck, such as port-
able FM sets. The BENOX project strongly endorses these recormmenda-
tions. Any additional study of the acoustic and engineering aspects bf the
problem of communication was considered to lie outside the special com-
petence of the BENOX members. Further study of these aspects would
therefore have been inappropriate, and they would have been an unneces-
sary duplication of the very competent study reported by Dr. Stevens. How-
ever, ia the body of this report will be found some further discussion of
certain psychological aspects of communication, both auditory and visual,
that relate directly to the carrier problems.

Limits of human tolerance
The organization of the BENOX project was stimulated directly by in-

creasing evidence that very iztarxse sound, such as is encountered near the
exhausts of jet engines on the flight deck of carriers and only to a slightly
less degree on the maintenance line of an airbaae, is beginning to cause in-
jury, to military personnel and to interfere'with the proper performance of
their duties. The BENOX objectives were primarily to explore and assess
these dangers and limitations and to suggest remedial measures and
further research. Its members were chosen because of special competence

in fields that were believed to be relevant to this type of biological effect of
noise.

Bioacoust :-s of Tissue, Vibration and Ultrasonics

Because of the special interest of several of the BENOX team with the
possibility of direct physical injury to tissues by very intense sound the
follwing statement of certain relevant principles of bioacoustics, prepared
by Lt. Commander D. R. Goldman, is included here in son.e detail

"Sound may be considered as an alternating mechanical force which,

in impinging on the body, not only excites the auditory system, but af-.
fects other parts as well. When airborne sound strikes the surface of
a liquid or solid body whose dimensions are large compared with the
wavelength of the sound, nearly all the incident energy is reflected and
very little enters, less than 0.1% for water or matarial with a high
water content. When the dimensions of the body are less than or com-
parable with the wavelength of the sound the body is enveloped by the
waves. The motion may be comxplicated and larger tissue elements

tend to respond as units according to their own resonance and damping
characteristics.

"There is thus translation, distortion and cornpres'sion of the tis-
sue material and if this is large enough, sensory stimulation and even-
tually tissue damage may occur. Very little is known of the detailed

mechanical characteristics of the body elements anti considerable re- -'
search will have to be done before predictions of specific tissue re-

sponses can be made.
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"In aditon o rechania 1 -iamage, thler-mal, inju-.f catn ao occur
when the 3ound energy' is ccn*/oerted into hea~t faster than the body can
disisipate it. -Such conversion iccur3 increasingly at higher frequen-
cies but i-1 also dependent on inte-rnal damping characteristics of tis-
ue and is increased by the geom-trical complexity which can multiply
the path lengths of the waves and increase opportunity for absorption.
Also the presence of surface absorbers (fur on animals or certain
types of clothing) may produce generation of heat rapidly enough for
surface burns to occur.

"The ear is exceptional in that it is adapted for efficient trans-
fer of sound energy within a definite frequency range and is there-

4. fore more sensitive to injury.
L "From the point of view of risk, a sound pressure level of 155 db

(single frequency or critical band) seems to be, roughly, a sort of
threshold for direct injury to tissues other than the ear especially at
frequencizes blw abouZO cps. robabl even hgher level are re-

quired to produce significant effects, but the factor of exposure time
also enters. Some research on the mrechanical characteristics of the
body anid its parts is now being-carried out but a great deal more is
needed to clarify the mechanism of such injuries and the frequencies,
durations and intensities needed to produce them- It is possible, how-

ever, that details of aniatomy or the special. sensitivity of an important
:>~* ~organ like the brain may cause special difficulties that cannot be pre-

* dicted accurately. It will always be necessary to keep a lookout for
-unexpected points of weakness as men are exposed to stronger and

~$ j stronger sound. fields-.

Low frequency'mechanical vibration (below ZOO cps)
"When sound or vibratory energy is transmitted to the body

V through a liquid or solid medium- by direct contact, the energy, trans-
2 fer to the body is relatively great. Such sound as is of lowv enough

.. ae rather.- -.- ----

duce wave motion is usually referred ta as 'mechanical vibration2'
The vibration can be felt if surface of the skin is excited by motion
with an. acceleration as low as a thousandth of a gravity unit ('g') at
frequencies up to a few hundred cycles. When, the body is emxposed t
accelerations of a few tenths of a g below about 100 cycles Che vibra-

1. tion is usuaUv considered highly objectionable although there is no
evidence that it is injurious. Of course, such accelerations interfere
with fine muscular activity.

"Among the few things known about the mechanical characteris-
tics of the human body are that the various organs and tissues have
considerable damping. The mammalian body is of course well adapt-
ed to resist mechanical forces. The abdominal viscera appear to
have a maximum response at a few cycles per second. The head, sus-
pended on the neck seems to resonate at 12 to 1B cps. A resonance of
the eyeball has been found at 40 to 80 cps. Alterna-ting forces great

A ~enough to produce injury are, however, difficult to produce* since
physical material and metal failures occur as easily as tissue dam-

1a
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age except where parti-clar care has been exercised in design andI econ-it.cion. Long exposure (weeks or more) to "vibration ieve3 oaf

the order of 10 or more does p'o"•h-c injury, Particularly -:-.-l
known are the chronic injuries of the hand resulting from continue-
use of pneumatic and high speed rota-r hand tools. These inju--tes

are localized. in those parts of the body directly in contact with theS . applied forces.

'In short, mechanical vibraticn as ordirnaiily encountered may
produce mechanical interference with performance and may contribute
seriously to the production of fatigue but except in special cases is un-
likely to be & cause of direct injury.

S~Ult•rasounc- above 15.000 c-ps"With the advent of jet propulsion machinery there aros feaLar

.,=!ithat the noise generated might contain enough ultas-onir energy, to be

dangerous to man. However, the same prncipls which apply to audi-

ble sound. also apply to ultrasound. Evidently onlf extremely high

intensities of ultrasound in air are potentially dangerous. Not only
-t ~&.is the amount of ultrasonic energy generated by current and. foresee-

able power plants considerably less than the audible energy, but high

frequencies are much more rapidly absorbed by the transmission
__ media than low frequencies. Hence, the -azards of airborne ultra-

sound may be considered negligible." [
Engineering Aspects of Aircra-ft Noise

An obvious solution to the operational and medical problems of in-

tense noise would he to reduce the -oise at the source. The chief source
of intense noise of military importance is aircraft and particularly the

-l power plants of high performance aircraft. There has been a steady in-

crease in the power of and the sound levels prod-aced by aircraft. In order [
_ teat Lth- BZNCX group might be aware oZ L'e ezI tUt•,er&g poiat of vicw and

know what to expect in the way of noise levels in the future, the physical
and engineering aspects of the generation of noise by aircraft were ore-
sented by several members of the staff at Wright Air Development Center

V and by Dr. K. N. Stevens.

They made clear why noise is unavoidable in the operation of air-

craft. The p•ilzary mission of aircraft in the military context is to carry
payload and to carry it fast- Ansthing which vecreates the weighto or re-
duces the speed. of the plane is not acceptable if there is any possible
alternative. In regard to propellers the present trend is in the wrang di-
rection from the point of view of noise because it is toward small pro-[• • pellers with tips that move at supersonic velocities..'Aerodynamic noise

Sis important when the plane is in light at high speea The noise icreases
]as the three and three-quarter power of the indicated air speed. Ou the

-other hand. supersonic speds of flight do nut create new and special noise

41problems for the occupants of the aircrat. In regard to the noise of a jet
engine exhaust, there is a linear relation between the watts of acoustic1 9en*=- rd-ced and the tota•1 horsecower of 1he Jet stream. Me nech-
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anism of the aroduction of the noise by the jet stream is not clearI0y inder-

stood. The fraction of "nergy that is lost as acoustic. power is small, be-

ing less than one per cent, but it seems to be. quite constant and the pres-

ent trend is toward. more and more powerful power plats.

Clearly the greatest help for the greatest number of noise problems
wou.xld come from a reduction of noise at the source. One of the most

troublesome sources is, and is Ukely to remain, the jet engine. A signifi-

cant reduction in the percentage of the power that is lost as sound may or

may not be possible. The f&zst step is to learn the mechanism of this

sound production- Research to Learn this mechaniszn and. to rp-duca the

sound at the source should therefore be given high priority. TIe BENOI

group em-phatdally endorses this recommendation. It is also clear that

assistance from this source will come, if at all, only through modifications

of engine design and is at best several years in the future. For the present

we must prepare for more and mzore noisy powerplants according to the

present well-established trend.

0.I
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ACOUSTIC PROPERTIZS OF PRESENT DAY

,ILMITARY AIRCRAFTT
* r

L Rudnick
$ a Department of Physics

University of California at Los AngelesI r,

S"Co.parison of Various Propulsive Units

A comparison of the mnaxnim overall intensity levels generated at a
distance of 300 feet by various propulsive units is presented in Fig. 1; the
data used for this figure were normalized to correspond to a thrust of5000 lbs. (1). In Fig. Z, a copaion is nmade of th aco=t+ic drctional

properties of several propuLsive units; the data for these figures were

normalized to give equal maximum values (Z). Since the directivity pat-
terns for overall sound pressure levels are symmetrical about the thrust
axis, only half of eac atra is shon..

NeCAP-cItg ingi. -.9-

Pwopi.&a~r 4Trip koeck

t--- jet
f ~. - ~g~wti (safersormpi

Raegh-huwning atF_

10 it 120 13C0 140 150
WAMIM S=JNO LEVML IN DECiBELs L

Fig. 1. Comparison of the maxixum overall sound intensity
levels generated at a distance of 300 feet. (Data normalized to
correspond to a thrust of 5000 lbs.)

L- Fig. 3 the spectra oi various jets and of a rocket are *compared (4.1
iJata for rotating airscrew planes are not given in the figure and a few

words about them are appropriate. "m propeller driven aircraft the noise
generated is principally due to the propeller rather than the engine, as can
be seen by comparin the top three entries in Fig. 1. The sound produced
by a propeller is principally made up of a fundamental whose frequency is
equal to the blade passage frequency, plus the harmonics of this funda-
mental at tip Sac~h number 0.9. The fundamental aud these harmonics are
equal in amplitude. For supersonic tip speeds the spectrum of these
harmonically related frequencies may have a broad maximum near one of

211i
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the hianer harrnonics. 3uSnzposed on the line spectra will be a continUO.
"band of frequenciesa which will be d• ° .o Qie -: e s d by the propeller
blade plus a turbulerzt cornponent. At supersonic velocities there will atzeo
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Fig. O. Directivity patterns of the overall sound pressure

amplitude around various aircraft noise sources. The patterns
aeadjusted to show equal maximumn value. Onyoe afo

II; ~~frent of the engines. ----- -

be sound associated with the shock wave generated at the blade tip. In
view oi the above it is clear that the spectrum of an airs crew will be deter- .
mined by its rotational blade frequency which in turn will be determined
by its diameter, and the multiplicity of blades.

A study of Figs. I and Z verifies the fact that conventional jet engines
without afterburner are perhaps 6-10 decibels noisier than conventional
propeller driven aircraft. Since, as b.ct=c== the two, they represent the R
greatest noise problem they will be discussed in some detail at this point.
Two aircraft. the FZH-Z and F94-B with afterburner will be considered.
The noiae levels and spectra are representative and other existing jet
aircraft of the same power will not greatly differ from these in their
acoustic properties. Following this discussion brief comments will be
made about more powerful. engines.
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Fig. 3. Sound pressure Level in octave bands relative to the
overall noise level of 'turbojet, ramjet, pulsejet, and rockeLt The
figu•es on the Lines indicate the nozzle diameters in inches.

U

Fig. 4. Intensity contours (decibels) of an FZH-Z (Banshee) air-

cra•i at full power. The contours are superposed on the flg'ht-
deck plan of a Midway class carrier.
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Soind Field of the.FZH-Z (Banshee)

Fig. 4 is based on a study made aboard the Coral Sea (3). Sc,.d
levels at various points about the aircraft at full power were measured.
Based an these, -lines of equal intensity are plotted. It is probable that the
"field is very complex in the imrmediate neighborhood of the aircraft and it
is not pretended that the lines drawn represent accurately the conditions
in this neighborhood, but they do represent approximate conditions and it

can be seen that there are large regions about the craft where overall
levels between 130 and 140 db prevail, especially near the aft part of the
airplane. Fw.therrore, in a restricted cone aft of the exhaust, levels of
slightly above 140 db can be encountered. The background pko is that of
a M.fWway class carrier. Operationally the situation so far as sound levels
are concerned can be summed up by saying that the launching crew is
ro, tinely subjected to levels between 130 db and 140 db. UMrever, since
the aircraft will essentially carry the indicated sound levels along with it
as it is launched, all personnel forward of the position of the plane at rest
on the catapult will be swept by fields from 130 db to 140 dh as the plane

is !amched.
Another point of great interest is the levels encountered in the cockpit.

Table I (3) verifies the conumonly observed fact that the levels are con-
siderably below those observed on the flight deck.

Table I

Noise Levels in. Aircraft Cockpit of FZH-2 under Various Conditions

Engine Altitude Indicated Cockpit Sound
(RPM) (Thousand feet) Air Speed Level

(Knots) (db)
91.5 both engines ZZ climb 230 101

S84 " 23 240 100
a85 " ' 23-15 dive 240-400 100-104

9P 9 21 345 109
80 " " 20 230 93
92 single engine 20 2Z20 94
35 both engines On deck 114

idling canopy open

Sound Field of F94-B

Fig. 5 shows an analysis by octave bands of the 1-33-33 turbo jet at
50 feet with and without afterbturer (4). The principle acoustic effects of
adding an afterburner are 1) the o"erall noise level is increased by ap-
proximately 8 db and 2) the low frequency component of the acoustic radia-
tion is comparativey accentuated. The latter is not clearly evident from

Fi.5. Fig. 6 shows equal intensity contours of an F94-B aircraft with
engine (1-33-33) at full power and with afterburner operating. For puzpose
of p-oiting out the noise problem in operating aircraft equipped with after-
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SFig. 6. Intensity contours (decibels) of an F94-B aircraft at F;•=
•.• • ~full power. The contours are. superposed on the flight-deck .'
S • ~ ~plan of a Nfi•.way cla•ss carrier.•'
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A,• burner on carriers, the plot is superposed on the flight deck plan of a Mid-
a way class carrier. It 1s seen that maintenance and checkout procedures

when the afterburner is operating are made in noise fields whose overall
levels in the after region about the airplane are between 140 and 150

V -. decibels. Moreovner in the hypothetical case of carrier operation the
140 db level will be reached over large areas of the flLght deck.

Fig. 7 is a plot of the far field of this airplane at full power with after-
burner operating. It is based on an extrapolation of the data of Fig. 6
with the added assumption that a slight wind exists which introduces an

IF
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F'ig. 7. Ltefis-t-y- coa~atcis (decibels) of an.F94--B aircraft. An t

attenuation of 5 db per 10OG feet has been assumed. For calmn
Snight-time conditions there is no attenua'tion. and 5 db must be .r

added to the above figures for every 1 000 feet from the source.

attenuation of db per 1000 feet in the overall level (S). Under calm night- _

time conditions when a temperature inversion occurs the attenuation will •

be negligible and the levels indicated in Fig. 7 should be increased by ;

IW

5 db for each 1000 feet. Under conditions in which a high gusty wind occurs
or in the presence of a steep negative temperature gradient such as might

occur on a clear calm hot day, the contours will be crowded very much

closer to 'he source.

Noise Fields of Aircraft in Flig[ht

Alospesth acoustic radiationattr of the aircraft in flight i
I ~the same as that of the same plane at rest (see Figs. 6 and 7). From the•

• ~ community standpoint the most troublesome nioise situation is likely to oe- ;



cur in those residences which are direc;ly in line withthe takeoff direction

since at takeoff the plane will be at full power and will be a minimum

distance from the residences. As an example, an F84 at takeoff under full

power with afterburner operating, -which pa3ses 500 feet above residences

at a speed of 200 m.p.h., will subject the houses in its path to a level in

excess of 100 db for a time of about ten seconds.

At high altitudes and high speeds the data which are available indicate

that the total noisie emanating from the aircraft is reduced by virtue of 1)

the decrease in velocity of the exhaust relative to the ambient air and Z)

the decreased density of the air. At high altitudes noise is not a problem

for either the occupant or observers on the ground.

Sound LeveisTo Be Expected of Future Engines

The trend toward more and more powerful military aircraft engines
will undoubtedly continue. It is clear from Fig. I that present models of

powerful engines are all fairly efficient noise producers, and that aside
from the propeller engine with many-bladed propellers operating at low

tip speed, no other conventional propulsive unit produces any less noise
than does a turbojet. No published data are available on a smooth burning
rocket and it is assumed that rough burning does not increase the level

more than 17 db.
What then may we expect as the thrust of turbojets is increased?

Enough is known about conventional turbojets so that it is possible to make

rough predictions about their noise output. Measurements made on six
different types of turbojet engines, all of approximately the same size

(19 inch jet nozzle) and in the same power class, indicate that for a given
Mach number of the jet stream the acoustic output is the same for the

group (6). Fig. 8, which is based on the data reported by Mawardi and
Dyer (6), presents a plot of acoustic power as a function of jet stream
power. The cross hatched area is the area in which practically all ob-

served points fall. The break in the slope occurs at a Mach number of I
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Fig. 8. Acoustic power output as a function of exhaust jet
stream power for 19 inch turbojets.

and it is seen that beyond this point the acoustic power increases with the
sixth power o$ the exhaust velocity. The horizontal line is drawn at an
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acoustic power of 75 kw., the measured output of a 19" Jet engine at full,
power without afterburner (7). If one were to attempt to increase the

thrust of such an engine by increasing the flow through it, a strict applica-
tion of the sixth power law would indicate that an increase of exhaust
velocity by a factor of 1.46 would be attended by a 10 db increase in [
acoustic power output. It is likely that If there is any error it is on the
conservative side--namely, there would be a greater increase in acoustic

.If on the other hand an increase in thrust is sought by scaling the size

of the engine up so that the exhaust area is increased, present knowledge
would indicate that at comparable exhaust velocities and temperatures the
acoustic power output will increase approdimately as the thrust, i.e. as the
exhaust area.

It would appear then that any increase in thrust produced by increasing
exhaust velocity or by scaling up the engine in size while maintaining the
exhaust velocity will result in an increase in acoustic power which will at
least be proportional to the thrust increase. If any gain is made on the
noise problem it can be done only by paying special attention to the noise
producing properties of the engines. Present estimates indicate that the
prospects for a large decrease in acoustic output are not bright but even
small improvements are desirable. There are reports from England of
reduction in noise by adding elements so as to affect the mixing region of
the jet. There are qualitative observations which indicate that coupling
jet engines affects their noise outpul. Also there is evidence that the
shrouds around the engines alter the sound energy. These and other ef-

* .fects should be investigated.
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* I AURAL PAIN PRODUCED BY SOUND

H. E. von Gierke
Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

H. Davis and D. H. Eldredge
Central institute for the Deaf

St. Louis, Missouri

and

3. D. Hardy
Aviation Medical Acceleration Laboratory. NADC

lohnsvile, Pennsylvania

The presence of pain is commonly associated with injury and malfunc-
tion. Indeed, the pain evoked by heating the s•'n is known to signal some
degree of tissue damage. However, as severe wounds are sometimes not
painful it is clear that pain does not indicate the seriousness or degree
of injury. The relation of pain to injury has been clarified for thermal
pain by the demonstration that pain is more closely related to the produc-
tion of the injury than to the amount of damage caused. In this sense.
pain serves as a danger signal but does not indicate how far the damage
has progressed. On the other hand, it is well known that serious injury
from radioactivity is painless at the time the origin.l injury is sustained.
It is important to know if aural pain ( pain referred to the ear) serves as a
satisfactory danger signal for the integrity of the hearing function. That

, ~is. does aural pain signify damn-age to the ear and if so. to what part of the

ear ?
e A "just noticeable pain" can easily be recognized after a few trials and

I can be consistently reported when subjects are exposed to strong chemical,
electrical, thertnal, or mechanical stimuli. This makes it possible to
measure a "threshold" for pain, i.e., the am.unt of heat, sound. electricity
or other agent required to cause the just noticeable pain. Stimuli weaker
than the threshold will in general not cause pain. and stimuli stronger
than threshold will usually evoke a more intense pain than just noticeable.
Techniques for measuring the pain threshold and a subjective scale for
estimating pain intensity are described elsewhere (1).

Pain in the ear produced by intense sounds has long been recognized
and its threshold has been measured. The most recent and extensive
study reported by Silverman, (2) located the pain threshold at about 140 dIb

. .
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for bnth norrtPu arnd for hard-of-hearing ears. T1~e same sound intensity.
in the form of eLther speech or pure tones (Z50-4000 cps) caused a just
noticeable or threshold pain. The measurements were made by sound

r (-exposure through an earphone and not in a free-;ound field. The sensation
t of pain ("it hurts'" was distinguished clearly fror.n the sensations of auditory

discorxnort ("it is too loud') and of touch ("it tickles," or "I feel something in
the earl.

The BENOX experiments were done:

a. To compare the threshold of pain measured in an acoustic field
A produced by a loudspeaker, siren, or jet engine with measurements using

an earphone. (This was desirable to determine to what extent field and
laboratory measurements can be expected to agree.)

""tab. To extend the frequcny range for the pain th.re-shold down to
"static" pressures.

c. To compare the pain threshold with the threshold for disturbances
of the sense of equilibrium and for the production of temporary hearing
loss.

d. To identify the anatomical source of the pain.
e. To evaluate the effect of loud sound upon the threshold for cutane-

ous (thermal) pain.

Subjects, Methods and Calibration

Five volunteer male subjects, including three of the authors, were
used. Three subjects (D.. P., G.) had had considerable previous experi-
ence with high intensity sound exposures while two subjects had noi.
None of the group had worked routinely in high intensity noise fields. All
were indoctrinated in reporting the threshold of cutaneous (thermal) pain
as measured by the thermal radiation method. This thermal pain served
as a subjective standard for pain produced by sound. The thermal pain
threshold for all' subjects was in the normal range &aid no di~ficulty was
experienced in the identification of the "just noticeable pain."

The sound sources used to produce aural pain in these experiments
included:

a. A mercury manometer connected with the external ear canal by a

plastic tube passing through a perforated earplug. Pressure in the ear
canal, above and below atmospheric, was produced by raising or lowering
a large weighing bottle.

b. A pistonphone, for measurements up to 50 cps, delivering alter-
nating pressures through the same plastic tube and perforated earplug.

c. A 300-watt loudspeaker for the frequencies of 50, 100 and ZOOO

cps. For the latter frequency, the ear was in the plane of the mouth of a
large open horn and for the two lower frequencies, a large pipe with padded

* aperture to admit the ear was substituted for the horn and formed a closed
*"system.
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1. d,. A powerful siren (in the anechoci chamber of the Bio-Acoustics

Section of the Aero Medical Laboratory) for the frequencies of 350 and
880 cps.

stand (free sound field).

The sound pressure produced by the pistonphone was measured by a
I J condenser microphone operated in a high frequency carrier circuit. This

system had a flat frequen fy response from 0 to 2000 cps. In the loud-
"speaker sound field, the siren sound field, and in the jet noise the subject

was wearing a headband with a small condenser microphone attached.
This microphone measured the sound pressure near the entrance of the
external auditory meatus without disturbing the sound wave significantly
or obstructing the ear canal. When the closed pipe was used instead of
the loudspeaker horn the microphone was mounted inside the pipe in the

ik same position relative to the ear canal.I The method of measuring the aural pain threshold was varied so
as to adapt to the particular method of applying the acoustic stimulus.
All pain thresholds were taken for only one ear of each subject. For each

10-7 individual the same ear was used on all tests. For the mercury manom-
A eter, the pressure was raised or low-.:ed slowly (within 10-15 secs.)
__ until the report of pain was made. With the pistonphone, the subject himself

altered the frequency or the pressure until pain was evoked. The subject
also altered the sound output of the loudspeaker so as to produced thresh-
hold pain. For the siren and the jet engine, the subject, wearing a cali-
brated microphone over one ear, walked slowly toward the sound source
with ears plugged with his fingers. As he advanced in the sound field,
he unplugged one ear for a second or so and evaluated his sensations.

P4 When pain was felt, he stopped and the sound pressure level registered
from the microphone at his ear was measured as the paLn threshold.

The jet engine was approached at an angle of 900 to the jet axis. The
ýP approximate sound pressure levels of this noise in the different octave
2 • bands were the followLng (in db relative to the overall sound pressure):

Octave bands db re Octave bands db re
Soverall SPL in cps overall SPL

2.3 - 4.6 -30 150 - 300 -10
4.6- 9.2 -21 * 300- 600 -6
9.2 - 18.5 -21 6000 - 1200 - 6

18.5 -37.5 -- 0 1200 -Z400 - 8
_37.3 - 75.0 -15 2400 - 4800 -10

75.0 -450.0 -12 4800 - 9600 -14

- For measurement of the thermal pain threshold, the radiant heat
method was used and the forehead was taken for the test surface. Tests
were made in the quiet laboratory and in the intense sound field (140 db,
1000 cps) of the loudspeaker to determine the effect of the loud sound
upon the ability of the subjects to perceive thermal pain.
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Results

All observers identified the acoustic pain as of aching quality and
located "deep in the ear." The pain could be eliminated by plugging the
ears with the fingers or with well-fitted earplug!.

The average thresholds of aural pain for the various subjects are
plotted in Fig. 1. Each point represents the mean of two to four trials for
a particular subject. For the variety of conditions involved in making the

OsM - -M

LLIVI6

zT•u0.... a. Acs -.. ,S /'°.

hi .... .... aa ; .... -

[•FMQUIW-V in CVCLES PER SECOND

Sjet noise. Points represent means of 3-4 determinations. Dupli-

S~cate points represent means taken on different days. Positive
andl negative static pressures in the external ear canal are re-
ferred to atmospheric pressure. Line r:epresenting jet noiseý

threshold is placed at overall sound pressure level and. extends
to the frequencies of the or-tave bands (300-600 and 600-1200)
ca~rrying most of the sound energy. (Touch and Pain-Tickle
thresholds after Beikoisy (3).)

tests, the consistency is considered surprisingly good. Within the accuracy
~of our measurements. the threshold of aural pain is very close to 140 db

SFfrom 15 to 2000 cps. in good agreement with measurements previously
SI reported by Silverman (Z) and by v-an Bk~sy (3). Below 15 cps. there
S| .X3 a rapid rise in the pain threshold to 175-180 dh for very low frequencies

,.• (0.05-0}.1 cps), i.e.. "static" pressure.
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2 •- For positive static pressure (inward motion of the tympanic m erm-
Z brane) the pain threshold was found at a pressure level 2-5 db higher than

for negative static pressure (outward motion of the tympanic.rmernbrane).
"This difference in the pain threshold agrees with the differences found by
Kobrak (4) and others in the deflection of the tympanic membrane for

L lpositive and negative static pressure of this magnitude. Ther.4ore, at'
L |least for these low frequencies. the pain threshold seems to be definitely

connected with the deflection amplitude of the middle ear.
At frequencies higher than Z000 cps, the pain threshold may rise F

again although the present measurements did not cover this range.
The pain threshold for the jet engine noise was also found at 134-140

db (overall). The sound levels in the most intense octave bands (150-300, t
300-600, and 600-1200 cps) are comparable to the pain thresholds for the
correspoi pure tones. n

We Qail. no systewatin observations'•hat would show any upward
drift of pain threshold as the subject becomes accustomed to listening to
the very intense sounds. However, our casual observations confirmed the
previously reported fact that by repeated exposure the pain threshold is
raised 3 to 4 db. Also, since the experiments were all done within about
two weeks, the observation of von Bhk6sy that the character of the pain
changes when experiments are repeated for several months could not be
confirmed.

It should be noted that there is some difference, possibly only

semantic, between the thresholds measured here and those reported by
von B~k~sy. Von BAk.sy was exploring the limits of the auditory area
and all the sensations to be found therein. He described the threshold
given in Fig. I as "pricking-" "tickle" or "pain-tickle." In the present study
the subjects concentrated their attention as much as possible only on the

senssation of pain. Here the sensation of just noticeable thermal pain
served as a common standard of reference. We did not :zt'.tempt to measure
the threshold of "discomfort," to study the loudness of tones near the pain
threshold, or to evaluate other sensations such as touch, tickle, itch;ng.

S ' etc. which occur with different character, usually close to the pain
threshold. It was clear, however, that below about 50 cps, aural pain was
felt while there was little or no "loudness." In fact. below 20 cps, the .
subjects did not identify any true "tone" corresponding to the fundamental V
frequency but merely a rhythm in the overtones and in the incidental
noises of the pistonphone. For "static" pressure, the first sensation was
tactile, a sense of fullness in the ear; as the pressure was further in-
creased the pain began. In the frequency range 800-2000 cps, the sound
became "uncomfortably loud" at sound levels well below the pain threshold.

In. several of these experiments, the subjects were careful to observe

any sensations of disturbed equilibrium, position or posture. The details
are given in another section. but in general. no such sensations were
noted at frequencies below 30 cps up t the threshold of pain. Our observa-
tions do not justify any statement concerning the range from 30 to 800 cps.
except to note that the jet engine noise (with maximum of its spectrum
near 600 cps) at or near pain threshold did not evoke any such effects.
Between 800 and 2000 cps, all subjects experienced sensations of move-
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.n.ent of the vi.uaL field, of forced movements ("being pushed"), or unsteadi-
ness of some kind. Thess sensations appeared at or %lightly below the
threshold of pain (800-ZOOO cps) and were clearest when one ear was
suddenly opened and then closed again, or when the subject turned his
head.

In. aLl subjects, the thermal pain threshold was elevated by the
presence oi the laud sound (140 db, 1000 cps, no earplugs). This eleva-

- tion varied from 10 per cent to 30 per ceet and, as has been previously
reported, is apparently due to distraction (1).

I Discussion

From these observations, at least partial answers can be given to
j the questions originally posed. It may first be noted that the threshold
I for rain-tickle ubtained by Bokdsy (3) (for an unknown but small number

o of subjects), by Silverman, (Z) (for 9Z subjects), and by this group, all
agree well in spite of-the variety of techniques used. It should be noted
that the sound pressures given for the new data are largely derived from
calibrated microphone:: at the external auditory meatus. These measure-I ments do not necessarily reflect the sound pressure at the tympanic

I membrane. However, in the frequency range up to 1000 cps, only differ-

ences of the order of ±1 db will exist.
Secondly. it should be noted that the onset of pain in the ear has no

relation to the levels that are dangerous for the organ of Corti of the inner
ear. For the usual audio-frequencies and for exposures lasting longer
than a few mnuutes, dangerous levels are reached at levels much lower

than those which produce pain. Both temporary and ultimately permanent
-- hearing losses can be produced by levels of IZ0 db. On the other hand, for

ver-y low fre-qpuencies such as 15 cps, the pain threshold is reached at
"-' levels that probably do not involve any Learing risk. Therefore pain is

not a reliable ind~iator for danger to the most sensitive part of the
auditory apparatus.

It was hoped that the present study might help to localize the anatomic
source of aural pain produced by sound. It is certainly conceivable that
the pain threshold might be reached at a given degree of Iudness of the
sound. In the usual audioo-frequency range, the relationships of the family
of equal loudness contours to the successive thresholds for discomfort,

I tickle, and pain show a plausible continuity. The new data, however, show
that the threshold for pain actually crosses the threshold for "uncomfort-
ably loud" in the region of 50-ZOO cps. Similarly, B&kisy (3) described the
threshold for auditory sensation as crossing the threshold for "touche at a
frequency of 1.5 cps. For this reason, and because the pain produced by
static pressure is subjectively the same as that produced by acoustic
pressure, we are quite certain that pain is not directly related to the

loudness of the sound but is produced in the middle ear.
Using a Y-sha-pd link which connected both his own ear and the ear

of a fresh cadaver in parallel with a sound source, Bekisy (5) observed
a sensation nf touch in his own ear for positive static pressures and for
frequencies up to at least ZO cps when the displacemennt 'f the stapes in
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the ear of the cadaver wa:s 2fficient to bring it in contact with the mucosa
of the promontory. Ar this point the stapes had changed its axis of rot;ation
and r~c~c~d around. the, iong txzis of uw fooL plaLe raLh.ýr tCM o the end of
the footplate. A decrease, in the sensation of loudness accompanied the
change in m-otion.-

co BUkisy (6). has also nuted that the joint between the malleus and the

.] incus is subject to considerable stress and with high static pressures may
actually be dislocated. Normally, little or no relative motion occurZ at
this point. Instead the maLleus and incus move together as a unit. It is
conceivable that the frictional and elastic components of the restraint in
this joint, provided either by its own fibrous capsule or by other attached
fibrous bands and the ossicular muscles, govern the motion in this
joint so that the critical or painful displacement as a function of frequency
corresponds to the pain threshold function. This source ef pain would
of course be unrelated to the loudness function, and a moderate amount of
stretching of these Ligaments could account for the slight elevation of tho
pain threshold with succeeding trials.

S~Summary

1. Threshold: The threshold for aural pain produced by sound was meas-

ured in the frequency range from 0-ZOOG cps. In the auditory range
Sthe pal& t••esbld was roughly 140 db. Below 15 cps it increased to179 db for "static" pressure.

2. Anatomic location Aural pain most probably arises from a region of
the middle ear which includes the drumn membrane and the os-icles

and not from the organ of Corti. The threshold of aural pain does not
serve as a danger signal for injury to the organ of Corti or for hearing
loss.

3. Laboratory and field measurements compared: .Measurements of aural
pain threshold in the laboratory are exitirely comparable to those made
in the field. There was no significant difference in the measurements

*: of pain threshold made around the jet engine and those made in the
anechoic chamber. These thresholds are also almost identical with

SJ. earlier measurements for speech and for tones heard through earphones.
4. Thermal pain thresholds as affected by loud soundst The thermaL

pain threshui-i is raised bi, tlia .:zs-c= af ikt.•use noise. The produc-
tion of tissue danage by heat is not so readily detected. Therefore

: when pain is perceived from any source in an intense sound field, the
Limit of physiological safety has presumably already been surpassed
and continued exposure to such a stimulus is dangerous.
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VI

t HEARING LOSSES AND PROTECTIE NaASURE3

W. D. Neff
Section of Biopsychology
The University of Chicago

Pernaouel whose duties require that they work in the close vicinity of

jet engines are being subjected to intensity levels of noise which are known
to produce irreparable hearing losses if expniure of the ears is repeated
at frequent intervale for a poeri'ri oif s.pveral months.

Noise Levels of let Planes and Damage-Risk Criteria

Many factors. such as frequency range of the sound. its durations,
suddenness of onset, frequency of repetition. ard the susceptibility of
persons exposed have to be considered in establishing safety standards
for sound exposure. A number of different individuals (ctologists. audiol-
ogists. acoustical engineers, etc.) and committees representing profes-
sional group- have suggested damage-risk criteria-iLe. the noise levels
and conditions of exposure which should be considered as mnaximal for
the ear to withstand without permanent damage.

For the purposes of the present discussion, the damage-risk criter-
SiIon suggested by RosenlAith*, Stevens, et al. (1) will be accepted as rep-

resentative. The upper curve (A) of Fig. I shows the sound pressure levels
for octave bheds for the frequency range ZO to 10.000 cps; this curve is
used in setting damage-risk limits for wide-band noise such as that from
jet engines. It should be noted that the sound pressure levels of noise
must be measured in octave bands in order to make use of curve (A) of

[I Fig. 1. The lower curve (B) of Fig. I is used for pure tones or for bands
of noise in which Ithe major portion of the energy is concentrated in a band
narrower than the critical band. f

S* This criterion is a modification of thai auggested by K-yter aZ) and
agrees closely with that proposed by Parrack (3).
The critical band is defined as "the width of a band of noise (of the
continuous type of spectrum) whose energy is equal to that of a given
pure to•e at its masked threshold. The frequency of the pure tone
is equal to the center frequency of the band of noise" (1), p. 3.
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Fig. 1. Damage-riz-- levels for wide-band noise (upper curve)

and. for pure tones and critical bands of noise (lower curve).

Rosenblith. et al. (1) suggest that the following qualifications should
be applied when the DR criterion represented by the curves of Fig. I is

* - utilized:
4
a

"•. These contours are not to be taken too literally since devi-
ations of the order of I or Z db in either direction could probably be
disregarded. Contours such as these should be interpreted as zones

| with soae -certainty attending the measurement of the exposure
stimrlus. and biolooical variability modifying the probability of a..a-
age. We feel, however, that contours 10 db lower would involve negli-
gible risks indeed, while contours 10 db higher would result in signifi-

j cant increases in hearing loss.
"2. The levels are considered to be safe in terms of exposures

during workig-. days for durations up to a lifetime.
I "3. The criterion levels apply to exposure noise that has a

reasonably continuous time character with no substantial sharp en-
ergy peaks.

"4. For wide-band noise, the curve designated 'wide-bands'
should be use_. For pure tones or for noise in which the major por-

. •tion of the energy is concentrated in a band narrower than the critical
band, the curve designated 'critical bands' should be used. In the
latter case, the abscissa s'tould be interpreted as a logarithmic fre-
quency scale rather than a scale of octave bands of frequency.
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"5. Thm criterion should be considered -ai tentative only, and is

subject to further revision as new laboraaor" and field data are re-
ported"1 p. Z181

For exposures which are brief (one minute approximately) and do not
occur too frequently, Rosenblith recommends that the maximal overall
soud --essure level which can be considered safe is of the -irder of 145
U. 150 db. If exposure is repeated often or if the duration is more than a
minutl or so, levels above 140 db are not safe. Although sufficient evidence
f aor n. is not available, it appears likely that single exposures for even
very brief durations may cause permanent damage to the ear at an overall
sound pressure level somewhere in the range 150 to 160 db. It is known
that brief exposures to tonal stimuli at sound pressure levels as low as

i=•i ~130 db wilL produce permanent damage to inner ear structures• in the anes--

thetUAed cat (4) or guinea pig (5).

hi Fig. Z, sound pressure levels measured for a turbojet engine
operating at full power with and without afterburner are known on the same• plot with the curve describing the damage-risk criterion for wide-band
noise. The measurements of sound pressure levels for the jet engine were

[I1'I I I I I I I

M I

t:w M_7 " 14 • 0

MM LXVL3 INC?-AVC SAM=S FOR 1-33-113 TURBO j= AT

'0 Yr. AT ,PRT.,e_., u Yow.,_ m~m

Fig. 2. Sound. pressure levels measured in octave bands for a
PM tuz:hojet engine at full power with and without afterburner com-

pared with the damage-rizk criterion for wide-band noise.
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made in a position 50 feet from the rear of the p•.na an.d at an angle of

Z30 from the axis of the plane. It is apparent at i glance that thC 3oUnd
preszure levels produced by the Je engine far e-ceed the Levels considered
safe for the unprotected ear. The sound pressu; levell for the jet engine

noise given in Fig. Z are not un*sually high. Ms.:.., men in the flight line,
and particularly on the flight decks of a carrier V.ring launching opera-
tions,.are exposed to sound pressure levels as bl gl as those 3hown for the
jet without afterburner. easurements. made by Goldman (6) woul" -. ii-
cata that nearly all of the men on the flight deck, i-L the catwIlks and ao..i
the island structure are intermittently exposed tr. zoun~ pre.sure .v,,la
which exceed the criterion which has been set as i afe -for fzequent .x-

posure over a long period of time.

Direct Evidence of Hearing Losses after Eyx:csure to let Noise

Conclusive evidence that personnel exposed to: jet noise have suffered
permanent hearing losses has not yet been obzaiiw 1. To get such evidence,
careful examination, of che hearing of exposed periranel must be made
before any exposure and at regular intervals over a period of months a:
years. Medical records which would take into ac.. a'.nt diseases and An-
fections which might affect hearing would also be -e :essary.

Surveys which have been made indicate, howe *- r, that the average
hearing loss for men who have been regularly exp.-_ ,.d to jet noise is
greater than that for men of comparable age in tbA rormal population
(6. T. 8). Mendelson--has commented as follvws on .;ie audiometric meas-
urements made during the survey on. the U.S.S. Co:-:-t Sea (9):

"Audiometric observations as well as phyi iv-al measurements
were undertaken aboard the aircraft carrier.. . 'he audiograms have
been studied n' .-cetudied withit lea._ng o 2 convi2ncin conclu-
swons. However, -- ree thinv-s ?4 o w--'nvt -i -_ zt;on: (1) tuae iew
individuals who p- 'ected their ears on the no*. - _ýst occasions appear
to retain their au!ory acuity, while some wh " ".d not or could not
uie ear protecto-n showed auditory dep-es.- ... (Z) Of 100 individuals
between the ages .- ý .7 and 45 years (average ;'* the vast majority
showed evidence cc decidedly depre-ssed thresh .s z, whether acute or
chronic could na- b.- determined. (3) Gxeat uil !Z .gess to try ear
plugs was expres.-d by most of the subjects . very few continued
to wear them; th;t reasons give - were --- '-e bn .• •ggested that the
men lost their us-LA auditory cues a- 2 they m'- t]" plugs in noise
situations to whic- they were accustomed and a-- ýAed without ear

protection. Earli/ca training might have helped'.

Temporary Hearing Loss

Temporary hear--'-,.• losses after exposure t. whz r noise or to the
j noise of propeller pl&•' have been described by an. .. :ber of invest.ga-

tors (10. 11, 12). F.&. a taken from the Summary T-. "ic al Report of
the Harvard Psycho-A-:ostic Laboratory (II) shows '%- typical hearing

A
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41EAfING L.OSSES AFTER EXPOSURE T~O JET NOISE r
Lt

4 .Typical hearing losses resulting from brief exposures
to -i.ngine noise. For A (top graph) threiholds were taken
two' nfi. .rs after exposure for two minutes without ear defenders
plu.,ý -;-e hour with ear defenders. The two middle graphs (B)
si."v- thresholds taken 30 minutes and 19.5 hours after exposure
of 1;-. sinutes without plus 40 minutes with ear defenders. The
tvw '.- .ttom graphs (C) show hearing losses determined one hourI
anc. ! s.5 hours after exposure of 15 minutes without plus 40

Mar. i~s with ear defenders.

9 ~ It shi'ý ad be noted from Fig. 4. B and C that even 18 to Z0 hours after
exposure d-aring had not yet completely recovered to the norma! pre.-B
exposir:* ivel.
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Wffhon ear defenders were worn during exposuray 'r the noine of the
1-48 enflifle, very small hearing los~ses were found (of some susbjects and
no change. in thresho!-t-, of bear-Ing for others (see F14, 5A, B and C). The

subjectz whose hearinc loss curves are shown in F14, 5 were exposed to

r ~the 37-44i noise for a period of approximately on,- hu'*r; during less than
ten minutes of tl~s time the afterburner was cut in. A~cr-,zate sound pres-
sure levels could not be obtained when the alterburnoyr was operating. At
all times the sound pressure level to which the subljoys.ts, were e-xposed was

at least IZ5 db (overall) and probably exceeded 140 d5~ at maximu~m.
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The. curves of Fig. 5 •uw-est that o-n3 exposure tj jet noise.may often
reiaft in slight hearing Lno3e3 even when ear defernevs are wor.- Theear defender rnay not rnake. a goodi seal in the ear canal at all .:L=es or

even with a &and seal it ma7 not provide sufficient protection for noise
l[evels -is high as those produced by a jet engire with afterburner.

; ~A rather severe tinnit~us which lasted for -=an•/ hours was re~iort.ed

by the subjects who exposed their ears unprotected to the jet noise. They
also reported that sounds around them appeared changed: the hum of a
car motor was quieter and speech of others during a convrersatiOu
sounded like it was coming through a loud speaJker of lcr fidelity. Many
of the subjects who wore ear defenders while they were in the jet noise

also reported some tirm-tus at the time their post-exposure aud;ngrams
were taken.

Although it has not been shown experimentally that there is a cumula-
tive effect of repeated temporary hearing losses such that permanent
hearing loss eventually occurs, it seems a reasonable prediction to make,
particularly ifthe temporary loss is severe and re-exposure occurs be-

fore complete recovery.

Protect ion

The question, "how can the ear best be protected from damage by
intense noise?" keeps reappearing and often leads to long and vigorous
arguments despite the fact that the results of thorough. careful re- earch
studies have furnished, a clear and unequivocal answer (11, 13. 14).

Several kinds of insert ear defenders (ear plugs# have been developed
which pzovule about the maximum amount of protection that can be ex-
pected (see Chapter VII for a discussion of the limits of ear protection).
Among the best of the insert type ear defenders is the V-51R which was
adopted for use by the Armed Services in World War II. It is reasonably
cheap to manufacture, easy to keep clean, as comfortable to most persons
as any kind of good insert defender can be, and, in its different sizes,
provides a good fit for the large majority of individuals. The acoustic
insulation provided by the V-SR ear defender is shown by the curve of
Fig. 6. There is no evidence that any other kind of ear defender offers

better protection from noise than the V-51R; many kinds are definitely
inferior.

Designers of over-the-ear protectors have been persistent in "•heir
efforts and inventive in their designs. Unfortunately they have been un-
successful in developing a device that provides. protection equal to that
furnished by the insert-type defender. Over-the-ear protectors give less
protection than the insert type; they are particularly poor for frequencies
below 1000 cps.

It is possible that an over-the-ear protector might be devloped which
would more nearly approach the level of protection provided by the insert
defender. However, to accomplish this end, the over-the-ear protector
would have to fit very tightly against the ear or against the head surround-
ing the ear. (The typical ear-cup in a helmet or on a headband does not
furnish an adequate acoustic seal.) If the protector exerts much pressure
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Fig. 6. Acoustic insulation provided by" the V-51R ear def•ender.
an t~he Pinna of the eaur. the di;scom-ort soon becomes unbearable; if it ex-

erts pressure only an the skin surrouni the pinna. it may be endur'able
but uncomfortable- Therefore the developmnt of an adtequate over-the-
car protector wo uld in all likelioo not eliminte the complaints• of dis-
comfort which ae sometimes made by those who are asked to wear insertrear defenders. PartFula ly in war= climates, a tight-fitting cover over

gthe ear or over part on the head woud not be tolerated.
If the cost of math farture ands distrituoion is cesidered, a is difticulte-to imagine any kind ot over-tse-ear protector which woutld m be ipany

times more expensive than the insert defenders.
In answer to thuse who argl l •ehtoat any piitection is better than none
fand that comortable over-the-mear protectors which men exposed to noise

twh ear are tovbe p rtferred to insert defenders wahih thee will not wear,
ta word of caution and a prediction as to the future shouid be made. The

awiarer oa a protective device whch eliminates some of the high frequency
Jnoise generated by-jet plahes may feet that he is being adequately prtha 'none
arom tha nomfortable the -ajorit of people w the high en equenciese

most annoying. Reducing the annoyance of noise does not necessarily
reduce its damaging effects. The low frequencies which are not attenu-

ated by the ear protector can produce temporary, and over a long period.
j permanent injury to the inner ear.

If the experiences of the BEOX group during its conduct of experi-
ments at WADC can be taken as representative, it seems safe to predict
that in the nerer future mnen exposed to jet engine noise will use insert
ear defenders without camplaint. All of the personnel (both military and
civilian) working in the near vicinity of the 1-48 engine running a full
military power with or without afterburner utilized the ear defenders
provided; no special ur-.ng was needed. An attempt to get some of the
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3experimental subjects to expole their car, un-rotected or to wear only
helmets with over-the-ear rovC!r3 meý with little succe3S.

The problem in the future will be to provide an adequate supply of ear
defenders and to instract personnel exposed to nnise so that they learn to
utilize the defenders to full advantage. As noted in Chapter VIII on Corn-
munication, particular attention needs to be given to dernonstrat~on of the
fact that wearing ear defenders will, under certain noisy conditions, im- 1.

prove voice communication rather than interfere with it.
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VII

PROTECTION OF THE EAR FROM NOISE:
LIMITING FACTORS

H. E. von Gierke and Darrell R. Brown
Aero-Medical Laboratory, WADC

Introduction

The high noise levels associated with teday's aircraft operation make
it necessary to provide for the human ear the best possible protection.
Under most circumstances insert type earplugs provide enough protection
to avoid permanent damage to hearing but occasions requiring more pro-
tection become increasingly more frequent. It can be predicted that this
demand will become more urgent in the near future as more powerful
propulsive units are developed. It is therefore timely to ask whether
present day ear protectors can be improved, and if so, what are the limits
for these improved designs.

Tests of insert type plugs by the threshold shift method indicate that
there is a limit to the amount of attenuation that can be achieved. This
limit seems to lie between Z5 and 30 db for frequencies below 500 cps;
above 500 cps the attenuation may reach values between 35 and 40 db.
These limiting values apply up to 8000 cps, the highest frequency used in
these tests (1, 2, 3). Once this limit is reached, further changes in the
design of the earplug yield no improvement in performance. The following
discussion examines quantitatively the reasons for these limits in order
to permit us to maximize the protection afforded by the-plugs. The pro-
tection obtained by using ear muffs, alone or in combination with earplugs.
is also discussed as is the protection to be e-pected from a sound ex-
cluding helmet. Some of the conclusions arrived at need to be checked.
However, today's best quantitative estimates should assist in the further
development of protective devices.

WS

I The Transmission of Sound to the Inner Ear

When the unprotected human body is exposed to a random, free
sound field, all body surfaces absorb vibratory energy. The highest en-
ergy per unit area is absorbed by the eardrum. The fraction that is
transmitted to the inner ear gives rise to the responses associated with

M hearing of air-conducted sound. Given the mismatch in impedance be-
tweer che air and the body surface, the acoustic energy absorbed by the
skull, chest abdominal wall, and other parts of the body is relatively
small. Under normal conditions this energy absorbed by the body has only
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a negligible effect on the inner ear. Bst if we assume the auditory canal
to be completely occluded by an ideal earplug so that no sound is admitted
and so that no motion of the druni results from an ambient sound field,
this bone- and tissue-conduc•t•ed sound becomes important and imposes the
theoretical limit for all types of ear protectors. The question is, how far
does the threalhId for bone- and tissue-conducted sound lie above the
threshold for air-conducted sound.

An approximate answer is given by experiments in which small.
specific areas of tne body were exposed to sound waves confined within a
metal tube. The tube, closed at the one end by a loudspeaker (300 watt
source), had a rubber pad around the rim of the open end. This end was
placed over the unoccluded ear to measure the threshold for air-conducted
sound. Then the open end was pressed against the forehead and the
threshold of hearing for bone-conducted sound was determined. For the
bone-conduction test -ind those following, the ear was occluded by V-5IR
earplugs and ear muffs. Great care was taken to assure that the sound to
which the observer responded entered by way of the forehead and not
through the auditor:y canal in spite of the earplug. Thze signal heard by
the subject at threshold was considered to be truly bone-conducted only
when the experimenter, who had acute hearing, could not hear the signal
when his unoccluded ear was placed beside the point of contact between the
subject and the tube, Le. at the seal between the sound source and the
listener's head. The same tests were repeated by placing the tube on the
sternum and on the abdominal wall.

The results are shown in Fig. 1. The ordinate represents the differ-
ence between the auditory threshold for sound absorbed through the

air Choadlet th.W _ __d

clcb am of 53 cAk

20 • *tgrnt

w - a abdomen

S~40
40

o

'00
i S

t1oo 1000 XOO
Frequecy in C.p.a.

Fig. 1. Threshold of hearing for sound absorbed by different
body areas relative to the threshiold for air-conducted sound.
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several tissue pathways and the thnr-hold for air-conducted -iound presented
to the ear through the tube. Zach curve ro.presents the mean values of
three subjects, The thresholdi for excitation of the forehead lie roughly
60 db above the air-conduction threshold; the thresholds for the sternum
are about 70 db above, and the thre3holds for the abdomen are between
80 and 90 db above the air-conduction threshold.

Unfortunately the excitation of a small circular area on the head or

body does not set up the same vibrations of the skull or in the body as
when the whole body is surrounded by a free sound field. Nevertheless,
it is felt that the data provide 3orne approximate, realistic figures for the

differences in these thresholds. For high frequencies, where the body
dimensions become greater and greater compared with the wave length,
the data should become more and more similar to the ones in the free
sound field, which unfortunately are not easily measured directly.

The threshold for bone- Or body-conducted sound mu.st be assumed
to change with the degree of occlusion of the auditory canal, the quality
of the earplug, the depth of its insertion, etc. Such a shift is neither the
consequence of a remaining leakage path for air-conducted sound nor the
result of variable masking by ambient noise but is primarily attributable
"to a change i- :te effectiveness of the so-called osseo-tympanic pathway.
Bone-conducteJ. sound sets up vibrations in the air of the occluded part of
the auditory canal, and the eardrum. This fact, though often contradicted,
seems to be quite weU established (4, 5, 6, 7). Fig. 2 shows this lowering

- 20
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i C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Fig. 2. Difference in bone conduction threshold with and with-
out the ear occiuded (threshold is lower with ear occluded):
I) from reference (4)- 2) from reference (5), Fig. 12; 3) from
reference (5), Fig. 13; 4) fromr, reference (6); 5) from reference (7).
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of the threshold for bone-condulcted sound when the auditor- canal is
closed. For frequencies below Z000 cps it amount3 to 12 db on the aver-
age. in the tests previousi., de.scribed, if the ear3 had not been occluded
and covered, the thresholds shown in Fig. I would have been about 12 db
higher for low frequencies.

The data for the threshold of bone-conducted sound received by the
4 forehead can be compared with the data giveni by Yon Bikdsy for the L
* thresholds of bone-conducted sound received by the entire skull in a free
AW sound field. The calculated and measured values obtained by von Bdkisy

* •are given in Fig. 3. They were obtained by rather different methods (I)
-and are valid for unaccluded ears. In order to obtain the threshold curve
for bone-conducted sound received by the entire skull in a free sound

* 0air conduction threshold

e0
20

:40 _______ 
(Ga______dod

60Ii I.o __ _ _ _ _ __=_ _ _

1 00__

I1|~ ~~~ ~ ~ I I I fill

too K)OQ 10,000

Frequency In c. p. s.

Z Fig. 3. Difference in db between sound level required to

produce equal loudness of tones heard by air and bone
conduction in a free sound field. (Values from reference

:• (1).)

S~field while the ears are occluded, the correction of Fig. Z was applied to"the measured curve of Fig. 3. The result is the solid curve labeled "l"

To compare this curve with our measurements it is assumed that

reception by bone conduction is the result of vibrations of the skull as a
rigid body; this assumption has been shown to be valid for low fre-
quencies (1). Then we can calculate the free sound field that would be

required to produce the same effective force acting on the head as the
force that is acting on the circular area of the forehead. The equations

are given by von B~k~sy (1). In this way we can get from the threshold
cirve for bone-conducted sound received by the forehead (Fig. 1) to a
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calculated threshold curve for bone-conducted •osond received by the entire
head in a free sound field with the ears occluded. This calcuiated thresh-

:- old curve is the dashed curve (number 2) in Fig, 4. It compares quite
favorably with the solid curve (number 1) in the same figure which was

obtained by applying the occlusion correction to von Bik~sy's data.

Sair conduction threshold

-SS

60

a 40

0 I) - measured cut" of Fig. 3, adjusted for
Socclusion at the wa according to Fig. 2

80 - 2) ---- calculated for a fr*o sound field from
the bone conduction threshold at the
forehead (Fig. 1)

|0o-- curt" for *head reception* from KIltz
4) *--- V-S1R and eor muffs (metal tubes)

I I I I I I I t I I 1 1 111

tOO 1000 10Ao
Frequency In a.p.s.

Fig. 4. Difference in threshold between air- and bane- conducted
sound in a free sound field. (With earplug.)

All experiments designed to measure directly bone-conduction
thresholds for the entire skull in a free sound field by occluding the

auditory canal as completely as possible by means of earplugs or even
earplugs combined with ear muffs have resulted so far in threshold curves
that lie closer to Lhe air-conductin thrcashold curve than curves numbered

I and Z in Fig. 4. One such curve labeled in the literature (8) as thresh-
- old for bone-conducted sound (head reception) is given by curve number 3

in Fig. 4. Our own efforts to measure the threshold curve for bone con-

duction in this way yielded the rather similar curve number 4. This
curve represents the average values measured. on six subjects wearing

earplugs (V-51R) and ear muffs made of large metal tubes and with
sponge rubber doughnuts for the seal. Great care was taken to obtain the
best possible seal which resulted in considerable discomfort. Since in
all the experiments that led'to curves exemplified by numbers 3 and 4 we
cannot be sure that air conduction or ear muff vibration (see below) were

completely excluded, the higher values for the bone-conduction threshold

given by curves numbered I and Y. are by no n',-sin'ed and are
probably more realistic.

Thus if one could design and wear ideal earplugs. curves numbered
I and 2 in Fig. 4 probably indicate best the maximal 13rotection they would
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afford the ear against outside noise in a free sound field. More attenuation
"by the earplug would not decrease the sound stimulating the inner ear
because the air-conduction path thrcugh the earplug and awlitory canal
would be "shorted out" by the bone-conduction path. 1z one could shield the
whole head completely- against sound waves, for instance by an ideal helmet,
we would still produce only about 10 db more protection (and at low fre-
quercies, not even that much) as Fig. 1 indicates.

The schematic diagram of Fig. 5 shows how the different branches
of the complex aystem conduct sound energy to the inner ear. An electrical
circuAit -n-lag-.. to the mechanical system has been chosen. Each non-
ideal protective devise transmits the sounds three ways: 1) sound trans-
mission through the material of the earplug (or muff or helmet) itself;
Z) sound conduction through an inadvertent or designed air leak; 3) move-
ments of the earplug. muff or helmet, vibrating as a rigid body because
of the elasticity of the supporting aeal or the elasticity of the supporting
tissue.

Z Zbo vie malt Z

"z z

DWI. ow con rtcindvcso h u an hal euvaet
F3Cu•). -i•

F@ie Z air apace

Fed ELMET EAR MUFF EARPLUGI _ __ _ ai volume -. ofr Total vibrations

/ k
seal

'Fig. 5. Sound protection devices on the human head (equivalent U

circuit).

These three possibilities are represented in Fig. 5 by the threeSbranches for the earplug,. the helmet and the ear muf. When* the helinet

is ideal all three branches have infinite impedance and energy from the
S~sound field can reachx the inner ear only by going through the bodty (Zbody).

I• the helmet is not ideal. vibratory energy is conducted to the. air space.

ink-a. (Zair space) inside the helmet. Part of this energy might enter the bone
directly (Zbone) and go to the inner-ear and part of it could be transmitted
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lby the iar muff to the air volume inclosed under it (Gair volume). Vibra-
tions of the whole ear muff rmight result in an additional bone-conduxction
component exciting the a:ea where the muff touches the skull (Zbone via
muff). The air volume under the muff transmits the sound to the earplug,
which, depending on its quality, conducts some of the energy to the air

volume (Cair volume) enclosed in front of the eardrum. This sound to-
gether with the bone-conducted sound add up in the inner ear and together

4 represent the acoustic stimulus that would give rise to a response. Part

of the sound originally entering the head via bone might at some fre-
quencies be transmitted to the middle ear through vibrations of the audi-
tory canal, the ossicles or the tympanic cavity (Zbone to ear canal) and

finaliy enter the inner ear through the same rcute as the air-conducted

sound.

[ The Earplug System

Physical constants of the earplug system

An investigation of the constants of the three branches of the earplug

I system will show how the overall irequency response of the earplug (pres-
sure on the eardrum/pres sure outside the earplug) results from the con-

duction through the three branches, and it will reveal which branch con-
ducts most of the sound and is thus responsible for the earplug not being

ideal.
When the impedances of the circuit are known, the frequency response

I of the earpliag can be calculated. The impedance Z 1 of the material itself

I: •is always very high so that the sound leakage through the material can be

neglected for most types of ear defenders. Our own measurements showed
this assumption to be correct for rubber, plastic, and impregnated cotton

earplugs. The same is reported by Watson and Knudsen (a). The complex

impedance Z, is therefore nct of great interest because the limits of at-
tenuation are given by branches Z and 3.

:1 In branch . we have the mass of the air (LZ) in the air channel through
which the sound leaks, and the friction (RZ). These two parameters, which

j are both '-.-:y dependent for such narrow ducts, can be calculated by
assuming a certain width of the duct. They form together with Cair volume
and Zear a reso.r- 1-. ,:ircuit (Helmholtz resonator). If we assume the duct

Lu to be about a cm m'ng and an inclosed air volume in front of the eardrum
of 0.5 cc, then fcr certain diameters of the leak branch a alone would give

us the attenuation curves numbered a and 3 in Fig. 6. The attenuation of
this duct is always zero when we approach zero frequency.

The constants of branch 3 were measured for a certain earplug (V-
51R) by vibrating the inserted earplug wiih aln impedance measuring de-

vice. The experimental arrangement was the same as the one used by
Franke (9). With this method the shear compliance of the skin lining of

the external ear canal (C 3 ) and the friction in this skin lining (R 3 ) were

measured. They were found to be constant up to the highest frequenciesmeasured Ic.a. 600 cps.).- The compliance (C-1) was 4.3 x 106 dynes/canZ
and the friction (R 3 ) was 4.4 x 103 dynes! cm!. These figures are the
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mean values determined from several insertions of the earplug in the audi-
tory canal of one subjcct. In these measurements, the earpiug was filled
with a solid piece of plastic so that the elasticity and friction of the skin
"alone were measured. These constants should therefore be about the same
for all types oi earplugs independent of shape and material. Only the
length over which the earplug touches the skin lining, and the pressure L
with which the plug is inserted, should modify these constants. For most
earplugs commonly used today these parameters do not change much and
we can assume in the following calculations that the constants measured
with the V-51R earplug represent approximate values for most types of.
earplugs. An individually molded earp•ug might increase the elasticity up
to about three times the given values. It would probably representr the
the maximum value of the elasticity.

0

2)leltA ni diameter

I

ilFrq in C. p. elsict
curves for sound transmission through

* earplugs and leaks (cu~rve 1 for V-51R plugs).

I Since the mass of .he earplug (L.3 ) can be found bar weighing, all I'
i constants of branch 3 are known. In the case of the V-5SIR earpl~ug the

I mass is 0.5 gr. The air volume inclosed in front of the tyinpanic

at the lower frequencies (at least below a000 cps)., large compared to
the impedance of the eardrum (Zeardrumr) and can therefore be neglected.

IC

The impedance of the eardrum below 500 cps is equivalent t1 the inm-I pedance of an air volume of F.5-Z.0 cm 3 . For the calculation o ihn at-a

4 tenuation of an earplug. Cair volume and Z ear drum were therefore
combined into one impedance T ieece kwas aIssuted for the en-
Stire frequency rane to be equivalent to the elastance of an air volume of

, ! m cmr3 upon which the earpueg acts over an area of about 0.6 czIZ. Abovenc

Sapproxtimately 500 ips this assuo-ption is not justilied any more; Z ear druum e
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- remains Larger than the air volume elas.tance and changes its phase.

However, the measurements of Zeardrun are not eyarnely accurate as
considerable Individual variabilty is exhibited. Also the area of the ear
canal and Cair volume will vary from individual to individual Hence

the elastance for an air volume of Z cm 3 was assumed as the combined
impedance for the entire Irequency range. (In the worst instance in which
AMardrur is large compa:red to the impedance of an air volume of 2 cm 3 ,
the error would arnount to 12 db at the highest frequencies, since under
these circumstances, Cair volume equal to 0.5 cm 3 would represent a

better approximation to the impedance on which the earplug acts than the
combined impedance value of 2 cm 3 .)

The attenuation of an ideal V-51R earplug without any leakage and

sound transmission through the material (impedances of branches I and
2 infinite) was calculated using the discussed constants and is shown in

curve number of Fig. 6.

CFý The maximum attenuation that is practically obtainable with earplugs

The attenuation provided by the best poesible earplug (no leakage,

no sound transmission through the earplug) is limited at low frequencias

by the compliance of the skin in the ear canal (curve 1, Fig. 6). Therefore
at these low frequencies (below 500 cps) we can never hope to occl,,4e the

auditory canal sufficiently to reach the tipper limit for protection set by

bone-conduction (Fig. 4). At 100 cps the V-51R plug provides (under favor-

able conditions) only about 28 db instead of 50 dh attenuation, where bone-
conduction would start to make further attenuation worthless. At higher

frequencies (above 1000 cps for the V-51R) the attenuation provided by
the earplug would increase with the square of the frequency. However,

this increasing attenuation of the earplug is of no use in view of the be-

havior of the bone-conduction threshold curve in this frequency region.

As the attenuation provided by the plug increases to between 40 and 50

db, bone-conducted sound stimulates the inner ear, thus bypassuzg the

rk pathway through the ear-lug. With the best earplug we would design, we

can not expect. therefore, to measure a higher attenuatinn than the

dashed curve in Fig. 7. Naturally, as pointed out before, this curve

(combined from curve I in Fig. 6 and Fig. 4) hias been only roughly deter-

mined so far and is tentatively presented here. At high frequencies bone-
conduction is certainly not transmitted by vibrations of the skull as a rigid

body, and we have no direct measurements in free sound fields on which
to base the threshold of bone-conduction. But the curve has to stay above
curve number Z of Fig. 4 and at the highest frequencies, certainly above

the curve given for the forehead in Fig. 1. That means the bone-conduction
threshold and therefore the limit for protection by earplugs should lie

from 40 to 50 db above the threshold for air-conduction.

Fig. 7 shows both calculated and measured values for the attenuation
provided by earplugs. The data from other authors (Z. 3. 10) as well as
our own were determined by the threshold shift method. The data are
quite close to an optimal attenuntion curve that has been suggested by the
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dashed cur-e in Fig. 7. At low fr,-q',encies all measured values are
pa-rti; yl7 close to the 26 db value we theoretcialty calculated taking
account of the measured -hear compliance of the skin. This agreement
shows that all tested earplug3, even at the lowest test frequ,.wc-f (103 cps),
give practically an ideal seal, i.e. the leak is smaller than the one given
by curve number 3, Fig. 6.

20 I

- for plug 3.3 9r. weight

o mo-=-- deft• 0 29

X impregnte IaW O Plug eeey

A V-51 R
I I I k ll I I t I I [ I 1 1 I1 l

JIf Frequency in p.p.•

Fig. 7. Practical a -d theoretical limits for protmeitw b by

tearlugs.

[• ~~~~The shear compliance of the skin determines t~zz 'a- fz=- ,..•-
fof the curve in Fig. 7; the bone-candtcta.esoud determines the hi)h

Sfrequency region of the curve- The intermeiate range depends. on the

masts of the earplug. We cannot hope to achieve a big improvement by
designing a much heavier earplug. For example we might assume, in-
stead of the 0.5 gr. mass of the V-51- earplug, a heavy earplug weighing
3.5 gr. For this earplug we obtain the second curve in Fig. 7. The small
inmprovement probably does not justify the difficulties and the discomfort

such a heavy plug would entail.
Thus it seems we are able to calculate quite accurately the possible

attenuation of earplugs. With the data available the upper limit of protec-
tion does not appear to be quite as high as the curve suggested by Wheeler
(3). The results of our own measurements on impregn.,'td cotton plugs,
shown in Fig. 7. demonstrate once more that the mass of the plug and its
material do not clanga its attenuation very much. The attenua.tion provided
by these plugs is close to the one of the V-51R. At 100 cps we obtain even

for this plug an attenuation of Z6 db, a value that results from the measured• ~skin elast•icity.
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Earplugs with static pressure on the tympanic membrane

Positive or negative static pressure in front of the tympanic

membrane decreases the effectiveness of sound stimulaticn on the ear,

especially for frequencies below 1000 cps. Such pressure can be obtained

"accidentally cr purposely with tightly fitting plugs. This pressure, for

instance, is the reason why 4n attenuation 10 db or more greater than the

:i calculated 26 db can occasionally be achieved at low frequencies with a

V-•IR earplug. This pressure is also the reason why the results of ear-

plug tests often vary .•,LsuLdrabiy frorn one test to the next. A normal

inseition of a V-51R earplug sometimes gives rise to positive and soine-

times to negative pressures. Pressures up to 15 cm H 2O have been ob-

served in front of the eardrum and such pressures result in threshold shifts

of about L0 db. Such static pressures may constitute the only way of in-

creasing to any significant degree the protection provided by insert type

earplugs" at low frequencies. This added protection does not result from
a high attenuation provided by the plug but from less efficient transmis-

sion in the middle ear. Tests with earplugs specially designed (patent

applied for) to permit the building up of static pressures have given
promising results. At low frequencies, up to 20 db additional protection
has been measured. Just how desirable su.h a procedure is from a

medical point of view remains to be determined. Even if the technique

should find medical approval, the problem of comfort will still have to be
I dealt with.

Protection by Ear Muffs

The theoretical limit for sound protection by ear muffs is likewise
determined by the threshold curve of bone-conduction in a free sound
fi.J (W' - A% I-,- a, praciicai matter this limit is approached most close-

ly if one presses one's thumbs against the tragus, thus occluding the
auditory canal At 100 cps this method sometimes yields from 40 to 50 db
attenuation, i.e. values that are p-obably close to the bone-conduction

threshold. Earcups usually provide much less attenuation. Physical
tests prove that the elastic material (sponge rubber cushion) used to seal
the hard cup to the head does provide attenuation approaching the theoret-

Sical limit for the muff, at low frequencies. Usually an air leak reduces|
the protection afforded by the muff as can be seen in Fig. 8. The curves

I were determined for one subject by the threshold shift niethod. The
same muff was measured once with an ordinary seal and then measured

with the best seal which could be obtained (strong, uncomfortable pressure).
gof the e "fectiven=ss of ear muffs is therefore almost exclusive-

ly a question of improving the seal without sacrificing comfort.

Some experiments indicate tht even -ith a nearly perfect seal the

Sattenuation at low frequencies is still fa" from the theoretical limit set

by bone-conduction. It may be that the whole muff vibrates relative to

the skull. The fact that the total attenuation provided by earplugs and ear

muffs used in combination is not as large as the sum of the attenuations
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that each device gives individually, sugge..s that muff vibrations are
trarsmitted to the skull directly, thus stimulating bone reception at levels

below the threshold for normal bone-conduction ('bone via muff" in Fig. 5).
We are not yet able to supply exact data or a totally satisfactory theoret'-
cal account of this problem.

>C

S440

= 60" --- " ear cup - s..i2d (eample for one type muff, mearnremsnt an

8 -- pus muff (threzhol for bant condocte sond)

mI lma! t peUIb I o! ma blc I Ibrsto sh!ft m It I Io I

1100 1000 CA
Frgequ 'ny In C. p. .

Fig. 8. Practical and theoretical limits for protection by

ear muffs.

At frequencies above 1500 cps the theoretical limits set by the bone-
cnnduction threshold can be reached, if care is taken and uncomfortable

pressure is applied to the muff. Combination of earplugs and muffs
brings almost no additional attenuation in t.s frcq...-cny range if each,

Sindividually, is perfect. However, if one of them has leaks at certain
frequencies, only the combination can provide the maximum possible

U attenuation of 40 to 50 db.
To derr.,nstrate the findings just discussed, the aLtenuation charac-

teristics measured by the threshold shift method are given in Fig. 9 for
the following three conditions: 1) subjects wearing earplugs (V-51R.
carefully inserted and sealed): 2) subjects wearing ear muffs pressed

I: hard against the head (metal zubes, Z5 cm long, 7.5 cm wide, filed with
cotton and with doughnut cushions for sealing made of sponge rubber 3 cm
thick and covered by solid rubber); 3) subjects wearing earplugs and muffs
combined. Tlhe curves represent the averages of measurements made
in a free sound field on six subjects. The sum of the attenuations obtained
for earplugs and muffs worn separately (curve number 4 of Fig. 3) is
clearly greater than the attenuation obtained when both devices are worn

together. Curve number 3 of Fig. 9 has already been given and discussed
as curve number 4 in Fig. 4. It was at that time compared with data ob-
tained with careiully fitted muffs and plugs (curve number 3 in Fig. 4).
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I In .he low frequency range both curves show about 15 db less attenuaticn
than one might expect on the basis of the assumed. bone-conduction thresh-
old (Fig. 4). The following question needs further investigation. Is it
theoretically possible to obtain more at-tenuation or are some of the
assumntpions and experiments that entered into our reasoning not directly

- applicable? In particular there is the possibility that the threshold values
ior bone-conduction are somewhat too high in the critical low frequency
range.

air conduction thrishoid

20
' 0

20

-G- C3
40

* ) *l E,-,ti,,g _______"____,,_____

sea I2) 9 Ear muffs

3) e Earpluqgs and ear muffs
a3o 4) a Combined attenuations of eurvea I and 2

"*i g,,gI tigI i t'I 'll I figll

100 1000 N1M00
Frequency ai p.P.i

Fig. 9. Attenuation measured by the threshold shift method
for 1) earplugs (V-51R). Z) ear muffs (metal tubes). 3) cam--
bination of plugs and'muffs. I) to 3) represent the averages
for six subjects. Curve 4) is the calculated, combined at-
tenuation from curves 1) and 2). Compare curve 4) with
curve 3).

SProtection by "im-ets

a No data on the sound protection by helmets designed to reduce bone-
conducted soxnd received by the whole head or major areas of it are
available at this time. Projects to explore this possibUity are under way.
In view of the technical difficulties that one has to overcome in the design
oi sound protective helmets covering the whole head (e.g. seal, breathing,

ventilation, weight) it is doubtiul if such a solution will prove feasible.
This reservation is especially appropriate when one considers Fig. 1.
which shows that general body reception does not require much higher

levels than those that give rise to bone reception bvythe head. It might
actually prove more practical for some applications to check into the
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possibility of covering the whole man by a sound protecting shell. How-

ever, such a device would have to be. moved by power equipment.

•!S ur Suma ry

Meazured attenuation provided by earplugs agrees satisfactorily with
Svalues predicted from theoretical considerations. At frequencies below

1000 cps thi. elaaticit-y of the skin lining the ear canal determ.ines the
practical limit for the attenuation to be obtaLined with insert type earplugs.
Above 1000 cps the attenuation actually provided by earplugs reaches the
limit set by the fact that sound reaches the inner ear not only by air-
conduction but also by bone-conduction. These considerations show that
little improvement can be expected from changes of the material, the shape,
or the fit of insert type earplugs. A complete analysis of this problem
requires a more thorough investigation of the bone-conduction threshold
in a free, randorm sound field, especially for frequencies above 1000 cps.

It was also shown that the limits for the protection by ideal ear muffs
are likewise, set by the bone-conduction threshold. Usually less protect-
tion is obtained with ear muffs since practicable seals are imperfect.
Approximate values are also given for differences in threshold when the
acoustic stimulus is to the head or to other areas of the body.
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-. VIII

COMMUN ICATION

W. D. Neff1 Section of Biopsychology
The University of Chicago

I
In order that any kind of voice communication, either direct or by

phone system can be continued in the vicinity of operating jet planes,
personnel must be given every possible protection from the noise. It is

not the purpose of this report to suggest engineering changes which might
improve communications in noise, but it does seem advisable to consider
how communications might be improved through 1) the training of person-

nel and 2) through the use of non-auditory signals.

Training

During World War II a number of research projects were estab-
lished to study the problem of selection and training of persons using

voice communication equipment. (For reports of major projects, see
Summary Technical Report of NDRC, Division 17, Volume 3, Combat In-
strumentation and Summary Technical Report of NDRC, Applied Psychol.
Panel, Volume 2, Training and Equipment and OSRD Report No. 4795.)

One outcome of these p.-ojects was the establishment of training programs
for voice communication in nearly all bra-nches of the armed services";,

another was the de-.elopment of standard procedures for use of telephone
circuits and standard phraseology for messages to be communicated.

The introduction of high noise levels increases the difficulty of voice
communication but, insofar as this form of communication remains a
possibility, the methods and procedures developed during World War II
are directly applicable.

It has been a common misconception that wearing ear defenders as
protection from ambient noise will interfere with ability to understand
"speech. A careful stuay done by Kryter (1) has shown that for high voice
levels the wearing of the V-51R ear defender does not lower intelligibility

of speech. Instead, it slightly improves it. As may be seen from Fig. I,
for the noise (simulated propeller plane) used in the Kryter experiment
articulation stores were better with earplugs for noise levels of 85 db

(overall) and above.
As Kryter (1) has pointed out, however, it is not the overall noise

level that is important in determining whether or not wearing of ear
defenders will interfere with the perception of speech; it is the effective

masking of the ambient noise that is the critical factor. i the spectrum
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Fig. 1. Curves showing terelation between percent articula-
tion and speech level with ambient noise level as the parameter

S| under two conditions of listening (with and without earplugs).
.- aThe ambient noise, electr-__-z"7 produced. simulated that of

a propeller-driven bomber. At noise levels 85 db (overall)
and above, ear de.fenders do not interfere with speech

reception. Instead, speech reception as measured by articu-

lation scores is improved and the amount of improvement
increases as intensity of ambient noise increases. (From PAL,
STR. See Ref. (1) or (Z).)

of the noise produces an effective masking of 60 db or more, wearing ear
defenders will improve the hearing of speech.

The typical noise spectrum from a jet plane is such as to produce
ver efectver•.skig.Therefore, men working in the vicinity of jet

planes, where noise levels Ire 85 db or more overall, will be able to corm-
municate by voice as well or better when wearing ear defenders as when
not. Furthermore, they will be less likely to suffer temporary deafness
which can interfere with voice communication even during periods of

relative qitwhich may come between exposures to very high levels of
noise.

Non-Auditory Communication

When one or more jet planes are running above minimum power,
communication among me t working on the planes or nearby is conducted
primarily by visual signals. This is particularly true on the plight decks
of a unrrier during launchins operations; the guidind ow pilots by the
plane directors and the reports of catapult crews to the launct-Ung oficer
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are examples of critical communication links which are maintained durin1
certain operations entireL7 through thea use of visual signals. During ia-,(

operations these visual signals consist primarily of hard and arm gestures;
at night, signal lights held in the hands are used and similar gestures are

made.
The problem of visual communication xas discussed by member-

of the BENOX group with some of the ciac=rs and men of the U.S.S.
Wasp. From these discussions it appears that a somewhat standardized

system of visual signals has been developed. To a Large extent all use
the same signals to mean the same thing. Many of the signals have ob-

3 vious meaning, e.g. the plane director instructs the pilot to move his

* plane forward by beckoning with both hands and he instructs him to stop by
holding his hands out palms toward the pilot. Other signals are less
readily interpreted by the uninstructed observer. *1

j Officers and men apparently learn the visual signal system by watch-
ing others and by being told by their co-workers. The situation is exactly
what we might expect. All of us in our everyday activities use wo?:ds

and respond to words whose meaning we do not completely understand.
Likewise, some pilots and -flight deck personnel are not sure of the exact

meaning of the visual signals which they are using.
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*. O RIEINTATION IN SPACE

Harlow W. Ades
: Depa-rtment of Anatom7

Emory University

The problem of equilibrium is probably never synonymous with that
of vestibular function, although vestibular function is nearly always a part
of the total problem of equilibrium. Our problem is the broader one of

orientation in space. This includes, then, vestibular, as well as other
sensory systems (possibly all others) and the integrative and motor cen-
ters and pathways through which sensory experience finds expression in
terms of %djustments which are necessary to maintain true orientation,
both subjective and physicaL We should, therefore, include in this dis-
cussion all of the reports and experimental data suggestive oi motor in-
coordination as well as that suggesting vestibular disfunction as such.
These observations should, in turn, interdigitate with those having to do
with central nervous system function in general, and, more specifically,
those which indicate a clear effect of intense noise on the reticular acti-

vating system with its consequent effects on cortical discharge and the
implied effect on such factors as alertness and attention.

There are several scattered reports, narrative accounts and a little
experimental data that indicate, as noise levels increase beyond 140 db
(overall), there will probably be a sharp increase in the equilibratory
manifestations which at levels below 140 db appear to be still slight (1,2).
It is not possible, at this time, to indicate more exactly the nature and

Sp.-P•bablc eve-'r-ity" or the dystunctions to be expectedl. it is a good guess that

Sthey may well become disabling at levels above 140 db. It is, however,
S~possible to outline experimental st•udies which should make possible a
J more practical and signfcant anticipation of the nature of future problems

__• Such suggestions will be the subject of some of the later paragraphs of this1 " ~section. ..

Assuming that there are sufficient indications of potential or actual
non-acoustic effects of high-intensity noise, it may be assumed that these
will affect the sense organs and the central nervous system primarily or
secondarily. Such effects will (a) distort the input by overstimulation. or
(b) by destruction of tissue, or, successively, in both ways. Several ques-

tions immediately present themselves.I (I) What sensory systems are so affected?
(2) What central mechanisms are so affected?
(3) By what routes are these effects introduced?

(4) How do the effects express themselves in subjective experience
and/or behavior?
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(5) What means of protection of senae organs and CZNS may be
adequate ?

• The operatonal, clinical and e--perimcntal observations beariag on
the foregoing questions will be taken up in that order.

L Reports of Operational Complaints

t Included in reports oi jet-aircraft and test-cell operations from,

U.S.A.F. and U.S.N. are the following:
Complaints of operating personnel at Muroc AFB jet-engine test cells

led to a noise survey by the Aero Medical Laboratory. The operating per-
sonnel described several reactions to intense sound fields, including (a)
temporacy deafness, (b) nausea and vomiting. (c) excessive irritability,

(d) lethargy. (e) excessive fatigue ar-d (f) strong psychological reactions
adversely affecting work performance. Of particular interest to this dis-
cussion are the reports of nausea, dizziness, and related phenomena. In
one case, the individual, at the engine controls of a J-47 (TG-190) engine
at RPM 6500, experienced dizziness and "quivered inside." When the RPM
was increased to 7500 the dizziness increased and a sensation of faintness
developed- Upon leaving the controls, he became nauseated and vomited,
thereby gaining some relief, although the "shaky" feeling persisted for
some hours.

A• second individual, at the controls of a J-35 (TG-180) engine operat-
ing at 6500 RPM, deliberately walked away from the instruments, leaving
them running, and stating he "coulti not stay (in the noise field) any longer.n
His story of the situation did not emphasize any particular reaction, but
indicated, rather, that the general psychological reaction dominated the
situation. It may be supposed that this psychological state was the result
of the additive effects of stimulation of several sensory pathways, no one
of which was demonstrably predominant, whereas, in the first case, vesti-
bular overstimulation would seem to have been dominant.

These two and similar cases fail to support the statement frequently
made that t-e initial reactions to intense noise are most marked and that
further experience leads to adaptation. All of the individua-l- whose re-
actions were cited in the Murac report had been engaged in jet test cell
operations for one to three years. The author of the report expressed the
opinion that the sound fields exceeded the capacity of the human body to
adapt to them..

The Muroc Report further mentions certain difficulties in locomotion
experienced by personnel working close to the tailpipe of an engine under
test (i.e. in sound levels of approximately 140 db overall). No elaboration
of this observation is included in the report.

Both nausea and vertigo are included in the effects of intense noise as
reported from aircraft-carriers. There is no information as to how often

theze have been. observed nor of the exact location and activity of the per-
sonnel involved-

Word of mouth reports from personnel on the maintenance line at
* Wright-Patterson AFB Indicate that some individuals experience difficulty
I •in motor coordination exemplified by such things as a tendency to stagger
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anid the inability to rise from squatting or kneeling position in the high
noise field of a jet plane operating at 100% power.

lClinical Observation and Human Exneriments

Among the most reliable subjective observations of the effects o( in-
tense noise which are available to azs are those made by Davis, Hardy,

Eldredge and cthers (df. this report, Chapter V. AuraL Pain Produced by
Sound) from experiments in the siren room and the outdoor jet-engine test
stand at Wright-Patterson AFB. These are worth recounting in some detail
both for their intrinsic informational value and. their significance in point-
ing toward further research. The experimental methods are detailed else-
where in. this report, and it is sufficient to indicate here that the basic

- method consisted in approaching the siren by a series of three fixed stages,
th subject being equipped with ear defenders except for brief periods when
hewould remove one or both for unprotected exposure to the noise-field.

Teestages for our present purpose are best described in terms of

I#

S~~~uasud overialilt soun level fo qatn each Wneean speako i then of .132db

135 db, and 140 d~b stages.
Various disetrbances, apparently related to vestibular function, were

reported by the several individuals at different sound levels. In general.
I the effects were most consistent and marked when one ear was unplugged

at a time. The most delicate, hardly more than premonitory, sign of
labyrinthine stimulation was a relatively slight, apparent shift Of the Visual

field toward the exposed ear. although in one instance the shift was away
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5• Fig. 1. Threshold for vestibuilar stimulation ffrom noise as

-• indicated by a slight apparent shift in the visual field when
S~one earplug was removed briefly.
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from the exposed side. This effect usually occurred at approximately the

135 db leveL in the most sensitive frequency range, which lay betweea
1000 and 1500 cps (see Fig. L.).

At the 140 db level the degree and variety cf lab7r-.thine disturbance
due to exposure of one ear increased. The subjects consistently reported
a sensation of benng pushed sideways, away from the exposed side but
Without an7 sense of turning. One subject, facing away from the siren,[i'_ noticed a displacement of the visual field toward the exposed side, esti-

Smated at 8 inches at a distance of 8 feet, combined with a feeling of un-
steadinczs. If the exposed ear were turned toward the siren, there was a
feeling of falling away from tbe siren.

The foregoing effects of exposure of one ear at the 140 db stage might
be described as static. More variety of response is introduced if the sub-
ject is in motion during exposure. The subjects uniformly reported that,
if they turned the head suddenly to one side, there was a distinct sense of
S"SSti=.tua of the t',ing moverm.ent. This phenomenon seemed to be
greatest in the frequency range of 800-1000 cps. (No effects were reported
below 300 or above 3000 cps, Fig. 1.) From a stationary position, no such
rotational effect occurred.

_ The experience of one subject (Eldredge. personal narrative) in a

sound field of 155 db deserves special attention. At this level, even with
earplugs, sensations similar to those related above occurred-. U he turned

suddenly. he felt as though he was forced to continue the turn beyond the
intended point, even to the extent of involuntarily putting out a hand to
catch hi---%elf from a seemingly imminent fall. Besides this clearly
"labyrinthine effect, he had a distinct feeling of oppression and experienced
difficulty in performing simple motor acts, though not approaching inca-
pacitation. Hie did not expose his ears. These effects were probably
maximal in the 1000-1500 cps range, and cut off at 3000 cps.

One subject (siren at 140 db) made the interesting observation that
certain of the labyrinthine effects were clearest whef., ---ith one ear ex-
posed, the noise was abruptly cut off. This apparently indicates that during
the exposure period a rather strenuous effort had to be made to compen-
sate for the tendency to fall away from the sound, and, that when the sound
was cut off. the resulting response was a sensation of being pushed toward
the siren.

One subject reported inability to stand on one foot at the 140 db stage,
(siren) but thought this raight ha--; been due to the shaiing of his knee.

Only one subject reported even the slightest labyrinthine effect at
140 db in the jet-engine noise field. It consisted of a questionable visual
field shift toward the unplugged ear if the unplugging were done suddenly.

To summarize, briefly, the following points seem to emerge from this
series of observations:

(1) The threshold for labyrinthine disturbance in the unprotected ear
exposed to siren noise is roughly 135 db in the 1000-1500 cps
range, rising to 140 db at 300 Lnd at 3000 cps, beyond which ex-
tremes no vestibular disturbance was noted at any level.

(Z)- The threshold of labyrinthline disturbance for the protected ear is
about 155 db with the greatest effect again occuring in the fre-
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"qtuency ran3e 1000-1500 cps.
(3) There are hints that irom 110 db up, some postural difficulties be-

-gin to express themselves which are.not demonstrably and directly
of labyr/.nthine or.gin. These may be premonitory of more general
proprioceptive effects. They are not prevented by the use of ear

, plugs,

(4) Up to 155 db, the use of ear defenders is apparently effective in
preventing vestibular disturbance. This is in accord with the ob-
servation (cf. this report, section on CNS) that the desynchronizing
effect of 140 db noise on the electroencephalogram of one subject
was noted only during the brief periods when the ear defender was
removed from one ear.

Acoustical stimulation cf the vestibular apparatus was reported by v.
Beikisy in 1935 (3). He registered graphically the head movements of sub-
jects who listened, with earphones, to literrupted tones and he also noted a
constant deviation of the head in respon.% tto a steady tone. The deviations
were small, of the order of a millimeter. but they were produced by sound
pressures as low as i00 db. His effects showed no clear relation to fre-
quency. He mentions eye movements, sensations of forced movement, and
apparent motion of the visual field. He also states that vertigo is produced
by a two-mrinute exposure to a tone of 100 cps at 120 db interrupted three

times a second. The chief difference between v. Bikisy's observations and
our own scem.s to be that he used a more delicate method and endpoint and
selected a form of interrupted sound that is paxticularly elfective, and he

therefore obtained considerably lower thresholds. Our own endpoints were
relatively crude, but our threshold values are probably closer to the sound
levels at which acoustic stimulation of the vestibular apparatus may be-
come practically significant.

Observations on human subjects in the noise field of the jet engine with

and without afterburner show in some cases changes in tendon reflexes
which reflect the heightened discharge of the reticular activating system as
noted below. These are described in detail in the CNS section of this re-
port (Chapter X).

Experiments on Cats

Several rather crude exploratory experiments were done in the siren
room at the Aero Medical Lab. An effort was made to exanmne the effects
of exposure to'noise on postural reflexes of cats. Both continuous and
fluctuating noise was used. In one animal an exn-osure to continuous sound
of a siren at 960 cps, 140 db re .0002 dynes/czn2 produced profound de-
ficiencies ir. placing and hopping reflexes and in the righting reflexes.
These proved to be transient, the reflexes being quite normal- by the follow-
ing day. At that time, exposure was repeated, this time with noticeable, but
much less effect than after the initial exmosure. A third exposrue period,
less than an hour after the second, produced no appreciable effect cn
postural reflexes.

A second. amimal, treated in essentially the same fashion as the first,

except that the sound was rapidlyh bu,-t irregularly altered over the range
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zoo-zo0O c-ps, failed to show any Post-exposure deficiencies of postural

"reflexes.
In a second type of experiment, the electrical activity of the vestibular

and lateral reticular nuclei of a cat were recorded during exposure to the
continuous, steady noise of the siren with characteristics of 960 cps at

135-140 db re .000Z dyne/cmZ. The..e experiments are de~cribed in de-

tail elsewhere in this report (see Chapter X).
However, it should be noted in the context of this section that, coin-

cident with a marked activation of the reticular system, there occurred a
distinct but less vrofound activation of the vestibular nucleus. The vestib-
ular system is known to have strong con.aections to the reticular system
as is true also of other sensory pathways, perhaps to lesser degree than
the vestibular. Even from this crude experiment, it seem.s probable that

the activation of the vestibular nclei is related to that of the reticular,
and provides one avenue of input into the latter, as well as into other
neural systems. If one may put this evidence together with that of the

apparent vesti'oular effects on the human subject with unprotected. ears, it
seems reasonable to assume that at these overall noise levels (135-140
db), the principle pathway to the vestibular nuclei and thence to reticular

nuclei is by way of the ear, and the deleterious equllibratory effects can be
be effectively blocked by use of ear defenders. It is further indicated that
the effects of still higher sound levels on these ueural mechanisms should
be invesgigate&- Similar techniques should be used to explore other poten-
tial avennes oef inpt to the retic--la formatiou.

'dost of the experiments and clinical observations noted above were

conducted in the relatively pure-tone sound field of the siren at the Aero
Medical Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB. A few were made in the jet-
engine noise field. In several instances where more or less direct corn-
parison is possible, there are indications that the noise of the jet engine
may be less effective in producing non-auditory effects than the more
nearly pure tone of the siren, the sound pressuires being roughly equiva-

- lent. In fut-irc experiments every effort should be made to explore the
effect-.s of both kinds of noise. Animal experiments involving the use of

electrical recording equipment (i.e. amplifiers, oscilloscopes and the like)
are scarcely feasible at outdoor jet-engine test stands. Consequently, the
possible feasibility and accassibility of indoor test-cell facilities must
be explored. With certain refinements of the facilities at the Aero Medi-
cal Laboratory siren, it would be possible to pursue further this t~pe of
experimentation with some profit.

Discussion and Summary

The deleterious effects of noise with respect to equilibratory and
other postural functions, so far as we now know them, fall entirely into the
acute category (i.e. those which are observed, only during exposure). We
have not the faintest hint of any which could be classed as chronic. It is

all the more rational to concentrate on acute manifestations when we re- :•
flect that permanent deficits of function of the vestibular and posturalII 69
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mechanisms are among the neurological dy3functions most easily corn-

pensated for by remaining intact neural tissue.
For the subject with unprotected ears, the evidence gives us reason-

able assurance that the threshold of labyrinthine dysfunction is in the
vicinity of 135-140 db in the 300-3000 cps range.

The relative ineffectuality of jet enuine noise of comparable intensityk levels i-n- producing•o 13probably to be explai.ned by,--• ~levelsinrdui lb =.

[. the iact the highest energy components of tjet noise in the fre-
Squency range 300-4CC ep:. This is barely within the effective pure tone

range at 140 db. It is to be expected that still greater sound pressures of[00 cps and lower would effect tactie and propricceptive.end organs almost
as soon as the vestibular.

In the 300-3000 cps range, the deleterious effects of sound levels of
135-155 db can be effectively blocked by use of good ear protection. At

L 155 db, however, less extensive but still.rather convincing evidence is at

hand to indicate that the threshold of equilibratory disturbance for the
protected ear has been reached. This is supported by an increasing body
of an-.cdotai material characteriz-•d by experience of severe postural
weakness and both subjective and physical disorientation. Observation of
effects of still higher sound levels is virtually nonexistent.

In the light of the foregoing paragraphs, it seems a very good guess
that up to 155 db, the route of input resulting in postural disorders is the
ear. At 155 dw z.nd higher, the meagre evidence available makes reason-
able a furthi •uc.ss that involvement of more general proprioceptive end
organs (i.e. muscle, te-xdon and joint endings) as well as tactile, becomes

Ssignificant. Thi " result further distortion of the sensory input which
is translated into equally distorted postural adjustment.

All of these findings require corroboration and amplification by more
systematic and comprehensive experimentation. Much of the experimen-

j tation should be done -with human subjects, but there are some aspects
which will doubtless lend themselves to animal experimentation.

Assurmin general confirmation of the tentative results reported
above, it becomes desirable to know more about the mechanisms of stim-
u•ation of the labyr-inthine sense organs by sound. a type of stimulus
which is inadequate for the labyrinth at ordinary intensities. It is even
more of a conjecture as to what the mechanism may be for stimulation, of

general proprioceptive end organs by intense sound pressures. Se-;zral
avenue-! of approach to these problems suggest themselves. They call
for expert attention from someone intimately fmiliar with the finer
structure and function o! the inner ear. These problems may not yieldS~~entirely to the most careful study, of the end organs alone, but may. re-

quire concomitant investigation of central mechanisms having to do with U
"thresholds and the like, of sensory pathways, which may, in turn, be in-
fluenced by the reticular activity, known (from the cat experi.ments) to be
induced by high intensity sound.

We have sufficient indications from the limited animal experiments
we were able to do that much more elaborate neurophysiological experi-
rnentation should be undertaken. These should be directed toward ex-
ploration of the routes of input and the consequent activation of central
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mnechanisms, the degree and kind 'ri distortion cf norn~a! z!ztr::aI activity,
and the proba.)Le conse:nuences of these in terms- of expirience and be-

havior. Such studies should take cognizance of the apparent fact that
neural systems not ordinarily activated by sound become so activated if the

- sound inten.sities become great enough. They should be carried out at sound
intensity levels, at least as high as those we have set as representing

threshold.- of non-auditory sensory systeras.
It should be emphasized that the most systematic evidence presented

here comes from observations of effects of exposure W. the relatively pure

tone of siren or horn. In the further investigations, both human and animal,
more attention must be given to the effects of noise, simulating that of the

jet engine since 1) this is the crucial operational problem, and Z) there is
reason to believe that effects of the two kinds of noise source are not al-
ways physiologically equivalent.

Finally, it seems probable that, in view of the increasing volume of
spontaneous cumplaint from individuals working in high intensity noise
fields, there may be much more potential narrative evidence available than
has yet come to light. This could be r-.ore systematically exploited to good

advantage than has yet been done, and might be expected to yield further
suggestions as to direction of continuing research along several lines.

Conclusions

(I) The first sensory system after the auditory io be assaulted by intense-
noise is the vestibular.

- (2) In the frequency range 300-3000 cps. thresholds for vestibular stimu-

lation are approximately 135-140 db for the unprotected ear, and 155
db for the protected ear. The most sensitive part of the range is 1000-
1500 cps.

(3) At 155-160 db. it is probable, though good evidence is lacking, that a

threshold for general proprioceptive stimulation is approached.
(4) Manifestations of equilibratory and postural disturbance include verti-

go, nausea, n-ystagmus and visual field shifting, feelings of forced

movement, staggering and falling.
(5) At intensity levels below 155 db, in the effective frequency range, the

ear defender provides adequate protection from sucir manifestations,
from which it follows that the route of entry at these levels is the ear.

(6) It is probable, though there is only meagre suggestive evidence, that
as intensity of frequencies below 300 cps .ncreases above the 140 -
150 db level, general proprioceptive and tactile stimulation will be-
come more and more severe with consequent distortion of activity of
postural mechanisms. These, combined with vestibular distortion,
will lead to incapacitation which will probably be temporary, during
the time of actual exposure.

(7) No chronic dysfunction due to vestibular and general proprioceptive
stimulation by intense sound is known or necessaril•- to be expected.

7
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CENTRAL EVU FCS

Arthur A. Ward. Jr., M.D.
Division of Neurosurgery

School of Medicine
University of Washington

Narrative accounts of possible deleterious effects of high intensity
noise fields on the human organism include such symptoms as fatigue and
irritability, dizziness, postural instability, nausea and vomiting, muscular
weakness and blurred vision. These are all symptoms of nervous system
dysfunction at some level. It appears, therefore, that if intense noise pro-
duces effects on the human body, these effects are most likely mediated
ihrough the sense organs and the nervous system. In discrete terms, we
must look for possible alterations at all levels of nervous system activity
from the sense organs, simple cord-reflex activity through changes in inte-
grative activity of the brain of known physiological types to behaviorai
changes which, in turn, must be based on th,'-e activities. Certain of these
topics are covered in detail elsewhere and the present discussion will be
confined to alterations in function of the central nervous system once U
impulses resulting from high intensity noise stimulation of the end organ
have reached the central integrative circuits.

The hu.n•n being, when placed in a high intensity noise field such as
that produced by a jet engine, is obviously subecting his nervous system
to a high energy sensory input. At overall noise levels below 145 db, the
major portion. of this sensory input is entering the nervous system over==.'=m the eighth nerve. There are, in general, tv, o -.. ajo.- systems by which such

sensory volleys coming in over the eighth nerve may participate in the total
function of the brain. The classical primary sensory pathways to colliculi
and auditory and vestibular cortex have been extensively studied, particularly
with regard to the cochlear component. However, it seems unlikely t.hat

even saturated activation of the cochlear pathways would produce the symp-
toms which have been experienced in noise field- of high intensity. Thus
we must look to the second major system to which the e:ghth nerve projects--

the reticular activating system.
The reticular activating system has only recently come into prominence

and neither the anatomical and physiological limits of this system nor the

terminology for its description are clearly established. In genera!, the
reticular activating system represents the central core of the brain, start -
ing at the medulla and running up the center of the brain stem tegnmenturn as
the histologically nondescript reticular formation and merging with the mid-
line thalamic and intralaminar nuclei of the diencephalon. Direct stirr.ula-
lion of this cephalically directed system reproduces the electrical pattern
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of wakefulness in the cerebral cortex while at the same time it facilitates
lower motor activity and thus arouses the nervous sy3tem generally. The
cephalically directed portion of this system is d: stinct from the afferent

sensory pathways. Selective destruction of this portion is followed by
clinical somnolence'and EEG synchrony. These changes do not follow selec-
tive interruption of the ascending somatic and auditory pathways in the
midbrain a•id after this IdLter injury, bu.h scmatiu and atiitury stiiuii are

still capable of awakening the sleeping animal and activating its EEG (1).

This system thus plays a major role in control of rather generalized ac-
tivities of central integration which include such factors as sleep, arousal
and attention, it should also be noted that minute lesions in the rostral
mesencephalon result in profound changes in behavior of experimental
animals and man. ft is known that there are rich collaterals to this region

from the acoustic pathways (2,3), and there is presumptive evidence (4)
that the labyrinthine component of the eighth nerve plays an even greater

I role in maintaining the normal activity of this region. Further careful
experiments are n.eded, however, to define more clearly the relationships
of these afferent systems to the reticular syrtem.

Experimental Data

"Reticular activation
T-he obvious experimental application of these concepts is to determine

whether or not high intensity noise will produce changes in the spontaneous

- - electrical activity of the brain stern reticular formation. One crude experi-
-. i ment was carried out on the cat during our work at WADC. The animal was

anesthetized with nembutl, and using fine needle electrodes, electrical
activity was recorded 1) from the bulbar reticular formation at mesence-
phalic and pontine levels and 2) from acoustic pathways in the brain stem.
During exposure to a siren tone of 880 cps at an overall sound level of 137

db as measured at the animal's ear, definite changes were noted in the res-
ponse of these structures. There was an increase in frequency of the
electrical activity of the reticular formation as recorded by the unipolar
technique, with only mLnimal increase in amplitude. A bipolar recordingI• from a rather wide area of the brain stem in which the electrical field ofI recording presumably included the primary auditzo-ry pathways as well as
other structures revealed a generalized activatinn of electrical discharge
"with a superimposed modulated response at 10-12/sec. There was

minimal if any change in the spontaneous activity of the cerebral cortex.
Areas explored included the auditory and vestibular projection areas. Since
it has been demonstrated that barbiturate anesthesia effectively blocks the
multisynaptic pathways involved In activation of the cortical EEG, this lack

- of cortical response would be predicted. Continuous recording of the
electrocardiogram likewise revealed no changes in wave-form or rate.

This high intensity noise not only produces rather intense activation of
auditory and vestibular nuclei but increases the background electrical ac-
tivity of the reticular activating system. This was found to occur in the cat
in the presence of anesthesia although it is known that barbiturates tend to
block this type of activity rather selectively. Obviously, the more suitable
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expe•emental conditions would include the use of atcreotaxically plarced re-
cordiJg electrodes in an encephale isole preparation. In addition to the in-
crease of activity recorded locally in the medial and lateral reticular forma-

.Lion, a rather bizarre modulated response was observed in record: obtained
4.! from bipolar electrodes widely spaced in the brain stem. It has been shown

"(5) that the recruiting thalarnic nuclei have a high degree of inherent rhyth-

-I micity and that the single discrete impulse of a cortical strychnine spike
may cause in these diffuse nuclei a 6/sec. bursting discharge which ii some-

what re..iniscent of the modulated response seen in this one experiment.

I EEG Changes
Since it is well known that stimulation of the brain stem reticular for-

mation will cause activation of the cortical EEG (6), one would anticipate,

WE: on the basis oa the animal experimental data reported abovy, that the hnan
Fri Z-.• EEG would show significant changes when the subject is introduced ;--I high

energy sound fields. This matter was investigated in the siren room at theI• Aera Medical Lab, WPAFB, using conventional EEG recording. Exposures
were carried out at frequencies varying between 245-700 cps and at over-
al l-.vels between 120-!37 db. There w-.s no detectable change in the
scale EEG when the subject was exposed (with ear defenders) to these sound

_fields. Striking and exceedingly prompt abolition or desynchronization of

the parieto-occipital alpha rhythms occurred when one ear was unplugged
and exposed to the siren at 137 db. At the same time, good activation of
the EEG in the fronto-temporal region bilaterally was present, consisting
of desynchronization with an increase in the low potential fast activity.
When the eyes were open, the addition of siren noise to one ear added noth-
ing to the alpha blockade already present. Activation in the fronto-temporal
regions may have occurred; the results obtained were not conclusive. In-
sufficient data are available to indicate whether or not these CNS responses
are critical with regard to sound frequency and no definite threshold with
regard to intensity wa3 established. Good EEG alterations were -btain• d

j at the 137 db level and rather minimal alpha blockcade at 133 db. These
EEG effects appeared to become less marked with repeated opening of the

-• ear during any given run, suggesLin• Lhe " tIat adaptation of

central neural circuits can occur under these circumnstances.
5 It has been known for some time (7) that tonal stimuli will block the

alpha rhythm and that acoustic stimuli at frequencies between 250 - ZOOO
tps will not only check the alpha but will also y z ld on- and off-effects (a).
Under suitable conditions "anticipatory" on-effects or off-effects can occur

depending on the psychological set at the timne; these have led investigators

: in the past to consider such EEG effects of acoustic stimuli as alerting
phnenomena. However, effects produced by acoustic stimuli at low intensity
levels z-ay not have any relation to effects noted in the present experiment
where presunably both the acoustic and vestibular portions of the eighth
nerve were activated by the intense noi.re.

Reflex changes
SIt has alread~y been rrentioned that activation of the bulbar reticular

formation yields caudally directed effects in the motor sphere consisting
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Of -•a&1terat. ;';.. in the deep tendon rerexes, change- in tone, and alterations
i- motor respanne. Certai~n of these effect3 are mediated directly by ac-
tion on the internuncial pool around the anterior horn cell.. It has also been
shown recently (9) that bulbar reticular stimulation may selecti./e/y ac-
celerate or inhibit the activity of szmal gamma efferent fibers of the ventral
root innervating the muscle spindles, thus regulatin' the rate of di3charge
in the spindle afferents. This modulation of the end-organ alters the feed-
back pz•operties of the system and thus may have pofaund effects on local.
segmental cord activity. Since it has been demonstrated experimentally
that high intensity noise above 135 db will cause activation of the reticular
system, one might anticipate that reflex changes would occur in persons
exposed to intense noise.

This matter was tested in five subjects during exposure to jet engine
noise at overall levels of 134 - 136 db. In three of the subjects no ear

plugs were worn during the period of observation and in two of these an in-
crease in the deep tendon reflexes could be demonstrated which was so
marked in one that clonus was almost elicited. There was no ataxia, in-
coordination, dysmetria, past-pointing, or change in the ability to carry
out rapidly alternating movements. The Romberg was negative in the en-
tire group during the period, of exposure to noise at these levels. The
observed alterations in the deep tendon reflexes were present only when

r the CNS was subjected to the afferent auditory and vestibular volleys and
ceased when the noise stopped.

Discussion

"Clinical symptoms
The initial crude experimental data would thus indicate that high in-

tensity noise can stimulate the reticular activating system. Our results
also tentatively suggest that activation of this reticular system by high in-
tensity noise stimulation produces cephalically directed effects on central
integration and. diffuse activity of the cerebral cortex. The changes that
were observed in deep tendon reflexes in some individuals while being sub-
jected to jet engine noise is in agreement with the suggested caudally di-
rected influence of the reticular formation occurring over reticulo-spinal
pathways that have been indicated by previous studies. The data obtained
thus yield a possible basis for some of the narrative reports which have
slowly accumulated from operational activities in the field. The repcrtedS•muscular weakness could well result from the reflexes and changes in

muscular tone which might follow reticular activation. One need not neces-
sarily postulate interference with normal proprioception. The reported
blurred vision may be secondary to the vestibular inflow and may not be
based on peripheral mechanical vibration of the eyeballs. incidental ob-
servations suggest that the apparent shift in the visual field does not occur
in sound fields of 137 db until one ear phx is removed thus increasing the

!" likelihuod of direct stimulation of the vestibular apparatus. The relation-
ship of these mechanisms to possible incoordination. nausea and vo-miting

7ý. • etc. art covered elsewhere in this report.
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• ;' Intros•pect:ion by trained obser-/er! in high intensit~f noise associat~ed

with ter btirner c)er.-iTn caearal indicates thasu stress mlschanismu would

seem to be activatedc The iresent experioentl obsertoations seem to give
some neurophysio&ogiCal clue as to the basis -or a possible activ.ation of

S!= the adrenal, stress mechanism•. It has been shown (3) in cats and monkeys

that a marked tncrease in electrical activity occurs in and only in the pos-
•j ~terior hypothalarnus in. the presence of stress stim~uli (hypoxi.a, insalin,
• ~epinephrine, etc.). The adr~enal response to such stressful stimuli, e. g.

•. drop in eosinophile cotnt, incre4se in excretion of IT-ketostterohis, is said

to be blocked by minute, discrete lesions in this region. It would seem
S~probable that these nuclei, which constitute the final ccrr~ron path within

the CNS for stress reactions, are activated by the reticular a-tvating
Ssystem. Since intense noise has been shown to increase the activity ini ~ thiz; reticular system, it would, be possible that, given sufficient stimula-

tion by noise, the endocrine stress mechanisms would be mobilized.

Epileps

Stimulation of the reticular activating system such as has been shown
to occur can be anticipated to act as a strong precipitating mechanism in
individuals who are subject to chronic recurrent seizures. Although .the
details of mechanism are unknown, it is well documented that acutely stress-
ful situations often precipitate seizures in epileptic patients. At the ex-
perimental level, monkeys with epileptogenic cortical scars can easily be
"precipitated into a generalized seizure by the use of loud yelling accompa-
nied by threatening activities. In fact the laboratory technician catching
such a monkey comes up to the cage yelling and banging on the cage until
the monkey goes into a &aseisur nd, during the post-ictal coma, simply
reaches in and picks up the prostrate and comatose animaL. For that reason
the epileptic individual would be in an extremely hazardous location in the
noise field surrounding a jet engine.

Since the incidence of he&a% injury might be relatively high in the history
of individuals of this type, particularly among personnel or. board a carrier,
it mest be remembered that somewhere between one and 15% of individuals
sustaining closed head injuries of sufficient degree to be ccmatose will
subsequently develop epilepsy.

Noise threshold
Although initial estimations .of threshold for appreciable influence on

the reticular activating system have not been determined in terms of sound
pressure level, it would seem that the observations reported here were ob-
tained just as threshold for physiological effects- The noise fields used
ranged between 135-140 db. It is difficult to predict the neurophysiological
effect of noise above 140 db. The acute animal experiment reported was

a. • carried out under general anesthesia at overall noise levels of 137 db. In
unanestherized animals neurophysiological effects might be expected to be
more marked. Presumably --ven higher levels of stimulatian would yield
appreciably more than the relatively mild activation recorded.
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Poisi}ble effects abov-Y 14) 1b
The eifect of orerall noise levels above 140 db would dep.end iirst on

the end organ. It would see-m that current noise levels are approaching
saturation tor the cochlea so that future increases would not appreciably
increase the auiount of central activation from thi3 source. However, sub-
jective data would indicate that the threshold for labyrinthine stimulation
has just been reached and that higher noise levels would very appreciably

-- I increase the amnount of central stimulation.
2 As the amount of central stimulation coming in over the eighth nerve

7 j ] ncreases, one might anticipate an accentuation of the physiological c.hanges
Salready described which might include more definite and marked changes

in peripheral muscle tone, reflex changes, alterations of the postural reflex
mediated by the brain stem, additional activation of the central pathways

[ S mediating the streaz response as well as possible !%Iteration of more general
properties of central integration. In spite of the large safety factor built
into cortical circuits, these can always be over loaded with occasional dra-

S|rmatic and sudden alterations of function. In more specific terms, it has

I • been shown (2) that the preponderant cortical effects of reticular-diffuse
1• thataic activation lies in the frontal asscciation cortex. If, as has been
* suggested (Z), this system carres subcortically synthesized impressions

of an affective, nature, it is feasible that, through its projections, chaeges
can be caused in cortical interpretation and type of response to environ-
mental. stimuli. This might have grave signific.=ce for an individual such
as a jet engine mechanic who is required to carry out rather precise opera-

I ~tions involving quick andi accurate judgments.II As higher levels of noise are achieved, one must consider the possibility
of CN5 activation by other sensory channels, it has been experimentally
demonstrated (3) that generalized activation of cortical activity by means of
reticular mechanisms is best achieved with pain stimuli and with propriocep-

- tive, auditory and optic stimuli being effective in that decreasing order. No
"observations have been made on the role of the labyrinthine input in this
regard. In any case, it would seen that purely auditory input is not of pri-

ll ht a d
mary importance for these phenomena and that with increasing intensity of

I the polysenso..ry i othe o'-r sense modalities may have to be c nsider-.'
| All. of the CNS effects thus far described£ seem to be quite effectively pre-

vented by reducing the input over the eighth nerve by the use of ear defenders.
If the polysensory input over other channels reaches a sufficient level, the
same effects may be seen in the absence oi labyrinthine and acoustic input

though this would intuitively seem to be unlikely with foreseeable levels
of noise.

a With rising noise leve l s, a point will obviously be reached where the
attenuating effect oi ear defenders will still not reduce th. sensory input
below threshold for central effects. This will he particularly true for low
frequencies where the after burner operation poses a major problem. The
possibility may also be considered that labyrinthine stimulation by bone

- conduction quite possiblyr occurs at overall noise levels around 155 db. The
relationship between this effect and skull resonance remains to be deter-: I
mined.
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j. Po:zihle Methlwds of ?rotectiorn

Mechanical
The experimental data gain'ed with hounan subjects indicates that the

CNS effects of noise levels in the 135-145 db range can. prcbably be ef-
fectively blocked b', the use of adequate ear protectors. The attenuation re-

quired to reduce the end-organ stiznulation below CNS thresholds is ofJ • course dzpArndent or. the overall noise levels and since the labyrinth pre-
sumbly respcnds mnss effectively to the lower end of the spectrum, this

- attenuation problem becomes more critical. As sound levela rise to the
150 db level and higher, the attenuation by ear protectors becomes in-

j .- sufficient and the possibility of bone-conducted activation of the labyrinth
must be considered. f sound levels are reached where polysensory stiniu-

Vn lation becomes the dominant factor, one must consider the possibility o'
sound-attenuation suits in which certain body areas, where the cutaneous
or other sensory input is maximal, are adequately protected.

Pharmacological
SIn addition to mechanical devices which attLnuate the noise before it

reaches the end-organs, possible methods exist which may protect the
central nervous system itself against the described effects. These methods

M-- are pharmacological.

In both the expeiimental animal and man, evidence is available that
the circuits of the brain stem reticular formation are peculiarly susceptible
to the action of anti-cholinergic drugs. It would seem that this is why such

- anti-cholinergic drugs are effective in the treatment of Parkinson's disease
V-. (11). Although no data are available regarding the action of such drugs on

the alterations of central activity induced by noise, it might be anticipated
that scopolamine, Pagitane (Lilly 08958) and Diparcol would be effective in
that order. Dramamine, which is also an anti-cholinergic compound, might
also be of benefit. It has also been shown that barbiturates are effective
in reducing the spontaneous activity of the reticular system. hut the current
evidence would indicate that the drug levels would have to be such that the
operational use of this method in the field would not be feasible.;
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IX

'IAMEDDATAE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

W. EL Miles

Department of Psychology

Yale University
iI

Intrcduction

The old tongue twister "A noisy noise annoys an oyster" applies also
to man, who has no convenient shell to close out the intense higher fre-
quencies. I-is hands, which can serve this need, must often be otherwise
employed. The sense of hearing is our ever-ready wide-open channel for

information from the environment. When hearing i3 over-loaded from in-
tense noise energy its aid to behavior as a psychological resource is prac-
tically lost to us. This loss becomes a double b-=den. Intense noise, brief
or prolonged, claims attention and distracts from. the job. If the energy
received produces pain there is a .hysiological demand on attention.

When auditory cues are blanked out, an increased. vigilance load is re-

quired from the sense of sight. Vision is highly directional, and in order
to secure from the noisy environment the information sequels needed for

both work and safety, the eye movements and head movements must be
multiplied. Vision, and also the tactual-muscular senses, are further

I burdened by the vibration of material which musz be manipulated and ad-

justed while in the intense noise field. -.

e Psychomo-tor efficiency and intense noisez j
This problem is not new . Man had to learn to labor while the ele-

ments we..e in a state of storm. It isn't easy to shave or to let a meal in
- the_ presence of a lustily crying baby. Factories --re often of necessity too

hard on the ears for working comfort. The problem has a very long past.
b but a brief scientific history which for the purposes of this survey dates 1
from about 1940. It was then that the effects of noise and vibration on the

performance of pilots in military planes became a problern of acute con-
cern. To guard or guarantee working eificiency of personnel, is it neces-
sary to devise methods of reducing acoustic stress ? A. large inte~nsive re-
search program was undertaken at the Psycho-Acoustic Laboratories,

Harvard University, in an attempt to answer this practical question (1).
The Harvard studies were conducted in a large basement room of a

brick building which stood well apart from other buildings. The laboratoryIg

I



was equipped especially for this program of research. A ioltage of uni-
"form spectrum and one of !ow frequency rich in harmonics were properly
mixed, amplified, filtered, and equalized, and led to a battery of loud-
speakers. The result was a near match to the noise found in a typical
bomber plane of that time. In preliminary st•dies, subjects were exposed

L to about 115 db for 3-hour periods. A wide variet-y of 1) psychological, Z)
SI psychomotor, and 3) physiological tests were tried. Group 1) included

coding, card sorting, span of appreha-ns4ion, and judgments of distance;
I group Z)--.serial reaction time, tapping, marksmanship, and two or more

types of pursuit meter tests; group 3)--muscular tension, tremor, stand-
ing steadiness, blood pressure, visual and auditory acuities.

l Results from the 3-hour exposures to 115 db (overall) showed no

3change, or~1n some instances slight facilitation, in psychomotor functions.SSubjective reports, however, were unnious• that the men felt more tired

and "washed out" than when the same: tests were run. in quiet. Certain vis"-

j ual testa gave a positive decrement from, the intense noise. Speed of ac-

, comodation (changing the point of fixation from near to far and from far

to near) required an increased time, and there was some e-Adznce that
lateral shifts of eye fia..ition were accomplished more slowly in the noise.

Whnsubjects wrinachair with. vibration amplitude of .001 inch (1 mil).
visual. acuity was reduced Z5 per cent on. the average. The conclusion
drawn was that tests of longer duratiorL than three hours should be made to

I determine if the effects thereby became more evident.
A second aeL of Harvard studies was conducted which emphasized tests

of psychomotor effLcancy in; even-hour runs with 115 db contrasted with
similar periods of 90 dh intensity. Five Saod subjects were used for two
months in these tests. At first the men learned their performance tasks t

well, and then a counterbalanced order of testing in. 90 and 115 db fields
was started and continued for four consecutive days in each of four con-

secutive weeks. All five men completed these tests. I
One of the tests--Coordinated Serial Reaction-Time--in which the

subjects, by mean•of airplane controls. directed a beam of light at a
series of tarets--showed 5.4 per cent slower average response time and

also an increase of 5.4 per cent in errors for 115 db as cormpared with
90 db. This was the most effective of all the tests for showing an effect of
the noise. Uniformly there were hearing losses after these prolonged ex-

"auze, greatest for 3000-5000 cps, and sometimes amounting to 30 db at
frequencies as low- as 250 cps. After all tests with 115 db all subjects re-
ported tinnitus. Only one subject on one 90 db day reported ringing in his

ears. The general outcome of these Harvard studies of working efficiency
in intense noise (115 db without ear defenders) points to what seems a
reasonable conclusion. Although subjectively quite uncomfortable and
tirinz as a working environment, noise of itself appears to influence work

output but little, especially when. motivation and health are normal and the
work consists of well-practiced routines. iI Noteworthy- studies were also made on the effects of noise and vibra-
tic !on psychomotor efficiency at the State University of Iowa (2). In att• I small stone building, well isolated, provision was made for a Z4- by 30-

71 foot testing room and two smaller rooma for housing the control and re- u

11
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cordign el•,•sint. The s.ctr-ni? of noise was mrade to conform L a gen-

eral )"a-' ro ther frequency chalaacteristi3 oi ai~cplane rý,13eý3). A-special
chair was built. to provide va-.u vibrationt arnplitudes,- 4 to 6 mnils. 'The
chief ps'chorn.otor testing apparatus was a rx.odified Mashburn unit (4).

SThe rr-cdifcation•s "er : the mounting of the plaorm on sp~i.gs s it
could be vibrated without also vibrating tLe banks of lights; using 39 light-
matching responses per test run in place of the regular 40; a.nd eir, plo'ing
stepp-n3 relays to bring up new combinations of stimulus lights in succeed-

ing tests.
In the first series of tests randomly selected groups from a total of

30 male college student subjects were stu-±_d under six conditions: 1) si-
lence; 2) noise--a5 db; 3) noise--ll0 db; 4'ý vibraticn--4 to 6 mils; 5) noise--
85,db and vibration--4 to 6 rails; 6) ncise--1 10 db and vibration--4 to 6

rmils. In addition to performance on the Mashburn apparatus (main test)
some observations were made on heart rate, breathing, tilt perception,
brin waves and hearing acui•.ry. The results showed no consistent signif-
icant differences between the groups tested under the six conditions in

these one-hour sessions.

At Iowa, as also at Harvard, it appeared to the investigator that the
lack of positive results might be due to the relative shortness of exposure

"to stress. A second series was undertaken in which 36 civilian pilot train-
ing primary course applicants spent four and one-half hours each in the
testing situation. This time, four testing conditions were compared: 1) si-

V." fence; Z) noise--1l0 db; 3) vibration--4 to 6 rails; 4) noise--If0 db and vi-

S~bration--,4 to 6 rails. Again, the result-- proved negative for the noise llelel i
I• and duration used, as also for nois e and vibration combined, II10 db and 4 •

to 6 mils vibration.

Noise and performance efficiency 1953 status of the problem

The Harvard and Iowa investigations outlined above were conducted in
the early 40's. Two reviews of the effects of prolonged high intensitf noise

- on human, behavior have appeared rather recently (5,6). Each of these con-
tains many references and enumerates in outline various studies conducted
in industry and in psychological and other laboratories. Always, the same

Z preliminary- illusion or hunch beckons the would-be "scientific discoverer"
"-- "the effect of noise must be measurable on a human performance scale."
But in general, significant verifiable decrements in performance have not
been found. to result from noise (8(1-115 db with ears open). Especially is

this true if the industrial and some other experiments are viewed critically
from the standpoint of design and adequacy of controls.

It seems probable that specific visual-motor spot tests can be so
chosen and complicated as to suffer some interference from vibration and

noise. These are extreme in*taaces ard =ot representative of dut,--tasks
around well-designed airplanes; nevertheless they are worthy of study. A
recent report (.7) describes a test employing twenty steam-pressure gauges
disposed about a hollow square. The subject stands in the middle or the

open side a few feet away, instructed to note any pointers reading nmore
than a danger mark. When such a pointer is found, he is tc step up and
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turn it doown with the knob bn!ow that particular dial. Random pointer 3ig-J na1s, five per half-hour, were used in r=uns one and cne-half hours long.

Ten subjects each served for frie darys with the e--nircnniental sequence:

quiet, quiet, noise, coise, quiet. (Cuiet = 70 db, and noise = 100 db re T^

.o000 tdes/5q. c=-) Efficiency on noise days was poorer than on the quiet
ones preceding and following by about 1/3 the score level found for quiet.

When the dials -=ere replaced by dim lamps that lighted on signal and had
NY

"to be turned out, the task seeneed easier avd with a group of ten subjects
showed no overall effect of noioe.i

The 1953 version of the problem of noibe and its effects has developed
around the fact that present jet planes produce noise f el"d 10 or 20 deci-

bets higher than the U-S. military planes in use durinm '/lorid War LI. And
it seems reasonable to assume that still larger and more noisy planes will
be produced in the future. Data previously collected on performance effi-
ciency in sound fields with intensity ratings of 100 to IZO db are of mino."
value when attempting to appraise the ncise stre-s hazards now present

on U. S. Navy carriers and Air Force operational flying fields. The most
significant general fact appiicable to the present is that maintenance and
other personnel now engaged in servicing and operating our jet planes ap-

pear to be efficient in their work and willing to continue in their jobs, and
that the great majority of these men use no ear protection.

Psychomotor tests made at Wright Field

Some members of BENOX, while surveying the noise problem at

Wright-Patterson Field, July 6 to 17. 1953, spent some ti-e conducting
performance studies on volunteer subjects near an out-of-door testing
block on which a J4SIP5 jet e--;- with afterburner was operated- The gen-
eral conditions for these tests may be readily understood from Fig. 1.
"Groups of 4 to 6 young adults from the Aero-Medical Laboratory and the

Bio-Physics Laboratory were recruited from day to day, to serve as sub-
jects. Most had never before served in an expcriment under intense noise.
New subject• were used on each day. This was not by desisn, but because

they could not be spared from duties or did not wish to absent themselves
from other activities. The --- bient noise in the area where the subjects
performed their test tasks was usually 128 to 135 db (overall). When the
afterburner was rr nning. the level was close to 140 and continued only a
few minutes. All subjects and others engaged in these tests wore ear de-
fenders, most of which were -if the type V-51R (8). The acoustic insulation
provided by these ear wardens was determined at the Psycho-Acoustic
Laboratory and found to range fro about 26 dh at the low frequencies to

* 40 db at the higher frequencies. The noise levels in the ears of subjects
st-udied by the testing block were therefore not as high as in the Harvard
study. But the experimental conditions were mord complex and distracting.

L
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Table I

;.taneou* Right- and Left-Hand Grip Test. Result5 on four yotzig
1 subjecta examined at Wright Field jet-engii-e te.ting block area
E-0, 1953, Scales given in kilograms.

Testing Periods

- •Quiet II Quiet II Noise* IV Quiet

E.L L. B.. L. R. L. R. L.
48.0 32.0 45.0 35.5 49.0 31.0 44.5 32.5

- 39.0 49.0 29.5 48.0 32.0 48.0 32.0

- " -:.0 39.0 41.5 31.5 35.0 46.0 35.0
. 47.0 38.0 42.0 43.0 37.0 43.5 37.0

Z4 3 49.5 30.5 49.0 30.0 46.5 34.0 50.0 34.0
47.0 3Z.5 42.0 38.0 46.0 34.0 47.0 33.0S . 37.5 42.5 36.0 42.0 45.0 33.5 40.5 38.0

40.0 38.5 42.0 35.5 44.0 35.0 37.0 40.5

Ave. 42.3 37.4 42.5 36.8 44.1. 33.9 44.6 35.4

;7-•,•R •ioi4L~ a88%. 87%1 77%7 79%7

AiJ et ".gine J48P5 with afterburner going.

,S mu.taneous right- and left-hand grin test

wo regular Smedley hand dynazmometers* fastenei- back-to-bacýk as
"" :e unit were us ed to test both hands at once. The instructions were:

''push or pull; just squeeze as hard as you can with both hands at
" -., then pass the instrurnent back to me." The task is symmet, ai. .ia1cr

: .: ides of the body. The position of the hands is made uniform- from
to subject. The separate scores for the two hands are logically

-: .::rabie in that the subject's efforts tend to be less prolonged and he
5s in fewer bodily contortions than when tested one hand at a time.

. .:r subjects were each given two tests before lunch and two after
n. u relative quiet. They were given two trials when the jet engine

A -.xninx with afterburner and, finally, two more shortly after the en-
.............s turned off. Each man's score with each hand was recorded to the

." -"t 0.5 kilogram- These admittedly iragmentary data are pres -nted

.. table from C. H.. Stcelting Co., 424 Homan Ave., Chicago.
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in Table I. Individual u'ori3 a:e given i or the rirht and le :a-c

separateLy, and for both trials n-ade in each gerid. Pericds I a_-d li

re.sen relative quiet ccnditic.na, Period Ull was in je: with ftehbi-e"

noise, and Pezio..d TV fGoLJ,:zd ihorTiy.after the inrense ncise had stcpoed

and when the men were in a mood to leave prmrnptly. I ecnc• cf the

averages at the bottom of Table I indicates that Periods I and I • r.
EM close checks on each other and that the ratio of left-hand scueeze to the

"right was 88 per cent and 87 per cent respective!y. in Period ITT '-he -. 3 ht

hand appears to show an increase of 1.7kZ and the left a decrease of 3.2
kg with a ratio of 77 per cent compared 'o the mean- of Periods I and 1.
Period IV results differ from those of I and IU and resemble those for 1IN

.n showing a left to right ratio of 79 per cent. However, if we con: I, II
and IV as quiet-condition periods to be averaged for comna.rison with EIl.
the following deduction may be made Lor the effect of intense noise:

19 (a) The right-hand performance was increased Zper cent. (b) The si-
01; multaneous left-hand performance was decreased 10 per cent. (c) Tile

total output for right and left hand was decreased Z per cerit. (d) These

men as a group did not or could not conform .'o ins-tructions--squeeze both

hands at once as hard as you can--under the noise condition as well a.3 in
quiet.

j Block assembly test

If the rezder will imagine a wooden cube 3 inches on each edge,
painted red oan all six sides, and then cut up into I inc-'. cubes, he will un-
derstand the materials used in this test. Obviously there will be Z7 one-
inch cubes: 8 with red paint on three sides, U2 with paint on two sides, 6

n test.d The subject'

with only one side painted and one completely unpainted. The subject's
task is, to assemble the 27 one-inch cubes into a built-up 3-inch cube on
which all the red paint shows. If he cover: up any paint inside his struc-

ture he must find it and place it properly before the task may be consid-
ered finished. The score is total time.

The subject sits at tble with a shallow box on it. En the bottom of
the box is a mirror and an top a piece of heavy plate glass. The 27 blacks
lie on the glass at one side one layer deep and arranged in chance order
and positaon as dice might have been droppeci. The eaxarniner pcints. out

W. •that the mirror may be useful for seeing if the botwrt of a cohe has red
color an it. In this test the subject is forced to make use of immediate

* -memnory since he can't see all six sides of a solid cube at once. But any
cube the subject may pick up, except the unpainted one, will serve as a
start for the assembly; the cubes do not have to be sorted first. With re-
peated trials this test ordinarily shows a considerable amount of learning.

The learni=n may also include developing good technique for searching out
a 1-inch square of color that has been inadvertently hidden.

The same four subjects who served in the hand grip tests were used

on that occasion for the cube test. One trial on each subject came before
lunch and one after. These were both administered in quiet in the testing-
block area. Trial III was under conditions of the jet engine running ICO per

cent without the afterburner, noise 130-135 db but with ear defender,4 in use.

87
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in time. 'ir,;d. SZ and S3 were considerably slowed up in Ill compared

-f 7! ' very slightly better, and S4, the methodical slow learner,

r.-,ae - rable gain in III over I1, Ordinarily the time 3cores in the

first f -ial'. for such a group of subjects become progressively shorter,

"Sirce it w- -i")t possible to do a iourth trial in quiet for comparison, we

note on. i - the third trial, performed during noise and bothersome vibra-

tion of the t-. j!e and wooden blocks, required about 5 per cent longer time

than diL .- .,. II instead of the usual improvement due to additional prac-

W tice.

Visuai re-:.tir.n time to an indistinct signal

If the -4 -. er will imagine looking at an ordinary stop watch at a dis-

.'• "tance of ,•t t from his eyes and releasing a telegraph key when he notes

that tre" ..ep hand has started to move, he will know the setup for this

-. • .. : ,.bect sat at a table with his finger resting on a key that closed

his end of an tlectric circuit. An electric clock with a dial I-1/2 inzhes

in diameter nr.d a thin sweep hand was mounted on a panel facing him, and

had no appar a it vibration. The experimenter stood near the clock watch-

ing it also ar.- had a push button in one hand out of the subject's view. With
the other haue he gave a ready signal and then one or mnore seconds later
pushed the b.t. :on which cl sed the clock circuit. A loud electric buzzer
was running r instantly to "..ask the clock noise during quiet runs. The
clock hand was not set to zero between reactions; hence the visual signal
started frem i.iferent posi:tons. The subject responded by releasing his
key, thus stun-oing Uhe clock. The total time for Z0 reactions by each sub-
ject was acc .&aulated before reading the clock. The sound field for the
subject when 4-xe jet engine was running measured 130-134 db (overall)
and all subjec's wore ear defenders.

This re.c.:tion test required about one minute after the subject had
been seated ,.- instructed. Data for five subjects, all new to this parti-

cular test, a :: presented in Table 3. Periods I and II were in quiet except
for the mas.• -.g buzzer. Tests III and IV were made during noise when the
jet engine -. running 100 per cent without afterburner, and V and VI were
in buzzer-q,..-. after the engine was turned off. Inspection of the group

- '.s s'i-s Periods I and II as close checks and while III and IV were
!oty 'nois :" and agree clesely, they represent a 5 per cent speedup in

p :-.-.nance vhen compared to I and II. In Period V similar behavior to
tha. .wn ;t .-he noise appears to continue while in VI there is a regres-

' •sic'. •the s c-wer tempo present in I and 1I. This analysis is oversimpli-
• •fich , id mu=. be examined in reference to individual differences between

•,• uLJ..'.. 1.

learn and at the same time more detailed view of our reaction
Utirn ults x iay be had from Table 4. Here I and II are combined

i• ~ ~ ~ - f• .,. .•(o:: each subject) to represent quiet before noise, and V and VI

z.: or quiet results after the jet engine was stopped. From the
the table Sl shows himself slowed up in the noise. 326

mrc. -. "-d with 20 before noise and 259 rnsec. after. Subjects 3
.and .'.o.: -ated no obvious change in reaction speed while Nos. 2 and
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Table 4. Consolidated Results for Visual Reaction Time
Scores given in msec [200m.3ec 1/5seconds

t Subjects Testing Periods Individual Differences

• l+ILQ III+ IVIN V + V QRatio Behavior in Noise Change
Behavior in Quiet

1 270 326 259 . Speed rank 1 +21%

2 300 227 286 2 Speed rank 3 -23%
293

3 367 359 350 359 Speed rank 5 0%

4 278 219 255 Speed rank 2 -1a%

S5 292 296 305 296 Speed rank 4 0%
"298

Average 301 285 291 285 -4%

4 were accelerated when working in the noise field. The right-hand side
of Table 4 shows these results given as ratios, average score during
noise over the average scores during quiet including before and after noise.

Subject I was slowed down 21 per cent, Nos. 3 and 5 show zero change and
Nos. 2 and 4 were speeded up 23 per cent and 18 per cent respectively.
The subjects ranked in terms of overall speed during quiet runs show in-
teresting differences in noise effect on behavior. The two slowest men,
ranks 4 and 5, showed zero change. The fastest man was slowed down
while ranks 2 and 3 were speeded up by the noise environment. We may
conclude that although all subjects dislike the noise as a condition in which
to work, the results for the effect of intense noise on such simple behavior
as reaction time will vary widely according to individual differences.

Two-hand coordination test

The equipment for this test exercise is simple (9). It consists of an
impulse counter responding to 60 cycles 110 volts, stepped down by a
transformer and mounted in the center of a board 20 x 18 inches. Directly
below the counter is a button which, if pressed, stops it. Mounted on the•[ board, one to the right and one to the left of this button. are two hardwood

"• blocks each of which contains two 3/8-inch holes, 1-1/2 inches deep. A
3-inch length of standard lead pencil 5/16 inches in diameter stands in oneS •. of the holes in each block. The subject presses his right index finger on
the clock button and when ready lets go, and reaching over shifts the right-

hand pencil from- one hole to the other (in the same block), returning to the
button as soon as he can to stop the clock. He then takes over the button
pressure with his left index finger and executes a similar coordination
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with his left hand on the other pencil. The use of each ",-.d is alternated
with the other, and the objective is to/ accurn•.ziae the least possible
amount of time on the clock in a trial of five perncl.1 shifts with each hand
"al•tern-tely. In these tests made near the jet en•_•e the subjects turned on
the electric switch at the start and were carefully instructed to turn it off
when they had completed five trials wi.th each hand. Total time was taken
from "on" to "off" with a stop watcbh by the experimenter who stood nearby.

- This two-hand coordination test was lised at Wright Field on two days,
July 14 and 15, 1953, on two completely different groups of subjects who
were not accustomed to working on or near jet engines. The first was a
group of four subjects. These results are exhibited in Table 5. The upper
portion of the table shows the time accumulated on the clock for each man
in each test period. The range was fromn 10.8 to 15.3 sec. The average for
the four men indicate but little learning. In Periods I and 1I before lunch
the mean of the averages was 12.69 sec.; for IMI and IV after lunch it was
12.98 sec. A similar mean for V a VI in nr:.5e (1Z8-133 db with ear
plugs) gave 13.41 sec., or 4.4 per cent slower performance. Subject 3
was not available for the final test in quiet, VII, therefore a set of aver-
ages is given for the group reduced to three. Comparison of the results
for the two tests in noise, V and VI, with IV and VII for quiet shows slower
performance by 8.5 per cent. If all the scores in quiet periods for the
three subjects are compared with the two in noise, the effect shows up as
a 7.7 per cent retardation. So far as these data may be taken to indicate a
trend it seems clear that the coordinatad acts attempted were slower and/or
more clumsy during noise.

The lower portion of Tablt 5 shows the total time used by each sub-
ject for the test, i.e., actio- lime zway from the button plus resting time.
on the button. The time on the button is ordinarily used to take a psycho-F
logical breath between attempts at quick accurate coordination. The bot-
tom line in Table 5 records the proportion of the total time spent on the
button (clock stopped). In quiet tests 1. II and 131 this proportion was in
excess of 50 per cent. In Period IV subjects realized that tests under jet
noise were to come next and in V and VI with the noise the time on the
button falls below a 50 per cent level.

The second set of results on the two-hand coordination test represents
a group of five other subjects examined in the engine testing-block area.

-. What appears to have been an important deviation from our usual condi-
tions must be mentioned. The early morning plan was to take the subjects
to the area for two tests in quiet before lunch. Before the subjects co Uld
be recruited it was learned that the crew on "our engine" had some engine
tests which they wished to make and that our turn =ould come about 2:00
p.m. Following lunch the subjects arrived at 1: IS p.m. before the engine

r" tests were completed. All five subjects were equipped with ear defenders
a during the half-hour or more while the engine was run part of the time

with afterburner. The subjects kept out of the way and out of the more in-
tense noise fields. When the engine was turned oft the experimenter began

* instructing the subjects, one at a time, on how to perform the coordination
* test. All five proved difficult to instruct, their receiving capacity for ir-
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Table 5. Result- for Two-Hand Coordination Test

(Score! in seconds and decimals)

"Subjects Testing Periods

IQ II Q li LQ IV Q V N VI N* VII Q

1 12.18 12.08 13.80 13.82 13.32 15.09 11.42

S2 11.61 12.37 12.95 12.08 13.54 11.73 10.82

3 15.30 13.25 12.41 13.23 14.14 LZ.61

4 13.65 11.09 12.97 12.62 13.89 13.00 13.50

4-Ave. 13.18 12.20 13.03 12.94 13.72 13.11 ---

3-Ave. 12.48 11.85 13.24 12.84 13.58 13.27 11.91

1 26.4 25.8 28.6 22.2 23.2 26.0 21.8

2 35.0 24.8 29.0 29.2 25.0 19.8 26.0

3 39.0 31.4 27.6 24.0 32.0 25.0

4 25.2 19.2 25.0 26.0 24.0 20.2 21.8

Ave. 31.4 25.3 27.9 24.7 26.0 22.7

Ratio 58% 52% 53% 47% 47% 42%

formation seemed poor, all made one or more false starts before a Period
I score in quiet could be secured from them.

The results for this second set of tests are given in Table 6. They
need not be discussed at length. The score range for accumulated time,
11.2 to 17.9 sec., proved wider than for the previous group. The effect of
the noise (no afterburner) again appears as a slowing dow-n cf pcrfornnaace

amounting here to 6 per cent. The lower part of this table again suggests

a tendency to make baste under the psychological stimulus of intense noise,
I both present and prospective.

The foregoing account of preliminary studies done at Wright Field in
July, 1953, includes only those conducted by the writer of this section of
the BENOX report. Other studies by personnel of the Aero-Medical

i In Period VI N all four subjects lost mental count in this test and had to
be told when to stop.
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LaboratL;± J,. J.erison and '. J. White and others, were made at this
area on t'h-:. ame dates, and -will doubtless be reported elsewher.'.

"Table 6. Results for Two-Hand Coordination Test

- 2 (Scores in seconds and decimals)

. Subjects Testing Periods

Il uN aQ IV a

1 12.83 11.42 11.17 11.87

2 13.35 15.38 14.42 12.66

3 13.50 12.94 11.58 11.97

4 14.22 15.15 12.64 13.25

5 17.87 16.14 15.50 14.91

Ave. 14.35 14.21 13.06 12.93

1 34.0 25.0 23.2 22.4

2 20.6 20.2 20.6 18.4
t

3 23.2 17.4 16.8 17.0

I 4 15.4 19.6 16.2 16.4

5 26.0 23.6 23.2 21.6

Ave. 23.8 21.2 20.0 19.2

Ratio 40% 33-, 35% 32%

Observations aboard U. S. S. Wasp during training operations

The experience oi living on board a carrier for three days, while it
was engaged in training operations with jet planes, greatly expanded our
understanding of many aspects of the intense noise problem as it relates
to human performance and efficiency. The officers of this ship were
highly cooperative and every opportunity for observing operations was ai-
forded. No experimental tests on personnel were attempted, but members3• of the BENOX group interviewed systematically a number of enlisted men
and officers engaged in flight operations.

Impressions gained from. observing personnel and interviewir.g a few
men on t~he U. S. S. Wasp now operating jet planes not equipped with after-
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I burners include the follcwing:
1. A condition of very high morale exist3 favorable to efficient team-

work in many if not all phases of jet-engine operation3.
Z. The majority of young men become acclimated to intense noi-s-e

when it seems a necessary evil,
3. The majority of personnel working with jets do not wear ear de-

fenders. This is a fact which may be interpreted in various ways

which need not be detailed here.
4. The teamwork seen for the lainching and recovery of jet planes

appeared well organized and efficient. No obvious slowness or
Clumsy movements were noted.

5. Personnel appeared to be well relaxed and emotionally flexible be-
tween stints of intense work. The sociability index seemed high.

6. The nature of work on the flight deck places an extra burden of re-
liance on prompt seeing, therefore special attention to the vision,

S| condition and protection of the eyes of crewmen should be provided
by ships' officers.

7. The hand signals might well be made more prominent and less brief.
8. The flag signals, white and red, from the view of the plane starterI are deflected by wind and poorly Asible. These signals might be

made stiff sermaphcre type or changed to lights for both day and
night use.
Instruction, demonstration and training in reference to jet noiseS~hazards and ear protection would appear desirable frora several

points of view. The impre.ssion was received that the check-out of
new crewmen in reference to their jobs is inadequate. More care

Sshould be taken to acquaint the men in advance with all aspects of
the job they are to undertake and, particularly, to emphasize the

special difficulties which result from the high noise environment.
S.... Special instruction shoLdld be given as to the best method of dealing

with these difficutlties.
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S~X11

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CHRONIC INTERMITTENT
EXPOSURE TO NOISE

Ward C. Halstead
Department of Medicine, and Pz-ychology

University of Chicago

Human operators differ greatly in wants and aversions. With the pos-
sible exception of sexual stimulation, where adequate data are lacking,
man appears to find comfort, security, and optimal social expression in
environments which provide moderate levels of stimulus intensity. When
moderate levels of intensity are exceeded, either downward or upward,
wants change to aversions. The "silence" of the range or of the sea will
sooner or later help the cowboy and the fisherman seek the bright lights
and bright sounds of the city.

Noise has been defined as unwanted sound. At the lower intensities,
noise is chiefly of importance to the engineer in his attempts to maximize
signal-to-noise ratios. At higher intensities, noise induces an aversion in
the normal individual. This is ordinarily reacted to by avoidance. Yet in-
dividual differences manifest themselves here. Psychiatry well recognizes
that many individuals are abnormal in their responses to aversive stimuli
and seek rather than avoid them. Such individuals may in other respects
appear normal. They are not readily detected by screening and person-
nel selection techniques. Where essentially "closed" environments exist,
-as in many industrial and military situations, these individuals may feed
their neurotic needs behind a facade of elaboratge defenses. Such individ-
uals may deny biological maladaptive i."nfluences of the environment even
though they are undergoing gradual disruptiorn or disorganization.

The neurotic individual is significant in the context of the present dis-
cussion not only because he is difficult to detect in working groups of men,
but because he may mask or distort the normal reactions, both mental and
physical, to the extremes of environmental stress. As Dr. Ross McFarland
has pointed out, a high correlation was noted between neurotic symptom
formation. including physical collapse, and low levels of anoxia induced by
simulated altitude where the normal individual was unaffected (1). This is
the reverse side of the coin. It is well known that the outcome in brain
injuries may be marke-i1y influenced by the pre-morbid personality struc-
ture (2). The neurotic may overreact or he may underreact. Failure to take
into account the presence of the cryptic neurotic personality in specified
populations has led numerous otherwise well-designed invesLigations to
culminate in the rediscovery of neurosis. A survey tearri, such as BENOX
is extremely vulnerable to the Lorelei of hidden neurosis. The apparent
presence or the apparent absence of biological effects of environmental
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:.stress such as high levels of noise cAnnot be evaluated at more than a
supcrficial level without painstaking inve.-;tigation. Ideally, such investiga-

A' tions result in specification of three major sources of variance in the in-
dividual. These are the assessment of neural forms of regulation, of extra-

t7
neural forms of regulation, and of "Personality" structure. Seldom are these

fi~ '. oals achieved in other than long-range studies. To achieve thern requires
IT~ the cooperation of widely diversified research personnel. The problem iz

greatly complicated by the fact that equivalent behavioral disturbances may
P 4' arise from all of the above sources. it is only recently, for example, that

medicine has been able to trace certain forms of brain disease to tumnors F

arising in association with the endocrine glands (3).

Preliminary Testing of Civilian Maintenance Personnel at Wright Field

In surveying the possible chronic effects of repeated exposures to high fI level noise it seemed desirable to combine both interviewing and testing
techniques. Arrangements were made by the Bio-Acoustic Section (WADC) p
for the use of an Air Force trailer which provided mobile laboratory and

interviewing facilities. The trailer was located on one of the various flight
line,% in close proximity to both fighter and bomber maintenance crews.
Ambient noise levels within the trailer were measured by a General Radio

I sound level meter from time to time; with minor exceptions, the ambientJ intramural noise of the test environment fell between 60 and 90 decibels.
Ten men were selected by the Assistant Foreman of the particular hangar
for testing and interviewing. He was asked to select these men in terms of

the following criteria: 1) employment of two or more years on jet engine
maintenance, 2) presence of frequently reported subjective symptoms re-nlated to "no;se, " or 3) lack of reported subjective symptoms related to

j~ proved to be extremely cooperative.
The testina and interviewing were carried out on an individual basis.

Data were obtained from both direct and remote interviews. The latter
L ~ took the form of the Cornell Medical Index Health Questionnaire which

each man completed. The direct interview came at the end of the testing.
It is felt that this order was favorable sin-.e it permitted the examiner to

__ carry out the objective tests ivitshout knowledge of the worker's attitudes"V2 and/or subjective symptoms related to noise. The direct interview which
was essentially open-ended in form, encouiraged free discussion of the
problem of "noise" and gave the examiner an important opportunity to clear
up misunderstandings concerning such matters as the quality of individual
performance on the testzs, purposes behind the tests, and uses that would
be made of the data.

Quantitative Findings

The objective tests emplcyed were from a larger battery developed at
the University of Chicago and for which adequate normative data were
available (4,5). The tests consiste4 of the Halstead Tactual Performance
Test. measurement of galvanic skin response under psycholoagical stress,
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S.... ! the University of Chicago Sound Discrimi'nation Test, and mneaitirerrnent of
S~critical fu•sion freq'uency.

I ~~The relative p•'rforrmance of each man tested is shown in the accom'p-
•-• ! snying Profile Ch-art3 (cf. Fig. la arnd lb). Each Profile Cliarct is based

upon criterion scores which have been found to separate individuals with.
known impairment* of higher brain functions from normal control subjects
at better than the one per cent level of confidence. Twelve year old children

with I.Q. 's of 100 have obtained scores characteristic of the average normal
adult on these tests. Scores which overlap those made by individuals with
impairment of brain processes are charted in the upper half of the Profile
"Chart on a decile scale (with every tenth percentile indicated), whereas
scores overlapping the controls are similarly charted below the midline, or
criterion level. The scores which are here relevant to the Profile Charts
were obtained from critical fusion frequency (II), average deviation in re-
peated settings of critical frequency (IMl), total time for three trials on the

Tactual Form Board Test (IV), number of shapes accurately recalled from
the experience of solving the board (V), and the number of shapes accurately
located in the diagram made of the board (VI). These scores supply fifty
per cent of the information obtained from the discriminating tests of the

Halstead Battery. The galvanic skin response data and the sound discri=i-
nation test data will be discussed separately.

It is apparent from inspection of the Profile Charts (cf. Fig. Ib) that
some of the men tested overlap significantly in their test performances a
reference group known to have impairment of higher brain functions. The
fact that two .- en have no scores in the upper zone (higher brain impair-I ment) and that three additional mert have only one score in the upper or im-
pairment zone provides an inteznal control group on the testing procedures
and environment. While test results were obtained on members of the study
group for use as control data, it is felt that considerations of test sophisti-

cation, educational background, etc., makes such data of little value as a
pC • control for mainte-.--ce workers. It is probably significant that five of the

ten mien examined have two or more, scores which fall in the impairment
zone. It is'of particular interest that gross or borderline impairment is
present in all five on the memory scores of the Tactual Performance Test
(V and VI). From interviews, it was learned that many of the critical in-

, |specticns made by these men, especially for night flights, are tactual rather
than visual in character. The possibility must be considered that the loss

of tactual information in these maintenance men is somehow related to the
human error factor which appears to be responsible for some airplane

j crashes, both military and civilian (see recently declassified material on
air accidents).

It should be noted that the signs of impairment of higher brain functionsIobtained in five of the ten men do not necessarily represent recent altera-
tions, or for that matter alterations associated with a high level noise en-
vironment. Their presence in a group of men who have the responsibility

S1 The term impairment is used lo avoid the implication of irreversible
structural changes suggested by such terms as "deterioration'or

"•" = |*damage."
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individua ly and collectively for high.ly technical and frequently esoteric
maintenance operations can scarcely be regarded as de3irabje from the

standuoint of efiiciency and safety of ground and flight operations.
.L e- - The dat for the sound discrirmination test present no evidence of ivn-

t.• -pairment of sense-organ or central nervous system funrtio in the men
tested. This test proides a measure of auditory flutt-r fusion frequency
(A.F.F.) which is in many ways analogous to visual critical flicker fusion,

frequency (C.F.F.). Samples of uninterrupted and interrupted white noise

are prCsented successively to the subject's ear through a pair of head-
phones connected to a Magnecorder tape recordcr. The rate of inter rup-
tion of the white noise samples increases gradually throughout the test, thus

I making discrimination from the uninterrupted samples progressively more
I difficult. The point in the test where discrimination breaks down provides

Sa "threshold" for audi tory flutter. It has been found that the total number of
- !errors on the test establishes individual differences in this "threshold"

reasonably well. It is not yet known how this function is related to auditory

acuity. The average number of errors made by the ten subjects was 6.7.
For the five men whose scores on other tests are suggestive of mild in-
pairment of higher brain processes, the average number of errors was 5.4.

For the men without such signs of impairment, the average number of error-s
was 8.0. Since no audiogramns were obtained on any of these men this in-
version of test performance on A.F.F. cannot be interpreted. It does in-
dicate, however, that the men who showed other signs of impairment were

probably basically cooperative in taking the test battery.
The technique for measuring galvanic skin response was identical with

that described by Halstead, Van Bortel and Kirsner (5). The method involves
direct graphic and continuous recording of the galvanic skin response during

Sthe administration of a mildly stressful psychologicud test known as the

Stroop Test.
The Stroop Test consists of three cards which the subject is piked toI read. In card one the subject is requested to read rapidly 100 color names

"from a card. Only four color names are involved, the words "red," "green,"
I• "yellow," and "blue." These are presented in white on a black background in

I_- random order. In the case of card two, the subject is asked to name rapidly
aloud the colors of 100 colored dots presented in rar'dn•n order on a black
background. The dots are the same four colors named in card one. These
first two cards are not intended to frustrate the subject, but to establishi t-,o-- -et sets in perforn.ance. Card three presents a conflict of the sets
established in cards one and two. It is similar to card one, except that each
of the 100 words is printed in a color other than that named by the word.

" l For instance, the word "red" may be printed in green, yellow, or blue, but

never in red. The subject is told to name rapidly the color in which the
word is printed, that is, he must name the physical colors rather than read
the words. The frustrating qualities of this task are evidenced by explosive

verbalizations, anger at errors in performance, agitated body activitv, etc.

Some subjects block completely on the task for short intervals. All individ-
uals who completed the task reported some frustration.

The data for initial skin resistance (in ohms), .-ninirmal skin resistance.
and the difference interval in seconds between the time required for cardi
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two and three of the Stroop Test (stress score) are shown in Tab!e 1. No
attempt will be made to provide here a detailed analysis of the galvanic

N s•kin response data (see tracings in Fig. Za and Zb). Certain general im-
pressions are in order. In the first place the median initial skin resistance
of the ten subjects is 32.5k ohms. In one instance it wuAs higher than
100,000 ohms. While it cannot be stated that the level of 32.5k ohms ist definitely' abnormally high, there is reason to suspect that it is. It might
be noted that high skin resistance is commonly reported in myx~dema,
duodenal ulcer and schizophrenia (6). Several of the GSR records present
evidence of dissociation between autonomic disc:iarge and the various
levels of psychological stress induced by the Stroop Test. This kind of
dissociation has been observed to occur in brain disease and in metabolic
disorders. The examiner is willing to entertain the notion that something
associated with the work environment of these men is critically stressful
to them and that they can show no further degree of arous", to more or-
dinary forms of psychological stress. He is well aware of the controver-
sial status of GSR measurements in the literature and regards the present
observations based upon this indicator as suggestive but quite preliminary.

Cornell Medical Index Health Questionnaire

The Cornell Medical Health Questionnaire consists of 195 questions
bearing upon somatic and mental health. The average number of "yes"
responses obtained from the fi-,e individuals with scores indicating no
brainimpairment was 19.6 (range 3 to 51). For the five men with signs of
impairment, the average number of "yes" responses was 21.4 (range 9 to
48). The last page of the questionnaire is devoted to neuropsychiatric (NP)
questions. The average number of "yes" responses to the NP questions in
the impairment group was 4.8 (range 0 to 15). There is no reliable dif-
ference in the number of subjective complaints, either somatic or mental
between the two groups.

In interpreting the medical significance of "Yes" responses on the Cor-
nell Medical Index, Doctors Brodman, Lorge, Erdrnann and Wolff. follow-
ing their study of a sample of more than 20,000 individuals, found the CMI
to be sensitive in detecting both somatic and emotional disturbances. In 0
the manual which supplies information concerning admininstration and in-
terpretation of the CMI, the authors state: "The entire form is examined
to determine the number of 'yes' answers. A serious disorder i3 to be
suspected when more than 25 items are so marked. The distribution of
yes' answers is noted. If the 'yeses' are chiefly in one or two sections,

the patient's medical problem probably is localized. If scattered through-
out the four pages of the CMI the medical probleui is likely to be diffased,
usually involving an emotional disturbance. In relation to the patient's
emotional status, 'yes' answers on the last page are important. Here are
questions about the patientrs moods, feelings, attitudes, and behavior.
Morc than two or three 'yes' answers on the last page suggest psychologi-
cal disturbances."
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Direct Inter-riew

The direct int-,!rview required approximnateiy fifteen minutes and was

carried out immrediately upon completion of thie test batter-/ for ea±ch man.
Only one of the ten men admitted to no particular distress associated with
noi7se. This man boasted that he didn't utse 'ear plugs. While he falls in the
unimpaired group from the standpoint ci the Impairment Index, it is of in-
terczt that he had the highest error score of all on the auditary flutter
frequency (Sound Discrimination Test). In general, the direct interview

yielded data which suggest that (a) nine of the ten men have trouble sleep-
ing, and (b) have difficulties relaxing when they get home, (c) most of them
tend to tune the television or radio too loud for their wife's or friend's
listening comnfort, and (d) most complain of a gradual reduction in libido
which is quite possibly prerrmature for their age. Should the reductions of
libido prove to be a stable finding, it would provide supportive evidence
for the existence of a chronic stress syndrome among some of the main-
tenance workers. Most of the men interviewed expressed the belief that
they tended to be irritable and short tzaipered in their social relations
and especially with their wives and children. Nine of the ten men admitted
frankly that they disliked the noise. There was common agreement among
them that it was "bad enough before," but the introduction of the after-

burner makes it "just plain hell to be around." Several of the men who
were ex-servicemen with combat area experience compared the after-
burner to an 88 millimeter shell going off right beside them.

It should be noted that there are several factors which might contrib-
ute to high situational anxiety level in these maintenance workers. It is

my opinion that one such factor arises from the nature of the jet airplane
from the standpoint of materials. The slender fusilage and thin skin of tzhe
jet fighter plane, for example, offer no visual assurance that it can safely

contain the tremendous concentrations of energy known to be present from
the noise and vibration. By contrasr; the heavy breech and rifle of an 88
mm. gun provide visual assurance that it can contain its inner forces. As
one worker put it, A1 always feel that damned thing is going to blow up."° lJ Another anxiety-producing factor arises from the genuine hazard of many
of the maintenance operations. The men feel a constant threat from the
danger of burns, explosions, falls, suction from the intakes, fatal fires
from ruptured high pressure fuel lines, and accidental setting off of live
ammunition. However, most commonly verbalized by the men was the fear
that they might make a mistake and send up a plane that would cost a pilot
Jhis life. The degree of personal identification with *he total flight opera-
tion as well as with the individual pilot creates an unusual degree of loyalty
and morale among this group of workmen which may tend to reduce absen-

tceism and sympt 3matic complaints.* There are in many wa~ys very close
similarities between the I-light line and the battle line (7). While it is true

* A similar factor of hyper-motiv-tion was noted by the author in flight

deck crews of the aircraft carriers Wasp and Coral Sea. Less than
ten per cent of ship personnel is privileged to be up (on deck) when
"things are going on".
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that the stresses involved take a somewhat different formn under the two
conditions of survival, it is quite pvasible tbat biologicall7 speaking the
two cornditions may be fundamentally more alike than different. There iA,
of course, one fundamental difference which may operate against the ci-
vilian maintenance worker. There is no provision for rotational rcll f
from tUie environmental stresses at the flight line comparable to the polio
cies of rotation of personnel at the fighting line.

Health Questionnaire Data Obtained on the Carrier Wasp

Through the cooperation of Comdr. Johns, Air Officer of the Wasp,
the" Cornell Medical Index. Health Questionnaire was admni-stered to forty-
onat members of the flight-deck operating personnel. These men included
crew captains, crew members, and one landing officer. A3 a group they

~ coniitituted a sample of the total flight deck personnel involved directly in
the c.ritical operations of launching and recovering aircraft. In carrying
out their routine ddties they were all directly exposed to the highest sound
lcvels which occur from deck operations. The questionnaire was ad-
ministered to the group in one sitting. The purpose of the questionnaire

__was explained to the men in general terms by Comdr. Harrington. I then
instructed them in detail concerning procedures in filling out the question-
naire. Comdr. Harrington, Dr. Neff, who was present, and I share the
view that the men cooperated fully in completing the questionnaire. This
view was strengthened by the material obtained in persona: intcr-iews
conducted on an individual basis with approximately one-half of the group.

An item analysis made of the 195 questions presented in the question-
naire revealed certain results of interest. In the first place, those items
"of the somatic section of the 'questionnaire which were answered affirm-

- atively by ten or more of the forty-one individuals appear to be related to
the shipboard environment and activities of the resiondentz (e.g., eating
lots of candy bars, intense sweating, etc.). Perhaps the most interesting
exception to this generalization is to be noted in the response to item No.
88 (see appendix). To the question, "Werc you ever knocked unconscious?",
twenty-four of the forty-one men replied in the affirm-tive.

There is a strong suggestion provided by the questionnaire that the
flight deck personnel included individuals with mild or even severe neuro-
tic symptoms. The questions bearing directly on this appear on the last
page of the questionnaire (questions 145-195). In standardizing the ques-
tiounaire Dr. Harold Wolff and his associates found. Lhet Lour or more yes

M responses on this neuropsychiatric section are sufficient to direct attention
to possible neurotic involvement of the responding individual. Three in-
dividuals presented questionnaires indicatina rather marked evidence of
psychoneurosis. One had 41 "Yes" responses in the neuropsychiatric sec-
tion, the other two had scores of 33 and 27. It was Zound by checking the
sick bay calls of all respondents to the questionnaire that whereas the
average individual had made less than three-tenths sick bay calls during
t.he p-cccding six rmonths, the above three men had averaged four calls to

It the sick bay during the preceding six months. The person with 41 "yes"
"responses on the neuropsychiatric section referred to above was second
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from the too in number of sick bay calls with four visits. Should the pro-
portion of three out of 41 men, or approidmately 7 per ce-it of the si•mifi-
"can questionnaires, and frequent sick bay visits be conFirmed by further
investigations, the Cornell Medical Index Health Questionnaire would ap-
pear to be a useful. screening tool to the flight 3urgeon in monitoring the
mental and physical health of flight deck personnel. Since the questionnaire
requires no more than 30 minutes for any convenient-sized qroup, it wculd
be possible to obtain such information at an early stage of the training of

all cperating personnel with repetition at reasonable interv-ls of time.

The observations presented above must be viewed in terms of future
levels of stress for operating personnel wh:;ch are likely to =rise. Ship
operations as a whole, and flight ieck operations in particular, depend for
their smonoth execution on highly complex teamwork. Defect in these op-
erations is reflected specifically in the loss of or damage to men anl

machines. These restricted losses take their toll in the least expendable

commodity of the carrier, which is time. The temporal- interval in critical
launching and. recovery procedur es ist the index of effectiveness and safety

of the system as a whole. It is now well established that one circumstance
where past performance fails to predict future performance of human op- L

erators is the intrusion of cryptic biological stress (3,4,S).

Discussion [
Although test results comparable to those obtained at Wright F;eld are

not available from the carrier personnel, the .qucst:onnaire data strongly

"suggest that the flight-deck personnel includes some individuals with either
mild. or severe neurotic symptoms. There is at preseuL -u way u. e"u.-
mating their incidence among shipboard personnel. Furthermore, there is
no way of knowing how long neurotic tendencies have been operative in

these individuals. This limitation is equally present in our Wright Field
data. The evidence obtained there strongly saggests to this investigator
that some of the men who have the responsibility for critical maintenance
of expensive aircraft have some impairment of hishe: brain functions.
Present methodology permits no conclusion as to when this impairrnent

arose. That the iniairment may be of some consequence in the particular
job environment becomes apparent by the fact that among the behavioral
consequences is loss of tactual information-. Many caitical inspections of

the plane are made in a dense sound field on a tactual basis. The foreman
of one hangar crew estinated that 80 per cent of all critical nuaintenanc'e

adjustments for night flight are made on a tactual. basis. It is equally im-
portant to note that some men with equal exposure to the stress of noise
exhibit no such losses. In. this connection it is of interest to exaliae the I•z
neurotic potential of these men in comparison with those who have under-
gone some impairment. Case No. 8 (see Figs. Z and 4) is a 43 yeaz old
man who has had ten years of experience with jet engines. His test results

suggest that he has undergone rather severe alterations in higher brain
functioning-. EFamination of his health questionnaire rt'ieal-d the nrcsence
of strong neurotic tende.cies. For comparison, case No. 4 (see Fias.. 1.
and 3) is a 31 year old man who has had eight years of experience with jet
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Sengine.1. His test results revealed imraent of higher brain f-,.ctions.

His hezdxth que.stionnaire, however, revealed the presence of neurotic ten-
*dencie, ,if the same magnitude as in t1he precedina case. Fro= our past

experience with the battery of tests eiployed we wowili judge that age 3s not

the significant factor. In a discassioin of this problem. Dr. Hudson Hoagland
expressed the view that the age differential herc would not be reflected in.
adrenal functioning. Obviously it would be of gre-t value to make intensive

* studies of the adrenal responses to stress in two groups of men similar to
the above two cases. The first task is to detect these men by beha.-ioral
techniques. They should then be describeed as completely as possible by
neuroiagical and electroenceph-alographic technique, by psychiatric inter-

views, by decailed physical examinations, and in terms of their neu.rohuzmor-
al reactions to experimenmaL stress. Detailed job analysis of the men
Sshould be carried out. This would reduce, if not eliminate, the possibility

that occupational mismatching was a significaat factor. I
It i., well established that the organism reacts to certain environmental

stresses by an elaborate chain of neural and humoral events. The suc-
cessive Links in the chain from cerebru to the ad-renal glands have been
examined closely in recent experiments and are now fairly well understood.
On the other hand the feedback loop from the adrenals to the brain is es-
ser tially obscure. R emoval of both adrenal glands in man results in death

unless maintenance therapy with cortisone or its equivalent is instituted
promptly. This radical shift fro a dermand-type of regulation supplied by I

the adrenals to availablity of adrenal, steroids on a forced feeding basis is
cc=tpatible with good biological homeostasis. both in terms of somatic and
mental functions. The adequate response to physical stress in the bilateral- I
ly ad-reralectomized individuals calls into question many of our basic as-

sumptions concerning the role oi these structures in mediating biological
adaptation to the envi.rour.-cnt (10).

In spite of muclL progress that has been made in recent years at' teasing
out neurohuxnoral factors in biological adaptation, much work remains to be
done before reliable indicators of stress tolerance in man Will be forth-
coming. It is probable that if we are to expedite the appearanc= of such

indicators, it will be necessary to undertake long and short range studies
which are so designed that they =ill permit description of results in terms

* of neural, extraneural and personality-determinned disturbances in regula-
tions. More specific suggestions toward this goal will be found elsewhere
in this report.

Personnel selection techniques can be expensive and useless unless
sigrificant parameters for selection can be established. it is very probable
from both the Wright Field data and the carrier imterviews that great in-
dividual differences exist in aversions to noise. Some men at both insZtal-
lations stated that the noise did not bother them once they got used to it
{period& ranging from one week to six m.onths). it seem~s reasonable to ex-

pect that a wise selection program could help to rnazdize human tolerance
for noise as an environmental stress. At the present stage of our ignor-
Sance, however, there is no useful clue as to what to select for and what to

_select aaainst. With the Likelihood of increased stress associated with the

irtroduction of more powerful engines, it would seem desirable to under-
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.take early inte-.1ive investigaton.aimed at clarification of the Iiinificant

neural. extra-neural and personality fac;tor3 which bear upon "tolerance"

or healthy adaptati;n to nroie stress.

Conclusions

1. Complaints of tirednesa, irritability, inso.rn•-a. and possibl7 some
reduction in libido, have been encountered in civilian maintenance
workers who are interrittentl7 exposed to the noise Levels close to
jet aircralt. The-re is, however, no objective evidence to date that
internuttent exposure to present sound levels oi appruxuL,,dely 140 db

is physiologically fatiguing per se to ycung military men who are
other-wise in good physical and mental health. This may simply mean

u that proper methodologies have not yet been applied.

Z. Evidence was obtained whiclh may indicate the exiatence of a marginal
"stress" syndrome in some ci.ilians who work without ear protection

and wL3 have the responsibility for executing critical maintenance-Si operations on jet •airrat. ThJ.• s-acdrome is reflected in certain tests

i•.of higher brain functions. The impairment of function detected thu~s

far includes loss of information throuhii the tactual route. This loss
• of information could be significant at the present time since many

critical ground maintenance adjustm•ents (especially in ni~ght opera-
i tkons) are carried out chiefly on a tactual basis.

3. Neurotic tendencies. as operationally defined, were detected with al-

-ost equal frequency in men who demonstrated impaired test per-

.I formance and in men who did not show signs of impairment. This
exploratory study yields no evidence as to whether t•e presence oi
such neurotic tendencies bears upon work effectiue-_ess.-

4. The present findings are indecisive as to whether the observed im-

t pairment is reversible, and whether it is attributable to primary cen-
tral nervous system effects of exposure to noise, to cryptic brain in-

juries, or to secondary involvement of the CVS via a neuro-humoral
stressing mechanisin.

5. Carefully designed investigations, aimed at clarification of the effects
* of neurosis, central nervous system effects, and neurohun~or:-' ef-
_ feds !na i luencina biological adaptations to environmental himh-level

noise fields., should be initiated at once. These investigations should
include both short and long term studies and should encompass both

field and laboratory aspects.
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SMUvUANRY

1. Overall noise levels of 130 to 140 db (re .O00Z dyne/cmZ) are
found in places w~here personnel must work near the vicinity of common
types of jet planes no% in use. For engines with afterburners these levels
reach a:; high az 140 tc 15 SO b. A--oo-=znca.zf=3 '-e. engines are cl-evel-
oped noise levels will increase. It would appear that any increase in thrust
by an increase in exhaust velocity or by scaling up the engine in 3ize while
maintaining the exhaust velocity will result in an increase in acoustic
power which will at least be proportional to the thrust increase. If any
gain is to be made on the problem of reducing noise at the source, it can
be done only by paying special attention to the noise producing properties
of engines. Present estimates indicate that the prospects for a large
decrease in acoustic output are not too bright.

In general the plane pilot is well protected from exhaust by his cock-
pit and canopy and by his earphones. Also to a great extent he travels
ahead of the noise of his plane's power plant. It may be, however, that
some occupants of future aircraft will be in sound fields that are too
high for complete safety and effective communication unless some pro-
vision for their protection is incorporated in future aircraft design. At
present and for the imnrmediate future it is the maintenance crews and
particularly certain members of the deck crews of carriers who suffer
most seriously from intense sound.

Z. Pain in the ears begins to be felt at about 140 db sound pressure
level (overall). The threshold is about the same for all frequencies from
15 to at least ZOOO cps. Below 15 cps it is increased to 179 db for '-tat•c
pressure.• Yet engine exhaust noise reaches the pain threshcd. The

pain is most probably generated in the middle ear. Permanent and tern-
porary loss of hearing due to exposure to excessive acoustic stimulation
is based on dar-age to the sensitive receptors 1n the inner ear. The
threshold for aural pain is considerably above the level of stimulation

necessary for damage to hearing. Thus aural pain does not give adequate
warning of cumulative damage to hearing from repeated exposures to
sound levels below the threshold of pain. Increase in sound 1--vel above140 db causes rapid increase in the severity of the pain and will force

persn--.el. ta em•.ploy ear protectors of• some sort -at levels o.nl-y slightly-
i above those encountered at present.

3. Levels of 130-140 db overall. commonly encountered near jet
engines are far above the level that causes permanent hearing loss if

j| ears are exposed repeatedly over a period of years. Some permanent
injuries to hearing are undoubtpdly being incurred by men now wor'ning

around jet planes. At present sound levels, ccnsistent use oi available
insert-type ear deicnders will pra.tically eliminate these injuries.
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• . ~Sound, pressure pr,7dacs ed-/jt engnewith 'fru•e3 :.v•

• • c'lose to the level which can cause irreversi-b-e damnage to th"e unprorteced

S~~ear at a single brief exposuire, Brief exposure -withoutc ear ur. t f•{n

to the noise of a jet engine at full military 3peed without afterbz--rer
HI • causes :L temporary hearinrg toss which may last for 2.4 !Lou.rs or more.

Ear defenders of the insert-ty",e such as the pr-5IR. if properly fitted,
* reduce temporary hearing Loss and provide the best known protection

against perm~anent damage ta tba --a fiy en-
countered-

- Over-the-ear protectors that have been tested. in the past do not glive
as good prouction au the insert-type of ear def-uzliazs. Over-the-ear
protectors are particularly poor for frequeacels below IGG0 cv3.

4. There are definite unavoidable limits to the amount co protection
that can possibly be achieved by any earplug, earmuff or combination of
the two. This limit is theoretically determined by the difterence betweenr the threshold. to air-conducted sound and the threshold to sounli absorbed
by bone and other tissue of the body and transmitted_ directly tc the inner
ear. At frequencies below I1412 cps the elasticity of the skin lining the
eitz canal determines the pracrial limit for attenuation obtal.abie with
insert-type earp!,'gs. Above 1000 cps the attenuation actually provide-:
by earplugs reaches the limit set by the fact that sound reaches the inner

ear not only by air-conduction but also by bone-conduction. These con-
siderations show that little improvement c-n be expected from changes
of the material shape or fit of insert-type earplugs.

Good wearable earmuffs (over-the-ear protectors) alone do not
provide as adequate protection as good earplugs. Earmuffs alone are
better than no protection. but they must fit snugly. Reliance should not
be placed on earmuffs alone.

Protecti-= of the ectire h-ad by means of a rigid heLmet do" not
Sappear feasible for several reasons, particularly because sound con-

ji f ducted to the ear through the tissues from stimulation of the body other
-. , than the head does not require much higher levels than those that give

i rise to bone reception'by the head.
5. In many current operational situations, voice coam unication is

severeLy handicapped because of interference by noise. By utiliz;ing
standard cormmunication procedures, special phraseology, and well de-

signed equipment. some communication by voice can be ccntinuea in
these situations.

Even with the best possible procedures and protection of the ears
from ambient noise, voice coztmmunication is in.possible in some ouera-
tional situati:ns. Recourse to visual signals or other for-,-s of person-
to-person communication are therefore necessary.

6. Man's sense of his p-asition in space (orientation) is derived
from the integrated action of several sense organs, especially the non-

4auditory portion of the inner ear (labyrinth), the eyes and muscle sense

and touch from f-et, legs, body and neck. Any one of these can be spared
without very serious redu-tian in'overall performwice, particulariy if

"r,--- has been opportunait to become acc ut•.aed ta the less. More ser.i-
7jý aus disturbances come frcma conflicting infurmnation irom two or moxe of
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t th-.e sense or~an5 or from false 1t.imulati'ri of one of them-Ly 'nual1

Smeans, such as direct stimulation of the labyrinth by sonnd. Such 3tsinula-
ti•n begins a lit£le below the threshold for autiitor ain (abot I3" db) i. a

f:-.Tuenc7 range centering about 1000 cps. The physirilogical and prac-
t:•ical sigicance of this srimulatiou should be assessed b- fu-the- studies.

Srpnns of nausea and vomiting, nystagmius, shitting of the visual 'ield,
feelings of forced movements and 3taggering and falling are known to be
closely associated with abnormal or exce%sive stimulation of the organms
for orientation, and such sympotoms have been reliably reported as the
result of e=-csure to jet- engine noise at present p•,er levels. Such dis-
tuban-es ace much like motion sickness and the- may bec•me more

serious in susceptible individuals as sound levels are further increased-
The undeis irable effects on orientation and the syrnpt.oms of nausea can
be alleviated by earplhgs at currently encourte-e-1i aoLse levels.

T. In the narcotized animal, overall sound levels of 133-137 db
(siren) cause stimulation of the reticular activating system of the brain
stem as the result of bombardment presumably entering the CNS over the

eighth nerve.
In the awake human subject, EZC changes consisting of alpha blockade

and generalized cortical desync:hcus.I&.L.-!,i &icuJred. when ear defenders
were removed and stimulation was presn-akbly sufficient to activate U-he
we tibular portion of the eighth nerve. The threshoLd for this effect lies
in the neiuhborhood. of 135 db overall sound level.

The activation of central neural mechanisms, presumably via the
eighth nerve, causes increase in deep tendon reflexes in some individual
during exposure to overall noise levels of 134-136 db (jet engine). This

" .. effect was not observed in persons wearing ear protectors.
There is reason to sarmise that stimulation of the reticular activa-

tion system in the brain resulting from exposure to high noise levels
might well mobilize the adrenal stress mechanism. These CIMS changes

Sj could well account for changes in muscle tone, incoordination, difficulties
in ocular orientation, nausea and vomiting and possibly errors in judgr..nt
which ha,;e been reported- The noise stimulatiun might also precipita
seizures in epileptic patients.

Aithough datn are not available at noise I-e-reLs above 145 db, it ispossible t-= the increasing labyrinthine stimulation wu-_L: cause defin.L-

j and marked central nervous dysfunction of the same kind as those described
but in greater degree, including major deiects in the sphere of complex
integrative function.

All of the Cý.. "ffects obser-ed thus far at noise levels currently
encountered appear to be mediated over the eighth nerve and can be pre-
vente-d i part at least by use of ear defenders.. At higher noise levels ear
defenders may not be affective and polysensory bombardment from other

sensory- modalities way accentuate Ie £ujcti~nnal changes Minimally
present at 135-140 db.

S'£I'ere is reason to believe that. in addition to mechanical methods
Sa~f n.•ise attenuation, pharmacological m,•eans oi affording protection ro theI• S My be developed, possibly through the Use c anti-chal•" -r-ic drugs.
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)3, Studies of psychomotor perfor ances in noise conducted By
r..-"~rd Ps-fcho-AcOustic Laborator7 and howa Universit- during World

War 11 were -•radz under we-l stabilized conditions and an highly prartired
Stests.3 Maxiiumr noise leel were 15 db (overall). The exoerirnchtal

sibje•-c, in spite of annoyance, were able -to perfor= about a3 weil in
nolse as in a more quiet emrirannezz. Very little experinnentation has
yet been done to measare the effects upon psychcmotor performance of

noise at levels above 115 db. Zxpioratory experiments conducted at
Wright Field in noise at levels up to 140 db and under less well stabilized
and- ,--•Lom condition.s than -chase ef earlier studie:i cited above gave the
following results:

* (a) There was a tendency toward increased tinme necessary to ac-
7 complish a relatively complex psyche-motor task.

(b) Subjects more frequently forgot or neglected to follow inst-ructions.
(c) There was an urge to work hn.riedly and get cut of the noise

"situaticn.

i The res-is of these preliminary experiments were in no sense conclusive.
They do suggest that in, wid~e-band noise such as that of a. jet engine, the
first signs of interference with psychornotor performance are beginning

to appear at overall intensity levels of 130 to 140 db. With inzreased

noise levels (150-160 db) muc.h more severe breakdown in performance
is to be expected unless further protective measures are taken.

9. Complaimts of tiredness, i-ritability, insomnia and reduction in
.. libido were encountered in men who were repeatedly exposed to noise

while working around jet air•raft_ Excepting the auditory system there

.is, however, no objective evidence to date other than such verbal reports,
that intermittent exposure to currently encountered sound levels (below

|. •140 db) produces physiological fatigue in young men who are otherwise
in good phys ical and ment;l hea th. This may s imply mean that proper
methodologies have not yet been applied to detect the fatigue effects.

"From the _ "-ex .. ation of a very small number (10) of maintenance
men who had been repeatedly exposed to noise over a pericd of years,

evidence was found which suggests the presence in so-e of these in-
I-• idividuals oi a marginal stre-.s syndrome. This syndrome is reflected

as decrement in scores made on tests of higher mentai function- The
i•• chief impairment of function ncted in this small sample uf men was loss of

information from tactual, cues. Although the evidence is slight, and the

cause of the impairment cannot be directly attributed to noise exposure.
these results cannot be overlooked because of the great importance of

SI the tactual sense to the maintenance man. For many maintenance adjust-
U iments -(espec ially in night operations) tactual cues alone are used.

The Cornell Medical Indenc Health QuesLionnaire was used in collecting

information about maintenance men on the flight line at Wright Field and
about members of the plane and dckx crew of the U.S.S. Wasp. Only a
very cursory attempt was made to correlate the responses given on the
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